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THE CRUSADER ARTILLERY SYSTEM

THURSDAY, MAY 16, 2002

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:39 p.m. in room SD–

106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Carl Levin (chair-
man) presiding.

Committee members present: Senators Levin, Byrd, Lieberman,
Cleland, Landrieu, Reed, Akaka, E. Benjamin Nelson, Dayton,
Bingaman, Warner, McCain, Smith, Inhofe, Santorum, Roberts,
Hutchinson, Sessions, Collins, and Bunning.

Committee staff member present: David S. Lyles, staff director.
Majority staff members present: Daniel J. Cox, Jr., professional

staff member; Kenneth M. Crosswait, professional staff member;
Evelyn N. Farkas, professional staff member; Maren Leed, profes-
sional staff member; Gerald J. Leeling, counsel; Peter K. Levine,
general counsel; Michael McCord, professional staff member; Arun
A. Seraphin, professional staff member; and Christina D. Still, pro-
fessional staff member.

Minority staff members present: Judith A. Ansley, Republican
staff director; Edward H. Edens IV, professional staff member;
Gary M. Hall, professional staff member; Carolyn M. Hanna, pro-
fessional staff member; Ambrose R. Hock, professional staff mem-
ber; George W. Lauffer, professional staff member; Patricia L.
Lewis, professional staff member; Thomas L. MacKenzie, profes-
sional staff member; Ann M. Mittermeyer, minority counsel; and
Scott W. Stucky, minority counsel.

Staff assistants present: Dara R. Alpert, Daniel K. Goldsmith,
Andrew Kent, and Nicholas W. West.

Committee members’ assistants present: Brady King and Chris-
tina L. Martin, assistants to Senator Kennedy; B.G. Wright and
Erik Raven, assistants to Senator Byrd; Frederick M. Downey, as-
sistant to Senator Lieberman; Andrew Vanlandingham, assistant to
Senator Cleland; Jeffrey S. Wiener, assistant to Senator Landrieu;
Elizabeth King and Neil D. Campbell, assistants to Senator Reed;
Davelyn Noelani Kalipi, assistant to Senator Akaka; William K.
Sutey, assistant to Senator Bill Nelson; Eric Pierce, assistant to
Senator Ben Nelson; William Todd Houchins, assistant to Senator
Dayton; Benjamin L. Cassidy, assistant to Senator Warner; Chris-
topher J. Paul, assistant to Senator McCain; Margaret Hemenway
and Russell J. Thomasson, assistants to Senator Smith; John A.
Bonsell, assistant to Senator Inhofe; George M. Bernier III, assist-
ant to Senator Santorum; Robert Alan McCurry, assistant to Sen-
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ator Roberts; Douglas Flanders, assistant to Senator Allard; James
P. Dohoney, Jr. and Michele A. Traficante, assistants to Senator
Hutchinson; Arch Galloway II, assistant to Senator Sessions; Kris-
tine Fauser, assistant to Senator Collins; David Young and Derek
Maurer, assistants to Senator Bunning.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CARL LEVIN, CHAIRMAN

Chairman LEVIN. The Senate Armed Services Committee meets
this afternoon to receive testimony on the Army’s Crusader pro-
gram from the Secretary of Defense and his staff and from the
Chief of Staff of the Army.

The Crusader advanced field artillery system has been under de-
velopment since 1994 to be the Army’s next generation self-pro-
pelled howitzer and artillery resupply vehicle. Although there has
been criticism of the Crusader program by some people outside of
the Department of Defense, until recently, the civilian and military
leadership of the Defense Department consistently and strongly
supported the Crusader program in testimony before Congress.

The fiscal year 2003 budget for the Department of Defense that
President Bush submitted to Congress on February 4 of this year
included $475 million in continued research and development fund-
ing for the Crusader program. On February 28, General Shinseki
testified before Congress that ‘‘Crusader’s agility to keep up with
our ground maneuver forces, its longer range, its high rate of fire,
its precision, and the addition of Excalibur would bring the poten-
tial of a precision weapon with the platform and the munition
being brought together and would be a significant increase to the
potential shortage of fires that we have today.’’

Then he continued, ‘‘Excalibur itself will not solve the problem,
and Crusader is very much a part of our requirement.’’ The bottom
line, quoting General Shinseki’s testimony to this committee on
March 7, ‘‘we need it,’’ referring to the Crusader.

Deputy Secretary of Defense Wolfowitz recently testified in re-
sponse to a question of whether we need Crusader, ‘‘I think we
need some of it, a lot fewer than the Army had planned on. We
have cut that program by almost two-thirds, and they have done
a lot to cut the size and weight of the system, but I am not one
of those people who think that I can bet the farm on not needing
artillery 10 years from now, and I think Crusader is the best artil-
lery system available.’’

Now, obviously something changed dramatically in the attitude
of the senior civilian leadership of the Defense Department toward
the Crusader program in the last few weeks. Change of course
number one came in late April. The media reported and I was told
that OSD would be reviewing the Crusader and other weapons sys-
tems during the program review process leading up to the fiscal
year 2004 budget, and that a decision on the program would be
made around September 1. That was documented in the recent
Army IG report, which noted that prior to April 30, the defense
guidance indicated the Crusader alternative study would be com-
pleted no later than September 2002.

Then came change of course number two. On May 2, Secretary
Rumsfeld told the press that Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz and
Under Secretary Aldridge had ‘‘advised the Secretary of the Army
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that they wanted a study within 30 days that would look at a spe-
cific alternative that would assume Crusader was canceled.’’ Sec-
retary Rumsfeld went on to say that it was his impression that,
‘‘when the study comes back a final decision would be made.’’

In other words, there would be no final decision until the 30-day
study announced on May 2, was completed. That same day, May
2, Under Secretary Aldridge also told the press, ‘‘We’ll brief the
Deputy Secretary in 30 days, and then we’ll make a decision, is
this the right plan, or it may not be the right plan. We’re allowing,’’
he said, ‘‘the Army to tell us if that is in fact the case, being as
objective as possible, so we will have a basis for an analytical judg-
ment based on rational and objective criteria.’’

Then less than a week later came change of course number
three. On May 8, before the 30-day study was completed, Secretary
Rumsfeld announced, ‘‘After a good deal of consideration, I have de-
cided to cancel the Crusader program.’’ The Department of Defense
has not provided us with any study based on rational and objective
criteria to support this decision as of this time.

The purpose of this afternoon’s hearing is for the committee to
examine the reasons behind the Secretary’s decision to terminate
the Crusader program, and the implications of this decision for the
future modernization and combat capability of the Army. It is Con-
gress’ responsibility to determine whether we should proceed to de-
velop, produce, and deploy Crusader. If the Crusader should not be
built because the negatives outweigh the positives, then the fact
that the Department of Defense followed what appears to have
been a zig-zag ad hoc decision-making process should not be al-
lowed to distract us from the merits of their decision. I, for one,
have not yet made up my mind on the merits. I will weigh both
sides very carefully before I do.

There seems to be no dispute that we have a requirement to ad-
dress and identify a shortfall in the Army’s organic indirect fire
support. The Paladin cannot keep up with the Abrams tanks and
the Bradley fighting vehicles, and the other combat systems the
Paladin is supposed to support as part of the Army’s heavy coun-
terattack corps. There is no doubt that the Crusader’s speed, accu-
racy, range, lethality, and embedded digital capabilities are supe-
rior to those of the Paladin it was designed to replace.

Our focus this afternoon will be on two questions. First, what
changed in the Department’s view of the Crusader program, par-
ticularly in the last several weeks? Second, are the advantages and
capabilities of Crusader sufficient to justify the costs? Can the pro-
posed alternatives to the Crusader meet the Army’s indirect fire
support requirements and do so in a reasonable amount of time at
an acceptable risk and at an affordable cost?

This hearing will be unusual in that we expect the Secretary of
Defense and the Chief of Staff of the Army to disagree on this im-
portant matter before us. There are several points I want to em-
phasize as we approach this disagreement. First, every witness this
afternoon and every member of this committee has the same over-
all objective: ensuring that America’s Armed Forces remain the
best-equipped and most capable fighting force in the world. There
is disagreement on the role of the Crusader artillery system in
achieving that objective, but that should not obscure the fact that
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we are all working toward the same goal—everybody, every wit-
ness, and every member of this committee.

Second, while Secretary Rumsfeld has the authority to change
the administration’s position and recommend that Congress termi-
nate the Crusader program, Congress has an independent role
under the Constitution to provide for the common defense. This
committee, therefore, has a solemn responsibility to the Senate to
review and analyze major defense programs and to render our best
independent judgment on the importance of these programs to the
capability of our Armed Forces to deter and, once engaged, to pre-
vail in any future conflict.

To carry out this responsibility, this committee must receive the
best possible professional military advice. That is why we ask sen-
ior military officers who come before this committee for confirma-
tion if they will commit to give the committee their personal views
on issues, even if those views differ from the administration in of-
fice. Every senior military officer confirmed by this committee, in
my memory, has promised to give the committee his or her best
professional military judgment.

In the case of the Crusader program, there appears to be an hon-
est difference of opinion between the Secretary of Defense and the
Army leadership. Where a difference of opinion exists, it is not only
healthy, it is essential that it be aired. That will not undermine the
civilian control of our Armed Forces that is so fundamental to our
system of Government. After giving the Secretary and Congress his
best professional military advice, I have no doubt that General
Shinseki and his staff will carry out whatever decision is made.
When military officers carry out a lawful order that they disagree
with, their actions do not undermine the strength of the principles
of civilian control over our Armed Forces. Those actions reinforce
that principle.

Finally, we will continue to transform the military services
whether Crusader proceeds or not. As Chief of Staff of the Army,
General Shinseki has been one of the most forceful and effective
advocates of transformation within the Defense Department. In the
process, he has earned the respect and the gratitude of the soldiers
he leads, as well as those outside of the Army, who support his ef-
forts to ensure that America’s Army remains the premier ground
combat force in the world.

The committee will hear from two panels today. First, Secretary
Rumsfeld will outline the reasons for his decision to recommend to
Congress that we terminate the Crusader program. He is accom-
panied by Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, and Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics,
Pete Aldridge.

After Secretary Rumsfeld has completed his testimony and re-
sponded to questions from members of the committee, we will hear
from General Shinseki.

Secretary Rumsfeld, I and the committee appreciate your being
here on short notice with the kind of very crowded schedule that
you have. We very much appreciate you coming, but before we call
upon you, let me call upon our ranking member, Senator Warner.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN WARNER
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I join you in wel-

coming this panel and the next panel of witnesses.
Mr. Chairman, you stated that you are of an open mind and I,

too, have remained of an open mind. We have an obligation to this
committee and to the Senate as a whole to compile a complete
record. In our discussions, as we have done these many years that
we have served together on this committee, we decided, I believe,
that we would make an assessment at the end of this day with re-
gard to the testimony to make certain that this record is complete
in our judgment and the judgments of our colleagues. Although at
this point in time I would not endeavor to predict, we may have
to have an additional hearing. If I felt it necessary, I would so rec-
ommend to my distinguished chairman.

Mr. Chairman, I will not take the full allocation of my time. I
would like to share it with our colleague from Oklahoma, who has
from the earliest of times distinguished himself on this program
and, indeed, other programs of the Army. I will say a few more re-
marks and then share my time with him, Senator Inhofe.

Mr. Secretary, how well you and I know, having worked together
many years, that Congress is your partner as Secretary of Defense,
your full partner, and, hopefully, your supporting partner. But
those of us, who have been part of this process, the Chairman and
I for almost a quarter of a century on this committee, we are con-
cerned about the procedures followed in this instance.

As required, we take the President’s budget, accept that on its
face, follow it with hearings, followed by our committee markup
and then the Senate floor debate. For this decision to have inter-
vened right in the middle of that process makes it somewhat dif-
ficult for us, but we will have to handle it as best we can, because
we are where we are today.

I went back and researched the attempt to cancel the V–22, the
Marine tilt-rotor program, wherein my recollection is that it is the
most recent example of a comparable magnitude of importance, but
I point out there the President adjusted his budget to reflect the
termination of that program. The testimony of the then-Secretary
of Defense supported that readjustment, and, therefore, Congress
had its opportunity to inject its own views, but the budget process
was quite orderly.

I am going to work very diligently to resolve such problems that
may continue, following these hearings. We will at some point in
time have a markup for the purpose of a committee amendment,
and the Senator from Oklahoma and perhaps others will have sug-
gestions with regard to an amendment or amendments to reflect
the outcome of these hearings.

Speaking for myself, I will work diligently to avoid the problems
that we incurred in the tilt-rotor V–22 program, namely where
Congress became embroiled with the administration under the Im-
poundment Act. That, I think, would be a disservice, and I will
work hard and hopefully with others to avoid that.

In our markup, we put in the $476 million for the Crusader sys-
tem, which was the presidential request. I think the committee
acted quite properly in doing so, because that mark and entry was
consistent with the testimony which the Chairman has recited, and
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the facts that were then before the Airland Subcommittee and the
full committee. I think the mark stands for itself, but it should not
at this point in time be construed as any final action. As I have
said, this committee will have a budget amendment and then we
will have floor action.

Chairman LEVIN. May have a budget amendment.
Senator WARNER. May have a budget amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I also ask unanimous consent that the articles

that appeared in the Washington Post today by the distinguished
Secretary of Defense and the former Chief of Staff be made a part
of today’s record following my statement.

Chairman LEVIN. They will be made a part of the record.
[The information referred to follows:]
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[The prepared statement of Senator Warner follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN WARNER

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Secretary Rumsfeld, Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz, and
Under Secretary Aldridge, thank you for appearing before us today.

The committee meets today under very unusual circumstances. On the February
4, the President released the details of his fiscal year 2003 Department of Defense
budget proposal ‘‘to fight the war against terrorism, provide for homeland defense
and accelerate changes to transform the U.S. military.’’ Included in the President’s
defense budget was a $476 million request for the Crusader—the Army’s next gen-
eration field artillery system. Now, just 3 months after the Defense budget request
was submitted to Congress, Secretary Rumsfeld has announced the cancellation of
the Crusader program.

The most recent example we have of the Department attempting to cancel a major
weapon system was in the late 1980s with the V–22. However, that decision to ter-
minate was made prior to, and documented in, the administration’s fiscal year 1990
budget request. As much as Congress disagreed with the decision to terminate the
V–22, the decision was consistent with testimony provided by senior administration
officials of the time. In the case of Crusader, at this point, we have simply not re-
ceived sufficient information. We look to you to provide us with that information.

Secretary Rumsfeld, I have great respect for you and great confidence in your per-
formance as Secretary of Defense. I do not question your authority to make the deci-
sion to terminate Crusader, or any other program. In fact, it is your responsibility
to ensure that the Department invests wisely in programs that ensure that Ameri-
ca’s armed services remain the best equipped and most capable fighting force in the
world. Congress, and especially this committee, has the same goal.

However, I have real concerns with the process that was used in reaching the de-
cision to terminate the Crusader program. There are real concerns in Congress that
the Army was not more of a partner in the process leading up to this decision and
that there has not been a thorough analysis of alternatives for Crusader. We give
you this opportunity today to address these concerns and set the record straight.
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On May 9, the Senate Armed Services Committee completed its markup of the
fiscal year 2003 defense authorization bill. Included in our markup was our rec-
ommendation to support the President’s request of $476 million for the Crusader
system. This committee did not take that action lightly. We acted consistent with
the information that was before Congress of the United States, testimony—support-
ive of Crusader—that was provided in hearings before the four defense committees,
and the budget sent up by the President of the United States. It is this committee’s
understanding that the Crusader program is on schedule, within budget, compliant
with many of the key performance parameters, and on an executable path to the
next phase of development. We look to you for clarification.

We may disagree with the way we arrived at this point, but we are where we are.
What we need now is to hear the facts—facts upon which to make a decision regard-
ing the Crusader program.

Thank you.

Senator WARNER. I yield the balance of my time to my colleague
from Oklahoma.

Senator INHOFE. First of all, let me thank Senator Warner for
doing that. You only used 4 minutes, and that does leave me more
time than I really need. The main reason for that, Mr. Chairman,
is that I marked off the things that I was going to say that you
said, and that dramatically shortened my presentation.

I think also, as far as the process is concerned, there will be
enough Members up here who found it to be offensive, and I am
sure some on the panel believe it to be offensive too, so I will not
cover that.

It was just 3 short months ago that this committee began hear-
ing testimony from Pentagon officials, both the uniformed and oth-
ers, on the 2003 budget request that came from the President. At
that time, the Crusader artillery system that began development in
1994 was fully funded in the President’s budget, it was strongly
supported by the U.S. Army, it was within cost, on schedule, and
it met or exceeded the performance requirements.

Now, we all know what the AOA is, the analysis of alternatives.
That is to say, we are not really analyzing the Crusader, we are
analyzing what will be there if we do not have the Crusader. That
was scheduled to take place in February. The results were sup-
posed to be there, and at that time we would have information as
to what we would be looking at. We know that it would be a long,
involved process, and we know why it takes so long to complete.
Again, we do not need the analysis to reexamine the Crusader. We
need the analysis of alternatives that have been presented by DOD.

Starting in February, this committee received countless testi-
monies about the relevance of the Crusader system, the benefits
that it would bring, and the fact that it was an integral part of the
transformation. This is very important, because people talk about
it being a relic of the Cold War, something out of the past. This
is a part of the transformation of the Army. We have heard the tes-
timonies from the Secretary of the Army, the Under Secretary of
the Army, the Chief of Staff, the Vice Chief of Staff, the Deputy
Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Defense, several of the
CINCs, and we have a lot of quotations. Some of the quotations
that I was going to use were already used by the Chairman. I ap-
preciate that very much.

But insofar as its applicability in the current war today, Sec-
retary White said on March 6, ‘‘we had had it in Afghanistan
today, we would not have to worry about the mortars that have
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been causing casualties in the 101st on that battlefield; so I am
foursquare behind it.’’

General Shinseki, who will be on our second panel, in the same
hearing, after commending the systems, the programmers after two
downsizings of both the crew and the weight, said something im-
portant. He said that technology is what we need to continue to de-
velop so that in years ahead, as we go to Objective Force capability,
we can transition this into robotic systems that we are looking at.
In other words, this is an integral part of the transition to the Ob-
jective Force.

Under Secretary Brownlee said he was adding this to General
Keane’s statement: ‘‘I want to add one point. I think Jack has cov-
ered it very well, except one point, and that is that there were
cases due to weather when the aircraft were limited in what they
could do. Artillery is not limited by weather.’’

Now, General Keane followed up and said it was 50 percent of
the time in the last battle they had challenges in the weather so
that we could not use the close air support, and again you do not
have that problem when you are talking about an artillery piece.

I have taken the liberty—and maybe some of the other members
have, too—but I have called some top uniformed military officers
to see what part they played in this decision. I called: the Chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Myers; the Vice Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs, General Pace; Chief of Staff of the United
States Army, General Shinseki; Vice Chief of Staff of the Army,
General Keane; several CINCs, including the immediate past and
current Commander in Chief in Korea, General Schwartz and Gen-
eral LaPorte.

I asked each one of them one question: were you consulted about
the decision to cancel Crusader, and did you know of the decision
prior to May 8? Each answered, no. Mr. Chairman, none of these
men, not one, was consulted about this decision. Not one was
aware of the decision before it was made. They were in the same
situation as we, the Members of Congress were. Mr. Chairman, I
thought the Goldwater-Nichols Act was supposed to take care of
this type of thing.

The last thing that I doubt very seriously many members of this
committee are familiar with, and it is perhaps the most important
thing, and that is: what is the true cost that we are looking at
today? We have two alternatives. Either we go to the AOA—that
is going to be 10 months from now—that is when we will be in a
position to take the time necessary to be deliberate and analyze the
alternatives, or not to do that and to go ahead and cancel.

By not consulting and analyzing this decision thoroughly, the
DOD has failed to produce the analysis needed to look at the ulti-
mate cost of this decision. The Department has not been able to
show the cost estimates to accelerate the programs that have been
mentioned as alternatives. No cost estimates have been presented
to terminate the existing program. No cost estimates have been
presented to upgrade the Paladin. No analysis has been presented
as to the cancellation of the Crusader, and what it would have on
other systems. For example, they use the same engine in the
Abrams. They have a common engine. Obviously, that would have
to go up.
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I will quote what was said on May 13 in an article in Inside the
Army, by Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition and Tech-
nology, Claude Bolton. He stated, ‘‘Most programs I have looked at
over the last 25 years, big programs that have been canceled, if you
are lucky, you break even.’’

What we are saying is, we have taken the time to try to deter-
mine just the cost of termination, none of the other things. The
best that we can come up with, and this is talking to the program
managers, in UDLP, was the estimated cost to terminate this pro-
gram would be somewhere between $350 million and $520 million.

Now, here is the key. I think it is very important for us to under-
stand this. If we go to the AOA, there will be no cost. It will be
zero, zero termination costs. I believe we may end up not saving
a dime by canceling the Crusader before Milestone B, but I know
we will be depriving the decisionmakers of the analysis they should
have to make the decision. What we are saying is, we probably now
have a free ride for the next 10 months. There is no $475 million
to reprogram.

Lastly please put that chart up if you would.
[The information referred to follows:]

Senator INHOFE. Let us all make sure we understand what this
chart is. It is very significant. If you look at the far left side, you
are talking about the Paladin. That is what we have today. That
is what we have had for many, many years.
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If you look at the top, that is the Crusader. Then if you go on
both sides you are talking about range, and you are talking about
rapid fire. If you look between the Crusader and the Paladin there
are four systems manufactured in four different countries. The best
of those systems is one manufactured in Germany called PH 2000.
I have been to Germany. I have seen it working. It cannot hold a
candle to our Crusader.

Now, this is what it means. If we try to make ourselves believe
that we can replace that with an Excalibur, the Excalibur has to
be shot out of a gun. It is either going to be the Paladin or it is
going to be the Crusader. If it is the Crusader, it will have a great-
er range, but, by and large, you are still going to be using artillery
shells.

The cost of firing one Excalibur is estimated to be about
$200,000. The cost of one shell is going to be approximately $200.
In other words, you fire a thousand of those for every one Excal-
ibur. The same argument can be used with the other systems, so
I hope we will look at that.

What we are saying is that if we do not continue at least consid-
ering, up to the point of our analysis, the Crusader, we are saying
that we are willing to send our kids, our young troops into the bat-
tlefield on the ground with inferior equipment. Mr. Chairman, I ap-
preciate this very much, the opportunity to have these opening
statements.

Let me just remind you that this is about my amendment. All
my amendment does is not continue the program, but merely takes
it to the analysis of alternatives, at which time we will know and
it will not cost a dime to get there.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEVIN. Thank you, Senator Inhofe.
At this point, I will insert into the record the statements of Sen-

ators Landrieu, Thurmond, Santorum, and Bunning.
[The prepared statements of Senators Landrieu, Thurmond,

Santorum, and Bunning follow:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY SENATOR MARY L. LANDRIEU

I will keep my comments brief. I would like to thank the chairman and the rank-
ing member for calling this hearing. I would also like to welcome and thank Sec-
retary Rumsfeld and all of our witnesses for appearing before the committee.

My view of the Crusader program is consistent for most military programs and
follows three basic paths. First, the program must epitomize the transformation
process of the service. Asking this question has become critical to how we fight a
war and how we train to fight a war—is the crusader howitzer a contributor to a
lighter, leaner, more versatile Army? Secretary Rumsfeld has indicated that it does
not meet his litmus test for transformation, and with $2 billion invested and an ex-
pected $9 billion left to spend, we would go down a very expensive road to a dead
end, if we do not determine a thoughtful answer to that question.

The second path is one of grave concern for the process which leads us to this
point of abruptly cutting a program in the middle of the mark up. This program
is not due to reach Milestone B until April 2003. Maybe, then would be a more log-
ical time to evaluate whether this is the right program for the Army? I have always
been an avid supporter of technology from the test and evaluation phase through
the implementation or deployment phase. My concern lies with whether we have the
right vessel to ensure an orderly, timely, transition between the early phases of
Science and Technology and Research and Development, and the later phases of
prototyping, fielding, and production.

The third path that influences my every thought of military programs is whether
we are determining first what matters to the war fighter. We have so much data
from the war on terrorism which can now be incorporated to improve the ways we
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do business in all the services. Let’s make sure we’re not making a decision hastily
or without the important input of those in the field.

All of these cautions I address because I don’t want to find us another 6 years
down the road asking the same questions on a different program, or worse, the same
program with little progress and a big bite of taxpayer dollars swallowed and di-
gested.

I’d like to close my statement with a quote from General Douglas MacArthur,
which I hope applies to the Department’s gear shifting: ‘‘We are not retreating—we
are advancing in another direction.’’

PREPARED STATEMENT BY SENATOR STROM THURMOND

Mr. Chairman, I join you and Senator Warner in welcoming Secretary of Defense
Rumsfeld, Deputy Secretary of Defense Wolfowitz, Secretary Aldridge, and General
Shinseki. I have no doubt that this group will provide us valuable information on
the Crusader artillery system, at the same time I am concerned that we do not have
third party representation to discuss the merits of the Crusader. Although at this
point, I intend to support the President and hope that before the committee votes
on any amendment regarding this weapon system, we will have the opportunity to
get additional views. Our task is to ensure we provide for National Security and,
therefore, we must not make a hasty decision. We should allow the time to hear
all the issues before we make the critical decision on whether or not to cancel the
Crusader artillery system.

Mr. Chairman, my concern on this matter is not the merit of the Crusader, but
the process used to decide to terminate the program. The President in his budget
request included $435 million for the Crusader. He included this level of funding
despite earlier concerns about the system. In fact, several panels that conducted the
strategic review directed by Secretary Rumsfeld recommended that the Crusader
program be canceled. We must assume that the office of the Secretary of Defense
considered all the pros and cons of the system before it recommended the funding
level in the budget. What has changed since the budget was submitted? There cer-
tainly wasn’t sufficient time to do a thorough analysis. By all accounts, Crusader
is within the funding profile established for the program and the Army is working
to reduce its weight to make it more deployable. Yet, with a late evening phone call
the Department announces that the program will be terminated. I don’t agree with
such a process. The system may not be necessary, but there is a proper process to
reach such a conclusion.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

PREPARED STATEMENT BY SENATOR RICK SANTORUM

Chairman Levin and Senator Warner, thank you for convening this hearing and
for inviting witnesses who can best address the decision to terminate the Depart-
ment of the Army’s next genereation self-propelled howitzer, the Crusader. I look
forward to hearing the testimony of Secretary Rumsfeld and General Shinseki on
the process that led to the decision to terminate Crusader.

The Senate Committee on Armed Services has historically given strong support
to the Army’s development of the Crusader self-propelled howitzer. Let me be clear,
this issue that the committee is examining is not about the inadequacies or defi-
ciencies of the Crusader; rather it is about the lack of resources available to the
Army and the hard choices that must follow.

The Crusader advanced field artillery system was conceived to be the Army’s next
generation self-propelled howitzer and artillery resupply vehicle. The Crusader was
to offer increased capability in the areas of lethality, mobility, survivability, resup-
ply, command and control and sustainablility over the current Paladin field artillery
system. However, even after an aggressive redesign and weight reduction initiative,
the Crusader, now projected to weigh 40 tons, is too heavy for C–130 transport, a
criterion established by the Chief for the Interim Brigade Combat Teams and the
Future Combat Systems. The Army’s most recent plan called for purchasing 480
Crusaders at a cost of $11 billion.

I do want to state for the record that the decision made by the Office of the Sec-
retary of Defense to terminate Crusader could not have come at a more difficult
time for this committee. Members of the committee first learned of activity concern-
ing the future of the Crusader just days before we began marking up the Fiscal
Year 2003 National Defense Authorization Act. Then, as the members were drawing
to a close their deliberations on the committee’s bill, we received notification from
the Office of Management and Budget that the President’s fiscal year 2003 request
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was being amended. We learned that the $475 million requested for Crusader would
now be applied to other ‘‘transformational’’ Army programs and that the committee
would be notified later in May on where those monies would be applied. I would
hope that the Department of Defense would take a different approach in the future
and provide greater advance notice of such decisions.

With respect to the issue at hand, I have concerns with actions taken by the Of-
fice of the Secretary of Defense and the Department of the Army. Members of this
committee commend General Shinseki for his efforts to transform the Army. The
need to transform the Army was something that Senator Lieberman and I raised
with the Chief prior to his confirmation hearing by this committee. To his credit,
the Chief answered this call and unveiled an ambitious transformation strategy in
October 1999. The Chief’s vision includes modernizing our Legacy Force, fielding a
new Interim Force, and investing in an Objective Force. While General Shinseki
noted the need to transform the service to better address 21st century threats, he
did so by electing to procure costly ‘‘off-the-shelf’’ equipment.

Knowing the costs associated with these three goals, Senator Lieberman and I
crafted bill language that would have required the Army to conduct a side-by-side
test with new equipment (purchased for the Interim Force) against equipment al-
ready in the Army’s inventory. Our goal was to make sure the Army invested its
resources in modernizing the Legacy Force and made critical investments in the
technologies to support the Objective Force. In our view, purchasing new equipment
for the Interim Force had the potential to divert critical resources away from the
Legacy Force and the Objective Force.

The Army has committed to buying new equipment—at $1.5 billion per brigade—
to support six Interim Bridage Combat Teams at a total cost of $10 billion. These
are funds that could have been applied to procuring the Crusader self-propelled
howitzer. Regrettably, the hard choices facing the Army don’t end here as the Fu-
ture Combat Systems—the main platforms of the Objective Force—come on line in
2008, with the Comanche helicopter following closely in 2009.

Based on historical numbers, there is little reason to expect the Department of
Defense will support a massive increase in the budget authority for the Army. This
perception was made evident to members of the committee when General Shinseki
first brought forward his desire to transform the Army into a strategically relevant
fighting force. By all accounts, General Shinseki was told by then-Secretary of De-
fense William Cohen that he would receive no additional funds to support this ini-
tiative, but was expected to self-finance his revolutionary effort. Since there was no
direct increase in the Army’s budget to support transformation, program termi-
nations and restructurings were required.

By way of example, 2 years ago the Army was forced to cancel several programs—
such as the Grizzly Engineer Vehicle, Command and Control Vehicle, Stinger Block
II Missile, Army Tactical Missile System Block IIA, and Wolverine Heavy Assault
Bridge—so that the Army could self-finance the Chief’s vision. For fiscal year 2003
the Army was forced to terminate another 18 programs to pay for transformation
activities. Furthermore, this year, despite a nearly $50 billion increase in Depart-
ment of Defense budget authority, the Department of the Army has submitted a list
of unfunded programs totaling $9.5 billion in funding.

The Office of the Secretary of Defense and the leadership in the Army must begin
to work together to address these critical funding issues and help achieve an under-
standing on how the service will prioritize its needs to maintain the Legacy Force
and transition to the Objective Force. Unless they do so, this committee and Con-
gress will continue to deal with funding crises such as we are experiencing with
Crusader.

Again, thank you Senator Levin and Senator Warner, and I look forward to the
testimony of our witnesses.

PREPARED STATEMENT BY SENATOR JIM BUNNING

Mr Rumsfeld, I can’t tell you how proud I am of the magnificent work that our
military is doing in fighting the current war on terror. The American people are also
very grateful for the sacrifices made by our men and women in uniform.

I am deeply troubled with the perception that we have here in Congress in how
the decision to cancel the Crusader was carried out. I support the President and the
policies of his administration, but I cannot allow this administration or any other
to abrogate the process set forth in our Constitution.

Mr. Secretary, many people from your department, the Army Secretary, the Army
Chief of Staff, and the Combatant Commanders have personally appeared before
this committee and stated that there was a significant need for the Crusader weap-
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on system. The President’s budget funded Crusader. With respect to Crusader, there
appears to be almost no relationship between the submitted budget, testimony be-
fore this and other committees, and this decision. Now, I applaud the President for
his vision to transform the military; however, this is not the way to go about it. How
do you expect Congress to sponsor transformation without consulting with Con-
gress?

If this is how the administration plans to go about transformation, then it is prob-
ably time for Congress to consider legislation that is necessary to facilitate and pro-
mote transformation. I can assure you that DOD transformation will only occur with
the support of Congress. It is absolutely arrogant to think it will occur any other
way.

Chairman LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD H. RUMSFELD, SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE; ACCOMPANIED BY HON. PAUL D. WOLFOWITZ,
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; HON. EDWARD C. AL-
DRIDGE, UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACQUISI-
TION, TECHNOLOGY, AND LOGISTICS; AND HON. MICHAEL W.
WYNNE, PRINCIPAL DEPUTY, THE OFFICE OF THE UNDER
SECRETARY FOR ACQUISTION, TECHNOLOGY, AND LOGIS-
TICS

Secretary RUMSFELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Warner for your comments. Senator Inhofe, I certainly recognize
the interest you have shown in the Army and artillery and com-
mend you for it, and I certainly thank all of you for the opportunity
to discuss the Department’s recommendation to terminate the Cru-
sader program, to continue some of the Crusader technologies, and
to move funds to technologies and programs that we believe will
better serve the country.

President Bush has said, ‘‘I expect the military’s priorities to
match our strategic vision, not the particular visions of the serv-
ices, but a joint vision for change. I will direct the Secretary of De-
fense to allocate these funds to new programs that do so. I intend
to force new thinking and hard choices.’’

That statement was not made in the context of the Crusader de-
cision. It was made as Governor of Texas at the Citadel back in
September of 1999, and he told the American people what he
planned, and we are purposefully pursuing that goal.

On that day in 1999, the President warned, ‘‘We are witnessing
a revolution in the technology of war. Power is increasingly defined
not by size,’’ he said, ‘‘but by mobility and swiftness. Influence is
measured in information; safety is gained in stealth, and forces are
projected on the long arc of precision-guided weapons.’’

What took so long to put structure behind the President’s vision,
a vision he laid out plainly for all to see, and a vision I discussed
with this committee during my confirmation hearings in January
of 2001? I remember the clamor throughout 2001 and into this year
to get on with the tough decisions, as though transformation of our
Armed Forces could be measured in terms of which programs were
killed and how fast it was done.

In testimony before this committee, I said we would engage our
brains before engaging the taxpayer’s pocketbooks. We said we
would be deliberate, not rushed, and that we preferred to get it
right. The decision to recommend termination of the Crusader was
not reached precipitously, as some recent commentary has sug-
gested, but after months of review, wide-ranging discussion and in-
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depth planning and analysis, a review not just of the Crusader pro-
gram, but of future capabilities, of the strategy to guide us, and of
the framework for assessing and balancing risks.

The senior leaders of this Department, military and civilian,
service chiefs, service secretaries, the Chairman, the Vice Chair-
man, the Under Secretary, and I spent countless hours—I have not
bothered to add them up, but it was day after day after day, sev-
eral hours a day—discussing strategies, capabilities, threats, and
risks, and that process started well before September 11. Trag-
ically, September 11 confirmed many of our conclusions. I will re-
count some of that process so that the proper context for the Cru-
sader decision can be better understood.

President Bush shaped the context, the direction of that process
in those remarks at the Citadel. He talked about an era of pro-
liferation of missile technology and weapons of mass destruction,
an era of car-bombers, plutonium merchants, of cyber terrorists
and dictators. He cautioned of barbarism emboldened by tech-
nology. These challenges, he said, can be overcome, but they cannot
be ignored. The best way to keep the peace is to redefine war on
our terms. We must shape the future with new concepts, new strat-
egies, and new resolve.

If elected, he said, he would initiate a comprehensive review of
our military, the state of its strategy, the priorities of procurement.
He talked about the opportunities to skip a generation of tech-
nology. In the future, he said, we may not have months to trans-
port massive divisions to waiting bases, or to build new infrastruc-
ture on-site.

He said, our forces in the next century must be agile, lethal,
readily deployable, and require a minimum of logistical support.
We must be able to project power over long distances in days or
weeks, rather than months. Our military must be able to identify
targets by a variety of means, from marine patrol to a satellite, and
then be able to destroy those targets almost instantly with an
array of weapons.

On land, our heavy forces must be lighter. Our light forces must
be more lethal. All must be easier to deploy, and these forces must
be organized in smaller, more agile formations.

Still later, he spoke of emerging threats, and reinforced the need
to prepare for the future, keeping America safe, he said, is a chal-
lenge that is well within our reach if we will work together to
shape the budgets, the programs, strategies, and force structures
necessary to meet the threats we face and those that are emerging.

It was a direction and an urgency that I underscored in my testi-
mony before this committee last June 21, warning that the new
technology of war is advancing not in decades but in months and
years and that we must take advantage of the time we have to pre-
pare for the challenges we are sure to face in the years ahead.

Last year, we began to put that thinking into action. Last May,
the Department’s senior leadership, civilian and military, began in-
tensive discussions about where America’s military should go in the
years ahead, and we agreed on the need for real changes in U.S.
defense strategies. The outline of those changes is reflected in the
Quadrennial Defense Review. Among the new directions set in the
QDR, the following are perhaps the most important.
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First, we moved away from the two-major-theater war planning
construct which called for maintaining forces capable of nearly si-
multaneous marching on and occupying the capitals of two regional
adversaries and changing regimes. Today’s new approach empha-
sizes deterrence in four critical spheres, backed by the ability to
swiftly defeat two aggressors in the same time frame while pre-
serving the option for one major offensive to occupy an aggressor’s
capital and replace the regime. It calls for the ability to execute
several lesser contingencies as well. By making this adjustment, we
gained more flexibility in planning for a wider array of contin-
gencies, and we gained flexibility for investing in the future.

Second, the senior civilian and military leaders agreed on the
new framework for assessing risk. We agreed that we could not
judge a program simply by how it addressed near-term warfighting
risks. A new framework was required, one that would put other
types of risks up on the table as well. We identified four such cat-
egories of risk.

First, force management risks, which concern how we sustain our
people, our equipment, and our infrastructure.

Second, operational risks, which concern the ability of forces to
accomplish the missions called for in the near-term military plans.
Third, future challenge risks which addresses the investments and
changes needed to permit us to meet military challenges in the
mid- to more-distant future. Last, institutional risks, which in-
volves inefficient processes and excessive support requirements
that hinder our ability to use our resources efficiently.

The approach we adopted sought to balance those various risks
in all of those categories and to avoid the extreme solutions that
would lower risks in some areas while raising other risks to unac-
ceptable levels. That is not easy to do. It is very difficult to do. It
is very easy to balance the Paladin, for example, against the Cru-
sader. It is quite a different thing to balance that question, that
issue, if you will, against health care or pay to maintain the force
that we need to attract and retain, against transformation, the
need to invest for the future.

The Department does apples-to-apples balancing of risks rather
well. Historically, the Department has not done very well in bal-
ancing the different types of risks, the four types that I have just
characterized. While it is understandable and expected that reason-
able people may differ on specific decisions regarding a given in-
vestment or a budgetary decision, it is critically important to un-
derstand the need to balance among those difference categories of
risks that we confront today, because it bears directly on the Cru-
sader decision.

Third, to contend with a world of surprise and uncertainty, we
are shifting our planning from a threat-based model, the misguided
DOD thinking in the past, to a capabilities-based model for the fu-
ture. We cannot know precisely who may threaten us or when, or
where, but we can know what sort of capabilities we may be threat-
ened with, and how, and we can also determine which capabilities
we are most likely to provide with the important new advantages.

Fourth, to support our capabilities-based approach to force plan-
ning, we worked to focus transformation efforts by defining goals.
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Historically, successful cases of transformation have occurred in
the face of compelling strategic and operational challenges.

As the President foresaw, U.S. ground forces must be lighter,
more lethal, and highly mobile. They must be capable of insertion
far from traditional ports and air bases. They must be networked
to leverage the synergy that comes from combining ground maneu-
ver forces with long-range precision firing. Air forces, manned and
unmanned, must be able to locate and track mobile targets persist-
ently over vast areas, and strike rapidly at long range without
warning.

The point is not to substitute air power for ground power, as
some critics have demanded. Instead, it is the asymmetric oppor-
tunity that comes from integrating ground, air, maritime, and
space capabilities in a networked web of forces. Today, forces are
operating jointly in ways that were unimaginable before the infor-
mation and telecommunications revolution.

The fiscal year 2003 budget request before you now draws from
many of the things we learned in developing the Quadrennial De-
fense Review. Developing defense systems against asymmetric
threats are one area that we have provided an increase in that
budget. A second is accelerating the field of unmanned aerial vehi-
cles. A third is converting Trident submarines to conduct new mis-
sions. A fourth is developing advanced communications, including
laser communications to deliver fiber optics-quality broadband to
U.S. forces. Next is accelerating introduction of near real time se-
cure and joint data links, and, last, accelerating the field of a vari-
ety of new precision munitions.

These leveraging investments in surveillance, reconnaissance, in-
tegration, networking, and precision strike are signposts of the fu-
ture transformation of the force.

There are a number of new transformation starts in this budget,
most of which will not reach fruition within the planning horizon
of 2009. As new transformation initiatives mature, we have to be
prepared to make adjustments in programs to take advantage of
successes, and we have to be willing to move beyond those of less
interest as time passes. In doing so, we need to balance between
the need to be ready for war tomorrow, which is important, and
also the need to be prepared for future wars.

As part of this transformation effort, we are taking steps to shift
the balance of weapons inventory to emphasize precision weapons,
weapons that are precise in time, space, and in their effects. In
that regard, the Department is developing a range of new conven-
tional precision and miniature munitions for attacking mobile tar-
gets, targets in dense urban areas, and for defeating chemical and
biological weapons.

Resources are always finite. Tough choices have to be made.
Such choices are generally not made between good and bad, or
needed and not-needed, or even between what is wanted and not-
wanted. Tough choices are made at the margin, often between pro-
grams that are both desirable, and both wanted, but nonetheless,
choices have to be made, and the American people know that. They
make choices every day. It is not whether some thing is good, or
nice, or wanted. It is a question of what choice is best when re-
sources are finite.
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Also, this year’s defense budget increase is the largest in a long
time. Virtually the entire increase was spoken for, to cover infla-
tion, must-pay bills for health care and pay raises, to correct unre-
alistic costing of readiness and procurement from past budgets, and
funding the global war on terror. Some $9.3 billion in resources has
been shifted by terminating a number of programs. Major termi-
nations included the DD–21 destroyer program, which has been re-
placed by a restructured DD(X) that will develop a new family of
service combatants with revolutionary improvements in stealth
propulsion and other technologies.

As we put together the fiscal 2003 budget that is now before you,
many major programs, including Crusader, required review. As I
have described, most of last year was spent developing the strate-
gic framework within which to consider individual programs
against required capabilities.

This February, we began developing the Defense Planning Guid-
ance for fiscal year 2004 budget, and the fiscal year 2004 to 2009
programs. If you could put this board up that shows the time line,
it has been suggested that this decision was made in the midst of
a congressional consideration of the various pieces of our budget
that is before Congress.

[The information referred to follows:]
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If you look at that, the black represents what the Department of
Defense is working on in our locations. The red indicates what Con-
gress is working on at any given time, and as you can see, Con-
gress was working on the 2002 budget authorization, then the ap-
propriation, almost simultaneously a 2001 supplemental. The Pen-
tagon was working on the QDR, the 2003–2007 budget, and then
the 2003 budget itself. Congress was working on the 2003 budget
authorization and appropriation.

The supplemental came up, then we started working on the
2004–2009 budget while Congress was still working on the 2002
supplemental, the 2003 budget authorization and the 2003 appro-
priation. It turns out there are about 27 days since I have been
Secretary of Defense when we could make decisions that would not
occur at a time when one of the branches of Congress was working
on either a supplemental, or an authorization, or an appropriation.

Now, if we had 2 year budgets, that would not be the case, it
would be possible, but given the situation we are in, I do not know
how in the world we could make a decision down there that would
not at some point conflict—well, not conflict, but occur at a time
that seems awkward from the standpoint of Congress, and I recog-
nize that. I just do not know what the answer to it is.

When we addressed the 2004 budget, the planning guidance for
it, and the 2004–2009 program, as the senior civilian and military
leadership met, we focused on the bow wave problem. If you look
out and think of the 2003 to 2007 budget, which is up, and then
add 2 years at the end, what happens is, if every program we have
is continued to be funded the way it is currently programmed, in-
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cluding the Crusader, the bow wave just goes up like this. The time
to deal with that is not in 2 or 3 years, because then it is too late.
You have all of these investments. The only way to do it is to ad-
dress it now, do it, and make the tough choices which have to be
made.

The issue of dealing with the bow wave that we face requires de-
cisions that we have to make as early as possible. People have said,
gee, why did you do this now, why didn’t you do it later, or earlier?
Well, it would have been nice if we had done it earlier. It would
be nice if you could do it later, but the fact of the matter is, you
do it when you can do it. You do it when you have reached the best
judgment you can, and that is in the last analysis going to save the
most money and have the least disruption on people involved in the
activities involved with that particular program.

I would like to mention a couple of lessons from Operation En-
during Freedom that have a bearing on this issue as well, Mr.
Chairman. You asked about what changed. Well, since last fall, the
Department has been compiling some insights from the war in Af-
ghanistan, and I would not want anyone to think that the war in
Afghanistan had lessons that determined whether every weapons
system should be handled in a certain way. It does not, and I know
that, but there are some things that it seemed to me are worth
looking at.

First is flexibility. The war in Afghanistan was not a war that
the U.S. forces had planned to fight. There was no war plan on the
shelf. There were no prepositioned stocks of equipment, or basing
agreements with neighboring countries. The United States went to
war on the fly, because we had to. U.S. forces will be confronted
with future surprises, let there be no doubt, and that will require
flexibility.

Second is speed of deployment and employment. Rapidly
deployable and employable forces served as the vanguard force in
Afghanistan. Air, ground, and maritime forces that could enter the
theater quickly proved the most valuable in the initial phases of
the war. Future wars are also likely to require a swift U.S. re-
sponse to defeat aggression. As in this case, U.S. forces may not
have the luxury in future contingencies of long lead times for de-
ployment.

Restricted access. Given the limited access to basing in the re-
gion, especially adjacent and within Afghanistan, systems that
could only enter the fight through large ports or airfields were of
limited utility. The infrastructure in many areas of the world will
not permit oversized systems to be inserted. Moreover, as more and
more adversaries acquire the means to deny U.S. forces traditional
access through manned-portable air defenses, ballistic missiles,
mines, cruise missiles, chemical and biological weapons, U.S. forces
will likely have to enter through nontraditional avenues such as
over beaches, through mountains and smaller landing areas, and
airfields.

Next is integration of ground and air. One of the most powerful
lessons from the war has been the power that comes from the com-
bination of forces on the ground and long-range air power. Having
U.S. forces on the ground early in Afghanistan contributed directly
to success. We saw soldiers armed with rifles maneuvering on
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horseback using advanced communications to direct strikes by 50-
year-old bombers. The integration of ground and air power can, in
some circumstances, allow small teams on the ground to achieve ef-
fects far beyond their numbers.

Next, precision. A final lesson is that precision matters, and it
matters a lot. In many cases, U.S. Special Forces on the ground
were calling in long-range bombers to provide tactical close air sup-
port. This had never been done before. Precision allowed forces on
the ground in the heat of battle to call in air strikes close to their
own positions. It reduced the number of friendly fire incidents, as
well as incidents of civilian collateral damage.

At the same time, precision meant that fewer weapons needed to
be fired. Precision munitions accounted for roughly 65 percent of
the total number of munitions used so far in the Afghanistan war,
compared to 30 percent in Kosovo, and compared to 7 percent in
Desert Storm. So in a decade we have gone from 7 percent to 30
percent to 65 percent, close to two-thirds. The trend is clear. In-
creasingly, the munitions that U.S. forces, air, sea, and ground,
employ, will need to be precision-guided.

In light of these lessons, the tenets of the new defense strategy,
the analysis of the future budgetary situation, the senior leader-
ship considered the case of Crusader. It is against that backdrop,
it seems to me, that it is important that we consider this decision.

The decision to recommend termination is not about killing a bad
system. Crusader is potentially a good system. We know that. It is
not about a system that could not be used; it could be used. It is
not about a system that the Army would not like; the Army would
like it. But the issue is, how do we balance the risks? In short, it
is about foregoing a system that was originally designed in a dif-
ferent strategic context to make room for more promising tech-
nologies that can accelerate transformation.

Let there be no doubt, when fielded early in the next decade,
Crusader would have represented a measurable improvement over
the existing Paladin howitzer in both the rate of fire and the speed
of maneuver. Now, that was what the requirement was, rate of fire
and maneuver. Precision, interestingly—when Crusader was vali-
dated as a requirement, precision was not part of the picture.

Now, really, what ought to be validated as a requirement is an
outcome for a combatant commander in a given theater in his area
of responsibility, and clearly precision needs to be factored into it.
We are convinced that it is better to invest that money where it
can be used to prove the truly transformational capabilities, capa-
bilities such as increased accuracy, more rapid deployability, and
the ability to network fires that will make the Army indirect fire
systems effective and relevant on the battlefields of the 21st cen-
tury.

There has been a lot of talk about the weight of the Crusader,
and I think it is useful to get it out. The Crusader was up in the
60-ton neighborhood the way they did it, which was about—oh,
goodness, that was some period back, and that is the only one that
exists today. There is not a 40-ton Crusader. There is not a proto-
type of that yet. It has not been sized down, although it is undoubt-
edly doable.
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However, the problem is that when you add the armor back on
and the ammunition and the fuel and the people. The ammunition
you need in the vehicle that goes with it, it is not 40 tons or 60
tons, it is 97 tons. That is a lot, and it seems to me it is important
to have that in mind.

I asked how many C–17s would it take to move 18 Crusader
tubes into a battle, and the answer was 60 to 64 C–17s to move
18 Crusader tubes into a battle. That is a bucket. That is half of
the entire C–17 fleet, plus or minus 10 percent.

The debate about the Crusader is about whether to spend rough-
ly $9 billion more to procure some 480 Crusader howitzers, or in-
stead to use the funds to accelerate a variety of precision muni-
tions, including GPS-guided rounds for all U.S. 155 millimeter can-
ons, as well as adding GPS guidance and accuracy to upgraded
multiple-launch rocket system vehicles and the more mobile
wheeled version of this system, the high mobility artillery rocket
system, or HIMARS.

Transforming to give our country the capabilities that revolution-
ary changes in technology offer, and to enable us to fight and win
the Nation’s wars in the 21st century as effectively as we did in
the last century, I think, requires some choices and some decisions;
the hardest of those is balancing risks between the challenges we
face in the near-term and the mid-term to those less certain. In-
deed, as Senator Inhofe pointed out, less certain and vastly more
difficult to analyze, issues that we face in the longer term. That
was the choice we made in recommending terminating the Cru-
sader and shifting the funding into programs that are more appro-
priate, we believe, for the future.

It is not an indication that the U.S. should do without ground
forces, as some have suggested. That is nonsense. To the contrary,
it is a decision that reflects confidence in the U.S. Army that has
set a course over the longer term that we believe is a good course
and, indeed, needs to be accelerated, and probably can be acceler-
ated to shorten the period between the current time and when the
Future Combat System could come in.

Nor is it a decision that the future Army can manage without in-
direct fire and rely solely on air support. Rather, it is a decision
that precision in artillery and rocket fires can be as revolutionary
as it has already proven in air-delivered weapons, and that mobil-
ity and rapid deployability will be crucial in the future, not only
in getting to the battlefield but in maneuvering over potentially
vast battle areas. In short, it was a decision about balancing risks,
a decision that was made after long and careful consideration.

I saw the article this morning, the one Senator Warner said he
was going to have inserted in the record. By a retired General that
tried to compare this period to the period after World War II. Well,
I am old enough to remember most of that, and I will tell you, after
World War II the Army budget was being cut by 80 percent. Dur-
ing this period, this administration, we have proposed increasing
the Army budget by 21 percent. There is no comparison between
those two periods. This is not, as was suggested in that article, a
comparable basis for comparison.

The defense strategy established last year in the Quadrennial
Defense Review emphasized the need for U.S. forces to dem-
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onstrate authority to swiftly and surely defeat adversaries in dis-
tant theaters and by so doing, and being capable of so doing, to
deter them in the first instance. In particular, the strategy con-
firmed the need for ground forces that are lighter, more lethal, and
more readily deployable in today’s force.

Throughout the conflict in Afghanistan, we have seen the re-
markable synergy between ground and air forces and, if nothing
else, Operation Enduring Freedom has demonstrated some of the
advantages that can be achieved with joint integrated approaches
to warfare. Not only is the safety and effectiveness of our troops
improved, the result is the rapid and precise destruction of enemy
forces. We know that ground operations will continue to be a criti-
cal dimension of warfare, and that accurate indirect fires will con-
tinue to play an important role in deterring and defeating a range
of potential adversaries.

In light of the new defense strategy and the initial insights from
the war, the senior leadership weighed the relative merits of Cru-
sader against other alternatives to meet the Army’s need for or-
ganic and indirect fire, both cannon and rocket. Following extensive
discussion and evaluation, it became apparent that, on balance, al-
ternatives to Crusaders would be more consistent with both the
new defense strategy and with the Army’s overall transformation
effort. Today, revolutionary improvements in indirect fire systems
appear to be within reach, and offer potentially reasonable alter-
natives to Crusader, an alternative that could provide greater pre-
cision, more rapid deployability, and the ability to integrate fires.

Precision means that fires are more lethal and more able to at-
tack targets more rapidly before they can attack or move and dis-
appear. Precision also means fewer rounds are expended to defeat
a given target, and therefore, importantly, the logistical burden is
reduced, and that is a critical pacing element. Logistics are vital,
and this provides greater ability to deploy an effective force quickly
and, of critical importance, precision can enable us to reduce collat-
eral damage and make it considerably more difficult for enemies to
hide in concentrated population centers, a problem which we faced
in Afghanistan.

Accelerating the development of satellite-guided artillery shells
such as Excalibur munitions and the guided multiple launch sys-
tem could bring the precision revolution we have witnessed in air
power to the U.S. Army, and we are also considering the possible
acceleration of highly mobile and more readily deployable indirect
fire systems such as the high mobility artillery rocket system
(HIMARS). This system could be easily transported in the smaller
C–130 aircraft, and that mobility means it could keep pace with
other vehicles in the Army’s planned Objective Force.

In short, the decision to recommend that we skip Crusader is one
that emphasizes accelerating the shift to precision munitions of all
indirect fire systems, cannon as well as rocket, Marine Corps as
well as Army. Our recommendation is not to abandon the tech-
nologies already developed by the Crusader program. In fact, it
would ensure that the key pieces of Crusader technology are main-
tained for use in both the Army’s Future Combat System and pos-
sibly in the advanced gun system that the Navy is developing for
its future surface combatants.
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In the near- to mid-term, however, our conclusion is that accel-
erating precision rounds for indirect fire will increase the overall
capability of our forces more than the procurement of the 480 Cru-
saders. Skipping Crusader to emphasize these precision munitions
and rocket systems does not put U.S. forces at risk, as some have
suggested. Rather, we can reduce future risk by speeding the intro-
duction of critical new capabilities.

This decision also invests in the future Army, in integrated com-
bined arms, in greater deployability, and lethality. The Army’s Ob-
jective Force should represent not only a technological but also a
conceptual and cultural change. The Crusader, by contrast, would
have represented a waystation in that change process.

While a technological advancement over the Paladin howitzer, to
be sure, it was conceived for a traditional mass force counterattack
role. In short, we do not believe that it was critical to the Army’s
overall transformation effort nor to the broader defense strategy.

By implementing this recommendation, we can ensure that the
Armed Forces will continue to overmatch the capabilities of any po-
tential adversary now and in the future, not tank for tank, not air-
craft for aircraft, not cannon for cannon, but asymmetrically. Rath-
er than any single element alone, the combination of U.S. joint
forces and precision can ensure that the U.S. maintains the advan-
tage in the battlefield.

The Senator is correct in his chart that there are artillery pieces
that have some ranges that exceed Paladin. However, it seems to
me that we must look at all of the U.S. capabilities to bring fire-
power on a given target, and think of the range we have. We have
the Paladin, we have the MLRS rocket, we have attack helicopters,
we have cruise missiles, and we have airpower from the Army, the
Navy, the Air Force.

We have a whole range of things that can be used in a joint way,
and the task is not to look at a single one of them. I guess the proof
of that is to ask the generals and the admirals in any one of the
countries that have an artillery piece that has a slightly longer
range whether they would rather trade our ability to put power on
a target for theirs. The answer is, there is not anyone in the world
who would want to do that.

Some have raised concerns that these technologies are not far
enough along, and to be sure there is much work to be done, and
I am not here to oversell any one of them. The C–130 portable
rocket system, the HIMARS, for example, is further along than the
Crusader. Furthermore, we have growing expertise in precision
guidance systems, and we are using them to great effect.

Taken together, the systems we are examining can offer greater
improvements in precision and range and deployability, and we be-
lieve that by foregoing the Crusader we have the opportunity to
produce more advanced capabilities and ensure their earlier inte-
gration into the Army.

The question has to be asked, are the interim capabilities that
the Crusader would have provided worth the delay in acquiring in-
direct fire systems that are, we believe, more transformational?
There are certainly honorable Army generals who will say yes, and
I respect that; but there are also honorable and knowledgeable
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Army generals who would advise you that we should press ahead
with the new technology.

I have been through this. Twenty-five years ago, they came into
my office and said, the Army said they wanted to have another die-
sel tank. The M–1 tank was proposed to be a diesel, and they
showed up in my office at 7:30 at night. It was unanimous. That
is what they wanted, and we decided to go with a turbine tank.
You ask generals today whether or not they think the turbine tank
was the right decision or the wrong decision, and most of them, I
think, will tell you they think it was a good decision. It was a fine
tank, and it has done a good job.

So the task in the Army is to do what they do, and that is to
make proposals up, as the Navy and the Air Force do. The combat-
ant commander is not going to fight with the Army proposals, or
the Navy proposals, or the Air Force proposals, or the Marine pro-
posals. They are going to fight joint, and they want to look at the
totality of all of that and ask: what can they do to prevail on the
battlefield? It is the task of the entire Department, not one service
but the entire Department, to address those issues in an orderly
and hopefully a thoughtful way.

Mr. Chairman, for most of the last 50 years the U.S. military has
faced a fairly predictable set of threats. During the Cold War, we
had one primary adversary, the Soviet Union. We came to know a
great deal about that adversary, its strategies, and its capabilities.
We fashioned our strategies and capabilities accordingly. The re-
sulting mix of U.S. weapons and forces allowed us to keep the
peace and to defend freedom these many years.

Preparing for the future, however, requires a different strategy,
different forces, different capabilities, and a different way of think-
ing. Rather than static adversaries and threats, we face a new se-
curity environment in which surprise and uncertainty are the de-
fining characteristics. We have to be prepared to adapt to an ever-
evolving set of challenges and circumstances. We have entered a
new age, and we have to transform to meet it. To do so, we have
to prepare our forces to deter and defeat threats and adversaries
that may not yet even have emerged.

I recognize that the decision to recommend cancellation comes at
a time when Congress is considering the fiscal year 2003 budget re-
quest. Had it been possible, it would have been preferable to make
it last year, or next year. However, as I said, at that time our focus
was on developing the proper framework for the important program
decisions we were making. We have reached our conclusion, and it
is clear that continuing to fund a program we now know will not
best meet the mission would be irresponsible and a misuse of tax-
payer’s dollars, so we went ahead with the decision. If there is one
thing that September 11 has taught us, it is that we can no longer
ignore the warnings of the past or delay preparation for the future.

In his 1999 speech at the Citadel President Bush told the cadets,
‘‘I will not command the new military we create. That will be left
to a President who comes after me. The outcome of great battles,’’
he said, ‘‘is often determined by decisions on funding and tech-
nology made decades before, in periods of peace.’’

President Bush also said to Congress, ‘‘Join me in creating a new
strategic vision for our military. Moments of national opportunity,’’
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he said, ‘‘are either seized or lost, and the consequences reach
across the decades. Now comes the time of testing. Our measure is
taken not only by what we have and use, but by what we build and
leave behind, and nothing this generation could ever build will
matter more than the means to defend our Nation and extend our
freedom and peace.’’

I agree, and I look forward to working with Congress and with
this committee to ensure that the taxpayer’s funds we invest and
the systems we select will give our country the joint capabilities we
need. We need to work together to provide not simply what any one
service may want, but rather the joint warfighting capability that
will be necessary for our combatant commanders and our Armed
Forces to deter and defend and contribute to the peace and stabil-
ity that is so essential to our country’s security in the next decade
and beyond.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Rumsfeld follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY HON. DONALD H. RUMSFELD

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the Department’s recommendation to

terminate the Crusader program, continue some of the Crusader technology, and
move the funds to technology and programs to better serve our country.

President Bush has said:
‘‘I expect the military’s . . . priorities to match our strategic vision—not the par-

ticular visions of the services—but a joint vision for change . . . I will direct the
Secretary of Defense to allocate these funds to . . . new programs that do so. I in-
tend to force new thinking and hard choices.’’

That statement was not made in the context of the decision on Crusader. It was
made by then-Governor Bush, in remarks to cadets at the Citadel back in Septem-
ber 1999. He told the American people what he planned, and we are purposefully
pursuing that goal.

On that day in 1999, the President warned, ‘‘We are witnessing a revolution in
the technology of war. Power is increasingly defined not by size,’’ he said, ‘‘but by
mobility and swiftness. Influence is measured in information; safety is gained in
stealth; and forces are projected on the long arc of precision-guided weapons.’’

So, one might ask, why now? What took so long to put structure behind the Presi-
dent’s vision—a vision he laid out plainly for all to see? A vision I discussed with
this committee at my confirmation hearing in January 2001.

I remember, as I’m sure you do, the clamor throughout 2001, and into early this
year, to get on with the tough decisions—as though the transformation of our armed
forces could be measured in terms of which programs were killed, and how fast it
was done.

That is not how we saw it. In testimony before this committee, I said we would
engage our brains before engaging the taxpayer’s pocketbooks. We said we would
be deliberate, not rushed; that we preferred to get it right.

The decision to recommend termination of the Crusader program was not reached
precipitously—as some recent commentary has suggested—but after months of care-
ful review, wide-ranging discussion, and in-depth planning and analysis—a review
of not just the Crusader program, but of future capabilities, of the strategy to guide
us, and of a framework for assessing and balancing risks.

The senior leaders of the Department—military and civilian—Service Chiefs,
Service Secretaries, the Chairman, the Vice Chairman, the Under Secretaries, and
I, spent countless hours discussing strategies, capabilities, threats and risks.

That process of review, discussion, planning and analysis started well before Sep-
tember 11. Tragically, September 11 confirmed many of our conclusions. I will re-
count that process, so that the proper context for the Crusader decision can be un-
derstood.
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PRESIDENT BUSH’S TRANSFORMATION VISION

President Bush shaped the context, the direction, of that process in his Citadel
remarks.

He talked about an era of proliferation of ‘‘missile technology and weapons of
mass destruction’’ . . . an era of car bombers and plutonium merchants . . . of
cyber terrorists . . . and dictators. He cautioned of ‘‘barbarism emboldened by tech-
nology.’’

‘‘These challenges,’’ he said in 1999, ‘‘can be overcome, but they can’t be ignored.’’
‘‘The best way to keep the peace,’’ he said, ‘‘is to redefine war on our terms. We

must shape the future with new concepts, new strategies, and new resolve.’’
If elected, he said he would initiate a ‘‘comprehensive review of our military, the

state of its strategy, the priorities of procurement.’’ He talked about the opportuni-
ties ‘‘to skip a generation of technology.’’ In the future, he said, ‘‘We may not have
months to transport massive divisions to waiting bases, or to build new infrastruc-
ture on site.’’

He said, ‘‘Our forces in the next century must be agile, lethal, readily deployable,
and require a minimum of logistical support. We must be able to project . . . power
over long distances, in days or weeks rather than months. Our military must be
able to identify targets by a variety of means, from a Marine patrol to a satellite—
Then be able to destroy those targets almost instantly, with an array of weapons
. . .’’

‘‘On land, our heavy forces must be lighter. Our light forces must be more lethal.
All must be easier to deploy. These forces must be organized in smaller, more agile
formations . . .’’

Still later, the President spoke of emerging threats and reinforced the need to pre-
pare for the future. ‘‘Keeping America safe,’’ he said, ‘‘is a challenge that’s well with-
in our reach—if we work together to shape the budgets, programs, strategies, and
force structure necessary to meet the threats we face and those that are emerging.’’

It was a direction and an urgency that I underscored in testimony before this
committee on June 21 of last year, warning that the new technology of war is ad-
vancing—not in decades—but in months and years, and that we must take advan-
tage of the time we have to prepare for the challenges we are sure to face in the
years ahead.

Last year, Mr. Chairman, we began to put that thinking into action.

TRANSFORMATION AND THE 2001 QDR

In May 2001, the Department’s senior leaders-civilian and military-began inten-
sive discussions about where America’s military should go in the years ahead. We
agreed on the need for real changes in U.S. defense strategy. The outline of those
changes is reflected in the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR).

Among the new directions set in the QDR, the following four are perhaps the most
important:

• First, we decided to move away from the two Major Theater War (MTW)
force planning construct, which called for maintaining forces capable of,
nearly simultaneously, marching on and occupying the capitals of two re-
gional adversaries and changing their regimes.

Today’s new approach emphasizes deterrence in four critical theaters, backed by
the ability to swiftly defeat two aggressors in the same timeframe, while preserving
the option for one major offensive to occupy an aggressor’s capital and replace the
regime. It calls for the ability to execute several lesser contingencies as well.

By making this adjustment, we gain more flexibility in planning for a wider array
of contingencies, and we gain more flexibility in investing for the future.

• Second, during the QDR, the senior civilian and military leaders agreed
on a new framework for assessing risk. We agreed that we couldn’t judge
a program simply on how it addressed near-term warfighting risks. A new
framework was required, one that would put other types of risk up on the
table as well.

We identified four specific categories of risk:
• Force management risks—which concern how we sustain our people,
equipment, and infrastructure;
• Operational risks—which concern the ability of our forces to accomplish
the missions called for in near-term military plans;
• Future challenges risks—which address the investments and changes
needed today to permit us to meet the military challenges of the mid- to
more-distant future; and last, the
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• Institutional risk—which involves inefficient processes and excessive sup-
port requirements that hinder our ability to use resources efficiently.

The approach we adopted sought to balance the various risks in all of these cat-
egories, and avoid extreme solutions that would lower risks in some areas while
raising other risks to unacceptable levels.

While it is understandable and expected that reasonable people may differ on spe-
cific decisions regarding a given investment or budgetary decision, it is important
to understand the need to balance among the different categories of risks that we
confront today on this issue of the Crusader.

• Third, to contend with a world of surprise and uncertainty, we are shift-
ing our planning from the ‘‘threat-based’’ model that has guided DOD
thinking in the past to a ‘‘capabilities-based’’ model for the future. What
does this mean? In short, it means that we can’t know precisely who may
threaten us or when or where. But, we can know what sort of capabilities
we may be threatened with, and how. We can also determine which capa-
bilities are most likely to provide us with important new advantages.
• Fourth, to support this capabilities-based approach to force planning, we
worked to focus transformation efforts by defining goals. Historically, suc-
cessful cases of transformation have occurred in the face of compelling stra-
tegic and operational challenges. What then are the challenges of the 21st
century, and how can we best meet them?

SIX TRANSFORMATIONAL GOALS—TAKING CARE OF TODAY WHILE INVESTING IN
TOMORROW

Setting specific transformation goals has helped focus transformation efforts. The
six goals identified in the QDR are:

• First, to defend the U.S. homeland and other bases of operations, and
deter and defeat nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and their means
of delivery;
• Second, to deny enemies sanctuary
• Third, to project and sustain forces in distant theaters in the face of ac-
cess denial threats;
• Fourth, to conduct effective operations in space;
• Fifth, to conduct effective information operations; and,
• Sixth, to leverage information technology to give our joint forces a com-
mon operational picture.

Taken together, these goals will guide and inform the military’s transformation
efforts and improvements in U.S. joint forces.

As the President foresaw, U.S. ground forces must be lighter, more lethal, and
highly mobile; they must be capable of insertion far from traditional ports and air
bases. They must be networked to leverage the synergy that comes from combining
ground maneuver forces with long-range precision fires.

Naval and amphibious forces must be able to assure U.S. access even in area-de-
nial environments, operate close to enemy shores, and project power deep inland.
Air forces—manned and unmanned—must be able to locate and track mobile targets
persistently over vast areas and strike rapidly at long-ranges without warning.

The point is not to substitute air power for ground power—as some critics have
demanded. Instead, it is the asymmetric opportunity that comes from integrating
ground, air, maritime and space capabilities in a networked web of forces.

Today, forces are now operating jointly in ways that were unimaginable before the
information and telecommunications revolutions.

PROVIDING CAPABILITIES TO MEET THE TRANSFORMATIONAL GOALS

The fiscal year 2003 budget request before you now draws from many of the
things we learned in developing the QDR. The budget request set the signposts for
the transformation of U.S. defense capabilities. It included important increases for:

• Developing defense systems against asymmetric threats including chemi-
cal and biological weapons, cruise and ballistic missiles, as well as for
strengthening intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities;
• Accelerating the fielding of unmanned aerial vehicles, like Predator and
Global Hawk, and Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles;
• Converting Trident submarines to conduct new missions, including high-
volume, conventional land-attack and special operations;
• Developing advanced communications, including laser communications to
deliver fiber-optics quality broadband to U.S. forces anywhere in the world;
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• Accelerating the introduction of near real-time, secure, and joint data
links; and for
• Accelerating the fielding of a variety of new precision munitions.

These leveraging investments in intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, inte-
gration, networking, and precision strike are signposts of the future transformed
force.

There are many new transformation starts in this budget—most of which will not
reach fruition within our programming horizon. As new transformation initiatives
mature, we must be prepared to make adjustments in programs to take advantage
of success and move beyond those that fail. In doing so, we need to balance between
the need to be ready for war tomorrow and the need to be prepared for future wars.

As part of this transformation effort, we are taking steps to shift the balance of
the weapons inventory to emphasize precision weapons, weapons that are precise in
time, space, and in their effects. In that regard, the Department is developing a
range of new conventional precision and miniature munitions for attacking deep un-
derground facilities, mobile targets, targets in dense urban areas, and for defeating
chemical and biological weapons.

Resources are always finite. Tough choices have to be made—Such choices are
generally not made between the good and bad, the needed or not needed, or between
what is wanted and not wanted. Tough choices are made at the margin, most often
between programs that are both desirable, both needed, and both wanted, but, none-
theless, choices have to be made.

Although this year’s defense budget increase is the largest in a long time, vir-
tually the entire increase was ‘‘spoken for:’’

• to cover inflation ($6.7 billion);
• ‘‘must-pay’’ bills for health care and pay raises ($14.1 billion);
• unrealistic costing of readiness and procurement in the past ($7.4 billion);
and
• funding the global war on terror ($19.4 billion).

Approximately $9.3 billion in resources has been shifted by terminating a number
of programs. Major terminations include the DD–21 Destroyer program, which has
been replaced by a restructured DD(X) program that will develop a new family of
surface combatants with revolutionary improvements in stealth, propulsion, and
other technologies. Some 18 Army legacy systems have been terminated.

As we put together the fiscal year 2003 budget that is now before you, many
major programs—including Crusader—required further review. As I’ve described,
most of last year was spent developing the strategic framework within which to con-
sider individual programs against required capabilities. There was a considerable
amount of pressure from some quarters to get on with the tough decisions. We de-
cided it would be best to defer them until we had completed the new defense strat-
egy and had the time to study our future circumstance. The decisions we have made
and will make are against that backdrop.

In February of this year, we began developing the Defense Planning Guidance for
the fiscal year 2004 budget and the fiscal years 2004–2009 program. The senior ci-
vilian and military leadership team had to focus on the looming problem of a sizable
procurement ‘‘bow wave’’ beyond fiscal year 2007, shorthand for describing the pro-
curement of systems that would be ready for fielding late in this decade that, if
funded, would crowd out other areas of investment and thereby cause a repetition
of many of the same headaches we suffer today as a result of the procurement holi-
day in the 1990s. The time to address that ‘‘bow wave’’ is now earlier, not later.

To deal with the bow wave we face requires decisions now about major defense
acquisition programs—which brings us to Crusader.

But before I get to that, Mr. Chairman, I would like to mention some of the les-
sons learned from Operation Enduring Freedom that I believe have a bearing on
this issue as well.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM OPERATION ENDURING FREEDOM

Since fall of last year, the Department has been compiling insights from the war
in Afghanistan. Five lessons in particular stand out, especially in the context of
evaluating Crusader.

• Flexibility. The war in Afghanistan was not a war that U.S. forces had
planned to fight. There was no war plan on the shelf. There were no pre-
positioned stockpiles of equipment or basing agreements with neighboring
countries. The United States went to war on the fly. It speaks to the skill
of the U.S. Armed Services that in less than a month from the terrorist at-
tacks of September 11, a plan had been developed and the war was joined.
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The flexibility of the men and women of the armed forces to shift from the
familiar to confront the unknown is a key advantage. U.S. forces will be
confronted with future surprises, for which they will also require flexibility.
U.S. forces must not only have a flexible mindset, they will also need capa-
bilities that are more flexible and capable of adapting to a wide variety of
circumstances.
• Speed of Deployment and Employment. Rapidly deployable and employ-
able forces served as the vanguard force in Afghanistan. Air, ground, and
maritime forces that could enter the theater quickly proved most valuable
in the initial phase of the war. Future wars are also likely to require a swift
U.S. response to defeat aggression. As in this case, U.S. forces may not
have the luxury in future contingencies of long lead times for deployments.
They may well also have less time to acclimatize and stage once they enter
an overseas theater. They will have to be able to hit the ground fighting.
• Restricted Access. Given the limited access to basing in the region, espe-
cially adjacent to and within Afghanistan, systems that can only enter the
fight through large ports and airfields were of limited utility. The infra-
structure in many areas of the world will not permit oversized systems to
be inserted. Moreover, as more and more adversaries acquire the means to
deny U.S. forces traditional access—through man-portable air defenses, bal-
listic missiles, mines, and chemical and biological weapons—U.S. forces will
likely have to enter theaters through non-traditional avenues, such as over
beaches, through mountains, and smaller landing areas and airfields.
• Integration of Ground and Air Power. One of the most powerful lessons
from the war has been the power that comes from the combination of forces
on the ground and long-range air power. Having U.S. forces on the ground
early in Afghanistan contributed directly to success. We saw soldiers armed
with rifles, maneuvering on horseback, using advanced communications to
direct strikes by 50-year-old bombers. The integration of ground and air
power can, in some circumstances, allow small teams on the ground to
achieve effects far beyond their numbers. At the same time, ground forces
providing ‘‘eyes’’ for pilots in the air dramatically increased the effective-
ness of air power.
• Precision. A final lesson is that precision matters. In many cases, U.S.
Special Forces on the ground were calling in long-range bombers to provide
tactical close air support. This had never been done before. Precision al-
lowed forces on the ground, in the heat of battle, to call in air strikes close
to their own positions. It reduced the number of friendly fire incidents, as
well as incidents of civilian collateral damage. At the same time, precision
meant that fewer weapons needed to be fired. Precision munitions ac-
counted for roughly two-thirds of the total number of munitions used in the
war, compared with only 30 percent in Kosovo and 7 percent in Desert
Storm. The trend is clear. Increasingly, the munitions all U.S. forces—air,
sea, and ground forces—employ will need to be precision-guided.

In light of these lessons learned, the tenets of the new defense strategy, and anal-
ysis of the future budgetary situation, the senior leadership considered the case of
Crusader.

THE CRUSADER DECISION

The decision to recommend termination of the Crusader program is not about kill-
ing a bad system. It is potentially a good system. It is not about a system that could
not be used. It could. It is a system that is wanted by many. But that is not the
issue. The issue is how do we balance the risks. In short, it is about foregoing a
system originally designed for a different strategic context, to make room for more
promising technologies that can accelerate transformation.

Let there be no doubt, when fielded, early in the next decade, Crusader would
have represented a measurable improvement over the existing Paladin howitzer in
both rate of fire and speed of maneuver. (Both Paladin and Crusader are indirect
fire systems. Indirect fire systems include howitzers as well as rocket systems.) But
we are concerned that it is better to invest that money where it can be used to prove
the truly transformational capabilities—capabilities such as increased accuracy,
more-rapid deployability, and the ability to network fires—that will make Army in-
direct fire systems effective and relevant on the battlefields of the 21st century.

Fundamentally, the debate over Crusader is about whether to spend roughly $9
billion more to procure some 480 Crusader howitzers or, instead, use funds to accel-
erate a variety of precision munitions, including GPS-guided rounds for all U.S.
155mm cannons, as well as adding GPS guidance and accuracy to upgraded Mul-
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tiple Launch Rocket System vehicles and the more mobile, wheeled versions of this
system, the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS).

Transforming to give our country the capabilities that revolutionary changes in
technology offer and to enable us to fight and win the Nation’s wars in the 21st cen-
tury as effectively as we did in the last century requires hard choices and tough
decisions. The hardest choices are those about balancing risks between the chal-
lenges we face in the near and mid term and those less certain, but possibly more
formidable, challenges that we will face in the longer term. That was the choice we
have made in recommending terminating Crusader and shifting the funding into
programs that are more appropriate to the future.

It is not, of course, an indication that the U.S. can do without ground forces. That
is nonsense. To the contrary, it is a decision that reflects confidence that the Army
has set a course over the longer term that is a good course and, indeed, needs to
be accelerated. Nor is it a decision that the future Army can manage without indi-
rect fires and rely solely on air support. Rather, it is a decision that precision in
artillery and rocket fires can be as revolutionary as it has already proven in air-
delivered weapons, and that mobility and rapid deployability will be crucial in the
future, not only in getting to the battlefield, but in maneuvering over potentially
vast battle areas.

In short, Mr. Chairman, it was a decision about balancing risks, a decision that
was made after long and careful consideration of what those risks are and what ca-
pabilities this nation will require in the coming decades.

The defense strategy established last year in the Report of the Quadrennial De-
fense Review emphasized the need for U.S. forces to demonstrate an ability to swift-
ly and surely defeat adversaries in distant theaters, and by doing so, deter them.
In particular, the strategy confirmed the need for ground forces that are lighter,
more lethal, and more readily deployable than today’s force.

Throughout the conflict in Afghanistan, we have seen the remarkable synergy be-
tween ground, air and naval forces. If nothing else, Operation Enduring Freedom
has demonstrated some of the advantages that can be achieved with joint, inte-
grated approaches to warfare. Not only is the safety and effectiveness of our troops
improved, the result is the rapid and precise destruction of enemy forces. We know
that ground operations will continue to be a critical dimension of warfare and that
accurate indirect fires will continue to play an important role in deterring and de-
feating a range of potential adversaries.

In light of the new defense strategy and initial insights from the war, DOD senior
leadership weighed the relative merits of Crusader against other alternatives to
meet the Army’s need for organic indirect fires—both cannon and rocket. Following
extensive discussion and evaluation, it became apparent that, on balance, alter-
natives to Crusader would be more consistent with both the new defense strategy
and with the Army’s overall transformation effort.

Today, revolutionary improvements in indirect fire systems appear to be within
reach and offer reasonable alternatives to Crusader—alternatives that should pro-
vide greater precision, more rapid deployability, greater range, and the ability to in-
tegrate fires. We are working to determine precisely where Crusader funding should
be reallocated.

Specifically, precision fire is proving to be one of the most transformational im-
provements in modern warfare, as we have seen already with the Tomahawk cruise
missile and GPS-guided bombs.

Precision can have a transformational effect on indirect fire systems. Precision
means that fires are more lethal and able to attack targets more rapidly before they
can attack or disappear. Precision also means fewer rounds expended to defeat a
given target, and, therefore, less logistical burden. Because logistics are vital, this
provides greater ability to deploy an effective force quickly. Of critical importance,
precision can enable us to reduce collateral damage and make it considerably more
difficult for enemies to hide in concentrated population centers.

Accelerating the development of satellite-guided artillery shells, such as the Ex-
calibur munition, and the Guided Multiple Launch System would bring the preci-
sion revolution we have witnessed in airpower to the Army.

We are also considering the possible acceleration of highly mobile and more read-
ily deployable indirect fire systems, such as the High Mobility Artillery Rocket Sys-
tem. This system could easily be transported in smaller C–130 aircraft and that mo-
bility means it could keep pace with other vehicles in the Army’s Planned Objective
Force—an important consideration.

In short, the decision to recommend that we skip Crusader is one that emphasizes
accelerating the shift to precision munitions of all indirect fire systems-cannon as
well as rocket, Marine Corps as well as Army. Our recommendation is not to aban-
don the technologies already developed by the Crusader program. In fact, it would
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ensure that the key pieces of Crusader technology are maintained for use in both
the Army’s Future Combat System, and possibly in the advanced gun system the
Navy is developing for its future surface combatants.

In the near to mid term, however, our conclusion is that accelerating precision
rounds for indirect fire systems will increase the overall capability of our forces
more than procuring 480 Crusader platforms.

This recommendation also reflects the contribution that rocket systems already
make for indirect fires. Following the 1991 Gulf War, an Iraqi artillery battalion
commander said, ‘‘after a month of bombing, I had 17 of 18 tubes left. After 1 day
of ground war—with the U.S. using Multiple-Launch Rocket System (MLRS) fires—
I had one tube left.’’

Skipping Crusader to emphasize precision munitions and rocket systems does not
put U.S. forces at risk as some have suggested. Rather, it will reduce future risk
and speed the introduction of critical capabilities.

This decision also invests in the future army, in integrated combined arms, great-
er deployability, and lethality. While technology influences transformation signifi-
cantly, substantial and lasting change generally requires changes in operational
concepts and military culture. The Army’s Objective Force will represent not only
a technological, but also a conceptual and cultural change. The Crusader, by con-
trast, would have represented a way station in that change process. While a techno-
logical advancement over the Paladin howitzer, it was conceived for a traditional,
mass force counterattack role. In short, it was not critical to the Army’s overall
transformation effort or to our broader defense strategy.

By implementing this recommendation, we ensure that the U.S. Armed Forces
will continue to overmatch the capabilities of any potential adversary now and in
the future—not tank for tank, aircraft for aircraft, or cannon for cannon, as in the
past, but asymmetrically. Rather than any single element alone, the combination of
U.S. joint forces and precision can ensure that the U.S. maintains the advantage
on the battlefield.

Some have raised concerns that these technologies are not far enough along. To
be sure, there is much work to be done and I am not here to oversell any one of
them. But the C–130 transportable rocket system—HIMARS—for example, is fur-
ther along than Crusader. Furthermore, we have growing expertise in precision
guidance systems—we are using them to great effect in Operation Enduring Free-
dom—and very little expertise in some of the more unproved aspects of the Cru-
sader. For example, the system is designed to be heavily automated, but automated
systems fail and the manual back-ups we would need pose are a challenging dimen-
sion that is relatively immature and unproven.

Taken together, the systems we are examining can offer greater improvements in
precision, range, and deployability. By foregoing the Crusader, we have the oppor-
tunity to produce revolutionary capabilities and ensure their earlier integration into
the Army. The question that must be asked and answered is: are the interim capa-
bilities Crusader would have provided worth the delay in acquiring indirect fire sys-
tems that are truly transformational?

There are certainly honorable, knowledgeable Army generals who will say yes—
I respect that. But there are also honorable Army Generals who will advise you that
we should press ahead with new technologies. It has always been so.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, for most of the last 50 years, the U.S. military faced a fairly pre-
dictable set of threats. During the Cold War, we had one primary adversary, the
Soviet Union. We came to know a great deal about that adversary, its strategies
and its capabilities, and we fashioned our strategies and capabilities accordingly.
The resulting mix of U.S. weapons and forces allowed us to keep the peace and de-
fend freedom for these many decades.

Preparing for the future, however, requires a different strategy, different forces
and capabilities, and most important, a different way of thinking. Rather than static
adversaries and threats, we face a new security environment in which surprise and
uncertainty are the defining characteristics. Thus, we must be prepared to adapt to
an ever-evolving set of challenges and circumstances.

In short, we have entered a new age, and we must transform to meet it. To do
so, we must prepare our forces to deter and defeat threats and adversaries that may
have not yet even emerged.

I recognize that the decision to recommend cancellation comes at a time when
Congress is considering the President’s fiscal year 2003 budget request. Certainly,
had it been possible, it would have been preferable to make this recommendation
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last year. However, as I’ve described, at that time our focus was on developing the
proper framework for the important program decisions.

Nevertheless, having reached the conclusions we did, it is clear that continuing
to fund a program we know will not best meet the mission would be irresponsible
and a misuse of taxpayers’ dollars. If there is one thing that September 11 has
taught us, it is that we can no longer ignore the warnings of the past or delay prep-
aration for the future.

Mr. Chairman, in that 1999 speech to the Citadel, President Bush told new ca-
dets, ‘‘I will not command the new military we create. That will be left to a presi-
dent who comes after me . . . The outcome of great battles,’’ he said, ‘‘is often deter-
mined by decisions on funding and technology made decades before, in the quiet
days of peace.

Mr. Chairman, he also said to Congress: ‘‘Join me in creating a new strategic vi-
sion for our military.’’

‘‘Moments of national opportunity,’’ he said, ‘‘are either seized or lost, and the con-
sequences reach across decades. . . . Now comes the time of testing. Our measure
is taken, not only by what we have and use, but also by what we build and leave
behind. Nothing this generation could ever build will matter more than the means
to defend our Nation and extend our peace.’’

Mr. Chairman, like the President, I look forward to working with Congress, and
with this committee, to ensure that the taxpayers’ funds we invest and the systems
we select will give the Nation the joint capabilities we will need—and, to be sure,
that includes the Army and artillery. But, more important, we must work together
to provide not simply what any one service may want, but rather the joint
warfighting capability that will be necessary for our Combatant Commanders and
our Armed Forces to deter and defend and contribute to the peace and stability that
is so essential to our Nation’s security in the next decade and beyond.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary Wolfowitz and Secretary Aldridge, do you have any ad-

ditional comments?
Secretary ALDRIDGE. Not at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEVIN. Thank you.
Mr. Secretary, reference has been made to an article in this

morning’s Washington Post. Former Chief of Staff of the Army Gen-
eral Gordon Sullivan wrote a very strong article saying that the
Crusader is the most technologically advanced ground combat sys-
tem ever developed. Then he said the following, and I know you
disagree with his conclusion, but I would like to see if you disagree
with the statement of facts of General Sullivan.

He said the Crusader ‘‘was designed from the ground up to fight
in the digital, network-centered battlefield, to exploit information
dominance. Its advanced robotic operations and automated ammu-
nition-handling systems allow the crew, enclosed in a protected
cockpit, to exploit information instead of straining muscles. The ad-
vanced composite hull, liquid-cooled gun the mobility of the system
elevate the effectiveness of our forces by 50 percent, with a cor-
responding reduction in resources. Crusader covers an area 77 per-
cent greater than current systems, and has a three to one advan-
tage in rate of fire.’’

My specific question is, do you disagree with any of those specific
facts? I know you have a different conclusion, and there are other
facts that cause you to reach a different conclusion, but in terms
of those facts, do you differ with them?

Secretary RUMSFELD. I think that my testimony indicated that I
do agree with a great deal of that. There is no question but that
the cockpit, the automatic loader, the software, the gun-cooling sys-
tem, all are technologies that can be in some cases be looked at
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with respect to potential future upgrades for Paladin, and they can
be looked at clearly and migrated to the Future Combat System.

I guess the only thing I might disagree with was that it is the
only system ever developed. It has not yet been developed. There
still is not a Crusader that exists that has that characteristic, al-
though those technologies clearly are under development.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you. I forgot to mention that we will
proceed with an 8 minute round of questions, and we will follow
our normal early bird order of recognition.

My next question is—and I think you acknowledge the fact that
the Army does have a requirement for organic indirect fire support.
There seems to be no dispute about that. I am wondering whether
or not the alternatives which you believe should be supported rath-
er than Crusader can be developed and fielded as quickly, let me
put it this way, or on the same schedule as Crusader?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Could you put up this other chart?
Chairman LEVIN. If you could just kind of give us a yes or no;

we only have 8 minutes. Are your alternatives planned to be devel-
oped and fielded as quickly as Crusader? That is my only question.

Secretary RUMSFELD. I cannot give you a yes or no. I can show
you the chart, and the answer is nobody knows quite when these
things evolve, but if you look where Paladin is, the green, and if
you look where the other is, that is Crusader, the Future Combat
Systems comes in somewhere between 2 and 4 or 5 years after the
plan for Crusader. The technologies from Crusader could be mi-
grated back to Paladin in some instances or forward into the Fu-
ture Combat Systems, so the Future Combat Systems would come
in somewhat earlier.

I think going back to General Sullivan’s column, you are right
about rate of fire, but he again ignores precision, and it seems to
me precision is not something that one wants to leave out of the
equation.

Chairman LEVIN. Let me ask you about that question. If that re-
quirement was not included, or if that precision criteria was not in-
cluded in the requirements, why wasn’t the Joint Requirements
Oversight Council (JROC) asked to review the requirement and to
include precision? You did not go back to them. Why not?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Well, I think it might be a good question
to ask General Pace, or even General Shinseki, but the short an-
swer is that the JROC exists, and it looks basically at interoper-
ability, and it has not gone back to validate the requirement of rate
of fire and mobility that was selected and used for the 1994 re-
quirement with respect to Crusader. General Pace is determined to
get JROC to the point where it can do what you are asking, but
it is not currently organized, arranged, or even chartered to do it.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you.
Mr. Secretary, you described in your testimony a deliberative

process, in particular, which led to the decision to cancel Crusader,
and particularly you said the following: that in February of this
year, you began developing the Defense Planning Guidance for the
fiscal year 2004 budget, and for the fiscal years 2004 to 2009 pro-
gram, so you made reference as part of a deliberative process to
this Defense Planning Guidance.
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It is my understanding that as of April 29, the Defense Planning
Guidance process, which does include senior civilian and military
leadership, had reached a very different conclusion from the one
that you ultimately reached that, and rather than deciding to can-
cel the Crusader program, Defense Planning Guidance process re-
sulted in a decision to study alternatives to the Crusader over the
next several months and to reach a decision on the future of the
program by September of this year.

Something changed between April 29 and May 2, and then again
something changed between May 2 and May 8, that led you to go
from a 5-month study to a 30 day study and then to immediate
cancellation of the program. What changed? What specific things
happened in those few days there which caused you to move from
the Defense Planning Guidance plan to complete that study by the
end of September, then to a 30-day study, and then to that an-
nouncement that canceled the program?

Secretary RUMSFELD. The senior leadership that was working on
the Defense Planning Guidance and I decided that we would decide
what could be decided and have a category 1 that said, ‘‘Do this,’’
to the service, ‘‘go in this specific direction.’’ Category 2 would be
that they would go back and come back with several options of a
different way to do it and include this option, and then an option
was described. A third bucket, or basket, was that they could go
back and come back with some options, and there was no pre-
scribed option. The fourth was to come back with a plan to address
how we might improve something that needs improving.

The decision as to which program should be put in which one of
those baskets was something that was done toward the end of the
Defense Planning Guidance process. I happened to be in Afghani-
stan and the neighboring countries during that week. Dr.
Wolfowitz is here and can tell you whatever you might want to
know about the way that process came to its closure.

Chairman LEVIN. Very specifically, as of April 29, the plan was,
you are going to give us a plan with alternatives by the end of Sep-
tember, including the possibility of cancellation. Then there was an
announcement made that there was going to be a 30-day study to
come up with alternatives. Then that was truncated within a few
days, and it was canceled. What specific things changed during
those few days to change from a September conclusion for a study,
to a 30-day conclusion for a study, to a cancellation?

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Mr. Chairman, during the course of April,
as we were working on the Defense Planning Guidance, it became
increasingly clear that there were important alternatives to Cru-
sader that had not been adequately surfaced during the course of
preparing for the 2003 budget, specifically the alternatives that are
being talked about here and we will be presenting shortly in the
budget amendment.

In fact, it was in that time frame that I testified before your com-
mittee. When you asked me about Crusader, I summarized by say-
ing that Crusader is sort of a little bit in between. It is a system
that brings us some dramatic new capabilities, but if we can bring
forward, some of the transformational capabilities more rapidly.
We might see ways to put back Crusader technology into different
systems.
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In the middle of April, the Secretary went with me and the three
service secretaries and outlined the categories for how to treat
major programs in the Defense Planning Guidance as he just indi-
cated to you. Crusader was clearly one of the ones that was being
considered as a possible category 1, that is, specific guidance, or
category 2, that is, study it but with specific alternatives in mind.

What was issued on April 19, was a draft planning guidance
which suggested a possible September date. On April 29, Under
Secretary Aldridge came to me with a very specific proposal, which
suggested moving the Crusader money into a combination of the
programs that the Secretary has mentioned in his testimony.

Against the background of several studies and analyses of this
issue, it was very compelling that this was the right thing to do.
We were then in the position of putting into the Defense Planning
Guidance an alternative not to study it for 6 months, but to bring
it to a conclusion.

Secretary Aldridge and I met with Army Secretary White on the
afternoon of April 30. We told him this is what we were planning
to do in the Defense Planning Guidance. He said he had serious
reservations about that and wanted to think about it overnight. He
came back the next morning, said he would like to have 60 days
to study it. We said that we would consider that request, came
back to him in the afternoon and said, at that point, 30 days. This
was on the afternoon of May 1.

In real time, as they say, while we were having our first meeting
with Secretary White, by a process that I do not know, somehow
our proposed alternative was already being lobbied against all over
Congress. Subsequently we had the episode with the Army talking
points. We basically, in an attempt to try to have an orderly proc-
ess that would have given a little more time for consultation and
deliberation, ended up with something that was so deeply in the
middle of your deliberations that we concluded we had to come to
a more rapid conclusion so that you would have the information
you needed.

I believe we have been able to do that, in fact, that the Under
Secretary for Acquisition, sitting here to my left, and the Army
have managed, working very intensively over the last 10 days, to
come to agreement on what the alternative to the Crusader should
be. We actually have agreement on the numbers. Some of the final
details of language are being worked out with OMB, and I think
we will have an amendment up here as we promised on the coming
Monday.

Chairman LEVIN. I am kind of surprised by your truncated
schedule there, because if sudden lobbying of us causes people just
to change plans that way, to cancel a system which otherwise was
being considered as one possibility, it seems to me that anything
goes around here, because we are being lobbied all the time with
everything.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. It was not being considered as one possi-
bility. It was being recommended strongly as the right way to go.

Chairman LEVIN. But the decision had not been made, is that
correct?
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Secretary RUMSFELD. Well, I can tell you that I was advised of
his recommendation after it was already in the Senate and the
press and the contractors——

Chairman LEVIN. The decision was not made, is that correct?
Secretary WOLFOWITZ. The decision was not made until the Sec-

retary talked to the President about it.
Chairman LEVIN. Thank you. Would you give us the Aldridge

recommendation of April 29 for the record?
Secretary ALDRIDGE. Yes, we will.
[The information referred to follows:]

SECRETARY ALDRIDGE’S RECOMMENDATION

On April 29, 2002, Secretary Aldridge recommended that the $475.6 million of fis-
cal year 2003 funds be redirected into five programs. These were: Excalibur, Guided
Multiple Launch Rocket System, NetFires, High Mobility Artillery Rocket System,
and Crusader Technology.

Chairman LEVIN. Senator Warner.
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, your testimony today is very thorough and pro-

vides a great deal of information to this committee. You covered ev-
erything, but your decision to make this cancellation is really a de-
cision that you make pursuant to the powers under the Constitu-
tion of the United States by the Commander in Chief, the Presi-
dent, because you are bound in duty to carry out his instructions.

Now, the President came up to Capitol Hill today, and this pro-
gram was the subject of a discussion. We have a very firm rule not
to publicly discuss meetings of this sort, so I will refrain, but can
you tell us, to the extent you consulted with the Commander in
Chief, the views expressed, within the propriety of your ability to
share them with us as to this cancellation?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Well, I can say this, that the Crusader is
a subject that has been widely discussed in the press, it has been
widely discussed in Congress, it has been widely discussed inside
the Department, and I have been asked about it. I said to the Dep-
uty that I would like to have a briefing prepared that I could
present where I could persuade myself and others that this weap-
ons system was something that we ought to go forward with, that
it was a good investment of $9 million, not that it was better than
the Paladin—we know it is better than the Paladin and it is a good
piece of equipment—but whether it made sense in the context of
our joint warfighting capability.

The more the Deputy worked, and the more that he worked with
the folks in the Department, it became clearer and clearer to them
and to me that it was not possible to prepare a briefing that was
persuasive. It was a very close call.

The President, when I went to see him and discussed this with
him, and I can say that he is solidly behind this decision. There
is no ambiguity, that he is—his comments that I used here today
from his various presentations on the subject of military reform are
important to him, and he cares to see about this.

We know it is no fun for him to cancel a program people want.
It is no fun for me. The last thing in the world I want to do is come
up here and sit here and have to defend something when I know
people are not going to like it. If we had gone ahead with it, likely
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everyone would have been happy, and he feels the same way, but
by golly, he is right. The people from 5, 10, and 15 years from now
who are in the White House and in Congress and in the Depart-
ment of Defense are going to be using the capabilities that we
produce today, the decisions that are made today. They are not
going to affect our capabilities in the next 2, 3, 4 years at all, and
so it is terribly important. It is an obligation we have, and he feels
that way, and he is determined to see that this is effectuated.

Senator WARNER. That is a clear response to the question.
I will follow it up then. For purposes of the next question, let us

assume that action directed by the Commander in Chief is done.
Can you guarantee this committee and Congress that such funds
as were programmed for Crusader will remain within the Depart-
ment of the Army and remain within the Department for purposes
directly related to those goals for which Crusader was designed and
given to be tested?

Secretary RUMSFELD. What I can do is the proposal that Under
Secretary Aldridge is prepared to discuss and which we have sent
up in writing, the funds would stay in the Army. They would in-
volve things that would advance the Army’s capabilities by improv-
ing Paladin by, we hope, moving forward the Future Combat Sys-
tem.

It also would have a benefit by accelerating precision munitions
that any service that happened to use that particular munition
would benefit from that acceleration. I think that is the correct an-
swer.

Secretary ALDRIDGE. Yes. Senator Warner, a good example of the
alternative can be very simply summarized in that chart. That yel-
low portion of the chart is $9 billion. The idea is to take that $9
billion and to take the rest of the chart starting in the 2008 period,
the MLRS and guided MLRS that will make that an accurate sys-
tem with HIMARS and all the Paladins and 109s that are left will
be accurate weapon systems. So that whole chart becomes accuracy
and we will take that whole area that is in that yellow area, $9
billion, and take the blue and move it forward.

Senator WARNER. This morning, Mr. Secretary, you and I met.
Could you ask Mike Wynne to step up there and point out to the
Senators exactly how those funds are projected to move forward
and remain within, say, the context of artillery purposes of the
Army?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Just to correct the record, I think that
technically the yellow is not $11 billion. It is $11 billion from where
it starts to 2009.

Senator WARNER. But you pointed out this morning that that
money for the Crusader program can, in all probability, be shifted
to the Future Combat System and other programs and the whole
program forward.

Secretary RUMSFELD. That is correct.
Senator WARNER. Could you point to that, please?
Mr. WYNNE. Senator Warner, my name is Mike Wynne. I am

Under Secretary Aldridge’s principal deputy. The way I would de-
scribe it is we are trying to introduce precision munitions across
the artillery and what is not listed here, by the way, is the light-
weight 155mm artillery which is now carried by the Marines and
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the light forces and is scheduled to be fielded between now and
2005. This will all come in between 2006 and 2008. So this entire
chart will be dedicated to precision that quickly.

Right now under the current budget, those precision weapons
will come in sometime between 2012 and 2014, which would impact
mostly Crusader and then, later, Paladin. There is right now work
on the guided MLRS going——

Senator WARNER. My time is running along. Let me just follow
up. I think you have made the point. Can you then, Mr. Secretary
or either of your colleagues, assess the risk to a military operation,
given that it appears that the gaps can be filled fairly quickly? Is
there an added risk to our fighting forces as a consequence of this
decision, or is that gap filled in a timely manner?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Well, I think that is a question that is im-
portant. It goes back to my comments where I talk about how we
have to balance risks about the immediate future against trans-
formation down the road. There is no warfighting capability that
comes from an investment in something that will not be around for
3, 4, or 5 years. We know that.

There is a warfighting capability for it that comes around after
3, 4, and 5 years, and if we do not sow the ground, there will not
be any flowers growing. But the answer is it seems to me that the
Crusader, if it came in when it is shown there in 2007, started in,
would be, without question, a better piece of artillery than the Pal-
adin, even upgraded Paladin.

I do not think that is the right question in this sense. It seems
to me the question is, is the United States during that period going
to be able, by the combination of upgrading Paladin, moving Future
Combat System forward, improving your rocket systems and bring-
ing the combined power of the United States with air, cruise mis-
siles, all of those things to attack a target, are we going to be able
to deal with those problems in the future? My answer is yes.

Senator WARNER. Can you give us a termination cost as a con-
sequence of the schedule that the Secretary has now announced?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. Yes, sir, Senator Warner. The Army has
asked the contractor for a proposal on termination cost. That is a
negotiable activity. We are working the details of those numbers
right now, and until the negotiation is completed, we will not have
the specifics of those numbers. We have not stopped work, we are
still working with the contractor——

Senator WARNER. If you do not have the specifics, can you give
us the parameters?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. The parameters are roughly that we will
use what is remaining of the fiscal year 2002 money for termi-
nation and there may be some required in fiscal year 2003 as part
of the negotiation, and it will also depend upon what degree of
R&D we will retain from the Crusader that will go into the Future
Combat System that the contract will continue to pursue. When all
those details work out, we will have the specifics. But the param-
eters are roughly that. 2002 will be used for termination with some
amount. What is left in 2002 that has not been obligated, I believe,
is in the $100 million range.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Senator Warner, I might just say too that
a risk if this recommendation is not accepted is that our people will
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take longer before they have accurate Excalibur rounds and accu-
rate Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System (GMLRS). I think my
own judgment is that that is a much greater risk than the risk of
not having Crusaders.

Chairman LEVIN. Okay. We will move on to Senator Lieberman.
We are now in a vote. Is there one vote or two, do we know?

Senator BUNNING. Just one.
Chairman LEVIN. Okay.
Senator Lieberman.
Senator LIEBERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thanks, Mr. Sec-

retary. I think I am going to use my time mostly to make a state-
ment if you will allow me to do so. Members of both parties on this
Armed Services Committee have for years been talking about the
critical importance of military transformation to take advantage of
new technologies and to be better prepared to respond to the un-
conventional asymmetric threats that the United States will face to
its security in the future.

Transformation is, in fact, occurring within the military now, and
particularly within the Army. But the question is, is it occurring
fast enough? Are we devoting sufficient resources to it and are the
resources being spent in a cost effective way? There was reference
made earlier to the post-Second World War period. Remember, a
book was written about the pre-Second World War period called
‘‘Why England Slept.’’ I think many of us lived in worry, with a
worry that one day someone not be able to look back at this period
of time and write a book called ‘‘Why America Slept.’’

The book will not be about why we did not spend enough on our
defense, because we are spending a lot; it will be why we did not
spend it wisely enough, why we did not make the tough decisions
we had to make to transform. In that sense, I give you, Mr. Sec-
retary, a lot of credit for making a tough decision here. Obviously
everyone has to judge it on merits as he or she sees appropriate.

But our willingness to make hard decisions, to transform rapidly
and cost-effectively so that America will be able to best meet our
future threats to our security is on the line in this decision that
you put before us. I know that some are concerned that this deci-
sion was somehow made in haste and without sufficient analysis.
As far as I am concerned based on my experience on this commit-
tee, the analysis of the Crusader goes back at least 5 years and in-
cludes insights gained from actual combat operations over that pe-
riod of time and before in Bosnia, Kosovo, and now Afghanistan.

But when I say 5 years, I speak particularly of the National De-
fense Panel, which in 1997 presented us with the first major study
to conclude that transformation should be the highest priority for
the Department of Defense. Panelists pointed out that the heart of
America’s continued military dominance and national security
would be our ability to rapidly project and sustain combat power
around the globe in the face of rapidly growing capability to deny
us this vital access.

I have specific recollection of a particular day before this commit-
tee—I hope you will not resent that I bring this up—where the cur-
rent Deputy Secretary of State, Richard Armitage, specifically said
to us that the National Defense Panel, or he personally in his con-
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sideration, reached a tough conclusion that the Crusader program
should be terminated. That was 1997.

Those panelists and other analysts since then have concluded
that conventional forces must be increasingly based on information,
technologies, and precision strike as you have described, specifi-
cally that the NDP recommended our land forces become more ex-
peditionary, that they evolve to lighter, greater range and more le-
thal fire support systems.

Those conclusions have been supported to the best of my knowl-
edge by most all of the subsequent studies that have been made—
the Hart-Rudman Commission, the Project for a New American
Century, as well as both QDRs and, in fact, many of the services
own war games.

Now, I understand that Crusader is a significant technical im-
provement over the current Paladin artillery system and that the
Army considers it a critical component of the modernization of the
current force. But our deliberations are and must be about the fu-
ture, longer term as well as the present and near-term. Of course,
I agree with General Shinseki that transforming the Army is the
goal and that the Army’s Objective Force, the future force, must be
the highest priority.

Today the Army is being squeezed no matter how much money
we give it. It is attempting to modernize its current Legacy Force
to field an Interim Force, and to develop and field the Objective
Force beginning in 2008. But we simply have not given the Army
sufficient funds to do all three well, and we will not give the Army
sufficient funds to do all three well.

I speak here as previously ranking Democratic member on the
Airland Subcommittee of this committee serving under the chair-
manship of Senator Santorum. Now we have switched roles. I am
chairman; he is ranking. But we have seen over this period of time
even as in this year the Army’s overall budget has increased sig-
nificantly by $9.9 billion and procurement funds increased by 13
percent, that even with that increase the Army has found it nec-
essary to cancel another 18 programs, cancellation which has been
sustained incidentally by our subcommittee and now the full com-
mittee, including termination of certain programs that the commit-
tee restored last year at the Army’s urging.

General Shinseki, not withstanding the additional $9.9 billion
that you have requested and we have given him over last year’s
level, has nonetheless submitted a list of unfunded requirements
totaling an additional $9.5 billion. That cannot go on. We are not
going to find the resources in that circumstance to fully fund what
we are all targeting toward, and that is the Army’s Objective Force.

We have to find some resources to fund that transformation.
That is our urgent priority. We are not going to answer that chal-
lenge with business as usual or somehow assuming that we are
somehow going to find the money later on. That is why among
other reasons I have reluctantly reached the conclusion that your
decision to terminate the Crusader program is the best one for our
national security.

In doing so, I must say I am convinced that the American mili-
tary today has an order of magnitude advantage, including the
ability to employ massive fires over any adversary or combination
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of adversaries that we can imagine now or into the near future.
The U.S. Army particularly has a huge advantage in its ability to
deliver fires on the battlefield now with the systems it has now.
This despite the fact that there are other artillery systems in the
world that have either a greater range than the Paladin or a high-
er rate of fire.

Now, why do I still say we have an advantage? Because we have
an unmatched, and I am confident unmatchable, integrated, auto-
mated joint system to acquire target and attack targets with re-
sources from the air, the land, and of course the sea. I think the
argument is compelling that shifting to precision munitions will
bring the same dramatic improvement in the Army in direct fire
capability that such a shift has brought to our air forces. If we
needed improvement to today’s howitzer, we should take the less
costly option of improving the Paladin and investing in accelerating
precision munitions and the Future Combat System and direct fire
system.

So in summary, committing the $9 billion to Crusader, especially
in light of the Army’s resource shortfall which I have described,
will guarantee that the Future Combat System Indirect Fire Sys-
tem that is critical to the Objective Force, the future force the
Army says it needs, will recede further and further away into the
future and the development of precision munitions and their acqui-
sition in needed numbers by the Army will be similarly delayed to
the detriment of the Army’s effectiveness in our national security.

The Army will be less prepared to deploy and employ land power
in the increasingly joint precision regime, and its ability to meet
and defeat the increasingly unconventional threats to our security
will be diminished. That is why, difficult as the decision is for you
and us, I intend to support your recommendation to terminate the
Crusader system. I thank the chair.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you, Senator Lieberman.
Senator Smith.
Senator SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Sec-

retary, there is a vote on. I just wanted to get a couple of quick
questions to you and hopefully you can respond to them quickly so
I can run and vote, but if I need further detail I may ask for it.

First of all, you made a very effective and thoughtful presen-
tation. My concern is the 24–7 capability of the Crusader on the
battlefield versus the other precision weapons, the PGMs for the
most part require aircraft—as the launch platform where weather
may have an impact. Specifically, the joint direct attack munitions,
the GPS systems, systems optically guided, all need an aircraft
launch. Can you assure us that we have 24–7 coverage with all of
those precision munitions in the short-term? By short-term, I mean
the time that this system would be in place, the Crusader would
be in place.

Secretary RUMSFELD. You cannot guarantee 24–7, I do not think,
ever. There are circumstances when there may be gaps, and I think
there always will be some. It requires, for example, that GPS
works and the weather does not bother it.

Senator SMITH. Well, if you have your forces under attack some-
where on the ground and the weather is bad and the cloud cover
is bad, and you cannot get your platforms up there, then you are
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in a situation that may be beyond your control; something has to
happen.

Secretary RUMSFELD. If one thinks of all the capability that ex-
ists, there is the artillery, there are mortars, there are rockets,
there are cruise missiles, there are attack helicopters, there are
bombers, there are AC–130, there is Army/Navy/Air Force fighter
support. There are a variety of things that can be brought to bear,
and we have found that almost always you can get one or more of
them functioning effectively apart from weather and apart from cir-
cumstance.

Senator SMITH. I would agree with you perhaps on the bombers,
the high-altitude bombers. I am not sure I agree with you on the
attack helicopters.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Not all of them, but some of them are able
to function in almost any circumstance.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Senator Smith, one reason in this request
that we are so committed to modernizing Army indirect fires is the
issue that you raised about 24–7. But I think having precision 24–
7 is the most important thing and that is what we will get with
this program by accelerating the Excalibur and accelerating the
guided rocket system.

Senator SMITH. A 10 second answer and I will yield the balance
of my time. Senator Inhofe has already voted. Is there any reason
why the AOA scheduled for February cannot occur before this final
decision is made?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. We are spending money obviously on the
program as we proceed. The analysis that we have today says this
is a better alternative, so the decision that the Secretary has made
is a direction for us to go use the funding, that we can use the
funding earlier to start these new things rather than continuing to
spend on something we think is dead-ended.

Senator SMITH. Thank you. I yield the balance of my time to Sen-
ator Inhofe when it is his turn.

Chairman LEVIN. Senator Dayton.
Senator DAYTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. First I

want to say, Mr. Secretary, I recognize that you have had plenty
to do since September 11 and, therefore, to conduct this review in
the midst of all your other responsibilities, I certainly want to ac-
knowledge the enormous burden that you and your colleagues have
borne on behalf of our country and I pay tribute to you for doing
so and then for your success in doing so.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DAYTON. Like others here, I am trying to reconcile the

change in the decision made and I have taken your point, sir, about
the change in strategy, the evolution of strategy given the uncer-
tainty of the kind of enemy we will face and the future warfare
that that enemy will be conducting. I am wondering if the lessons
that are being drawn from the successes in Afghanistan against the
Taliban are ones that we would want to apply uniformly to, as you
said, the uncertainty of who our future enemies might be and, tak-
ing the President’s observations in the State of the Union Address,
the possibilities of countries that seem to have much more sizable
capabilities. Do you see that in this strategy that you are develop-
ing as one that is going to have that same applicability, and con-
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verse of that, would the Crusader have its role to play more impor-
tantly in other settings.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Well, there is no question that lessons in
Afghanistan ought not to be applied across the globe. You are ex-
actly right. They cannot be. There are some lessons, however, that
can be useful in a number of other instances. When the question
is asked what has changed, it seems to me it is useful to think
about it. We had the Quadrennial Defense Review with a new
strategy and the new forcesizing construct.

We have had the experience in Afghanistan, we have seen how
a much higher percentage from 7 percent in 10 years up to 66 per-
cent of our munitions used were precision. Those are choices being
made by people because they understand the importance of killing
a target and the precision munitions do it so much better.

The advantage some smaller logistic chains, the collateral dam-
age problem it seems to me is an important one to keep in mind.
I think we are going to find that we are going to be forced to fight
in places where asymmetrical efforts will be made by enemies to
put themselves in close proximity. We look for example today at
terrorist states, and they are literally putting more weapons of
mass destruction capability right next to schools and hospitals and
mosques. Purposely. They even have some building that are erected
for that purpose in high-collateral areas.

The other thing is the bow wave has changed. As you go out 2
more years and get the 2004 to 2009 and look what is ahead of us,
there is no question that we have no choice but to make decisions
now and it seems to me it is that range of things, part of which
is the lessons from Afghanistan that are what has changed.

Senator DAYTON. Regarding the issue of the precision, and I cer-
tainly would concur with your giving that a high priority, I refer
you to the testimony from General Keane before our Airland Sub-
committee on March 14 of this year. He was, of course, in a dif-
ferent context, very supportive of the Crusader and said that it had
the advantage and could have been used in Afghanistan, as he
said, to pound al Qaeda in the mountain areas. Unlike some air-
delivered munitions, poor weather would not have stopped Crusad-
er’s precision fire.

Then to give Senator Inhofe, who was doing the inquiry a sense
of the Crusader’s range and precision, General Keane said we could
put it on the Beltway out there and hit home plate at Camden
Yards. That sounds pretty precise to me. The other corollary to
that would be if the intent is to equip other shells from other Pal-
adin or other such artillery vehicles from some advanced guidance
system, would that not equally apply to the munitions for the——

Secretary RUMSFELD. Absolutely. There is no question. You can
put precision munitions in the Crusader, and if it existed you
would certainly want to do it. You can put it in the Paladin, and
you can put it in any number of tubes that fit. General Keane, as
is General Shinseki, they are outstanding Army officers, there is
just no question about it. They say what they believe and they tell
the truth, and they are honorable people and talented people.

The issue is not in my view whether Crusader is a fine artillery
piece. The issue is whether the United States during the period we
see up on that chart is better off upgrading the Paladin, eliminat-
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ing Crusader, bringing forward the Future Combat Systems, and
improving the munitions of all of those capabilities including the
rocket systems; and the answer is I think we are better off.

I think Senator Inhofe had an important point. I think it was
you, Senator, about the cost. There is no question but that the cost
of the precision munition is higher. But you may want to comment
on a solution we think we have there.

Secretary ALDRIDGE. We have an idea of taking all of the artil-
lery pieces and using an upgraded NATO fuse and putting a slight-
ly improved guidance system on the NATO fuse that we can bring
all artillery pieces, even the ones that are so-called dumb, into the
10 to 20 meter range accuracy. That is going to be extremely effec-
tive and not anywhere close to the expense that we were going to
get on the Excalibur.

We think we can get Excalibur in mass production into the range
of $30,000 a round. But it tells you, Senator Dayton, that when we
get up into the DARPA net fires area, we will be able to put the
weapon on the pitcher’s mound in Camden Yards.

Senator DAYTON. When Secretary of the Army White testified be-
fore the house committee on March of this year, he referenced spe-
cifically this issue of the capability of the Paladin. He said if there
was a serious match-up problem with the Soviets in terms of artil-
lery, there would also be a challenge with any of the three coun-
tries that the President talked about recently: Iran, Iraq, and
North Korea. The Secretary said we have band-aided the existing
system, the last of which is called Paladin, about as far as we can
stretch that rubber band.

He had 2 weeks previously been to the National Training Center
and watched a Paladin battery unable to keep up the M–1 tanks
and Bradleys that were in the attack. He said this will only get
worse as we field more highly mobile systems both in our interim
brigades and our Future Combat Systems. Again, I guess I would
ask, are you confident that the Paladin is going to be able to bridge
this gap until these other new systems come on line?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. The plan for Paladin is to have it in the in-
ventory up until the year 2028. So we are going to have to keep
the Paladin around and make it effective for a long period of time.
The current Paladin average age is about 61⁄2 years old. It is been
in production since after——

Senator DAYTON. Can you address the specific operational short-
comings that the Secretary of the Army referenced?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. Yes. The Paladin is, in fact, slower than the
Crusader, and we have admitted that Crusader would be a better
artillery piece than the Paladin program, but we want to make the
Paladin have the accuracy and when we put the Excalibur round
on the Paladin, it gets out to 40 kilometers and it makes up quite
a bit of the range difference that we have seen.

If you talk about the actual operations of the Army, what is the
actual speed in which artillery and tanks fight in the battlefield,
I think the speed factor is significantly lower than running at max
speed all the time.

Senator DAYTON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. My time has ex-
pired. I just want to say if we are going to carry the Paladin to the
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year 2028, then having stretched the rubber band as far as it will
go should give us pause.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Well, if I might say, the Paladin is sched-
uled to go out each with the Crusader coming in. I think it is not
correct to say it is stretching the rubber band. I think the fact of
the matter is the Paladin is a weapons system that was entered
after the Gulf War. It is not something that like the B–52s that
dates back 40 or 50 years. Portions of it preceded it and as most
things, they evolve over time. But it is a weapons system that the
current Paladins are 5.6 years old.

Senator DAYTON. I did not make the analogy to stretching the
rubber band. The Secretary of the Army did.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Right. I understand.
Senator DAYTON. My time has expired.
Chairman LEVIN. Thank you very much.
Senator Inhofe.
Senator INHOFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. While we are on

that subject, let us pursue that a little bit. First of all, I do not
know who all understands this chart up here. I got the presen-
tation in my office, and I do appreciate it. I have said many times
that I think we have the best national security team in the history
of this country. I hold you guys in very high regard.

What I think the problem here is, you are busy prosecuting a
war, you are busy looking at a national missile defense, things that
we are going to have to have, and I think this just slipped by and
did not get the proper attention. This is my concern that we have,
and I do not want anything that I say to reflect in any way in a
negative way, because you know what I have said in the past about
you.

But when we are talking about this Paladin, that is essentially
the howitzer M–109. That was 1963. Now, there have been some
upgrades. There are upgrades every year. There have been up-
grades to the B–2. There have been upgrades to the C–17. We con-
stantly upgrade. But this is a basic system that did start in 1963.
The basic changes between that and when we started calling that
system a Paladin in 1993 were the GPS and the new fire control
system allowing the guns to spread out and compute their own fire
area.

Still, it is manual. It is kind of like looking at the Civil War mov-
ies. They put the shell in and they fire it by hand and they pull
it out and they clean out the bore. This is not a modern system,
and it is a system that is, I contend, 40 years old. It is the same
as it was in 1963 in terms of the maximum range, the maximum
rate of fire, just the same rate of fire, cross country speed, crew
size—all of that is the same as it was back in 1963.

I wish we had more members here to listen to this, because I
think we have gotten some information that is inadvertently
wrong. One was when you talked about how it takes 60 to 64 C–
17s to move 18 Crusaders. Mr. Secretary, I do not believe that. I
know that you do. I think that maybe there is a miscommunication
here because in the Department of Defense Weapons Systems 2002
Book, it specifically says ‘‘in addition to strategic deployability’’ two
howitzers are transportable in the C–17.
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Now, they are talking about two howitzers that are transportable
in the C–17, and I think if you have to have the resupply vehicle
in them, it would only be one. I have heard this over and over and
over again. That is a different thing. You always have to worry
about getting ammunition to the area where it has to be used. But
essentially, we are talking about one with the resupply vehicle
being able to be transferred in the C–17, and two, if you do not use
the resupply vehicle.

Essentially then, if you had 18, it would take 18 of our C–17s.
Our C–17s have proven to be the greatest lift vehicle we have ever
had. Now, you can certainly respond to that if you want to, not tak-
ing too much time because we are limited on our time.

Secretary RUMSFELD. I will just make a brief comment. It is true
that what you said is technically possible. That does not include
the armor. The armor has to be taken off of the Crusader, carried
on a separate aircraft. It does not include the fuel, it does not in-
clude the ammunition, it does not include the vehicle that is need-
ed to be in close proximity to the weapon.

We asked the Army and the Army came back with that answer.
The answer is 60 to 64——

Senator INHOFE. I will just say, Mr. Secretary, that the Army did
not read their own manual if that is what they came back saying.
Now, I want to get back to something else that is very significant,
Secretary Aldridge. Did you hear my opening statement?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. Yes, I did.
Senator INHOFE. In my opening statement I talked would about

our attempting to find out what costs would be associated with can-
celling a program at this time. I said if you only take one of those
four costs that would be there, the other costs would have to do
with upgrading other vehicles, that just the cost of termination ac-
cording to what we got in a range from the PMs. We made the ef-
fort to find out, then we called and talked to the contractor. It is
going to be in the range that I outlined between $300 and $520
million.

Now, I know it is a negotiated thing. They will come up with a
figure, you will come up with a figure if this should happen, and
you negotiate. But I am saying it is very conceivable it could be in
this range. We have to get out of this mindset that we have $475
million to reprogram into another system. It flat is not true.

Secretary ALDRIDGE. The numbers we are getting from the Army
at this point, and I would highly suspect the numbers we are going
to get from the contractors, which are going to be on the high side,
guaranteed, because they want to get as much money from the ter-
mination as they can. But it is a negotiated term. The numbers we
are getting from the Army now will give us better confidence that
we are able to do the termination to complete the work in fiscal
year 2002 without any significant cost.

One other point is that we want to use a lot of the technology
that has been developed for Crusader in the Future Combat Sys-
tem, and particularly the gun, some of the armor, some of the tech-
nology——

Senator INHOFE. But to me that is the best argument to wait
until the AOA to find out what we do need in this system, and at
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that time if it is necessary to have the analysis, have the analysis,
cancel the program——

Secretary ALDRIDGE. If we wait we will not have the ability to
use the funds that will be available to us to go do the things that
are identified here——

Senator INHOFE. Okay. We are not getting anywhere here, be-
cause I am contending there may not be any funds at all. Mr.
Chairman, I think if you are making a mental list of those things
that we really need to determine, that should be high on that list,
because we do not know. You do not know, I do not, they do not
know.

Secretary RUMSFELD. I do not think you can know termination
cost until you negotiate the termination cost with the contractor.

Senator INHOFE. A criticism I have of the way this was put to-
gether was—and I know you guys did not put this together in
terms of the handouts that were there at the Pentagon briefing—
when they announced that this program would be canceled. But in
this Pentagon briefing, you quoted all kinds of publications.

I have to admit, and you guys know it also, that there are a lot
of newspapers out there, a lot of people in the media that do not
think we need a defense to start with. But one of the highlights
that you used was from a columnist for the San Francisco Exam-
iner. They said if this is a white elephant, we need—well, it was
a very damaging type of thing.

[The information referred to follows:]
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Senator INHOFE. Now, the San Francisco Examiner has also said
in recent publications talking about a national missile defense sys-
tem—it is important that you hear this—despite the enormous
sums of money spent creating innovative, high-tech weaponry is
difficult. Pinpointing warheads going 15,000 miles per hour has
been likened to trying to find a fly ball looking through a soda
straw. Nevermind the problem of decoys or M missiles during tests,
ground base, interceptors, missed targets two out of three times
and they went on to the conclusion that it is a fantasy.
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They use Star Wars and all of these antiquated things to try to
denigrate our wanting to defend ourselves against an incoming
missile. That is what they think about national missile defense sys-
tem. F–22, they say already in the same article, ‘‘Drowning in $9
billion worth of cost overruns, the plane holds the dubious distinc-
tion of being the costliest fighter aircraft ever built and is not in
the view of most experts do anything any different than joint strike
fighter, also in development.’’

[The information referred to follows:]
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Senator INHOFE. Now, I would only ask why would we use a
source like that to try to denigrate, which they did in your hand-
out, the Crusader?

Secretary RUMSFELD. I do not know what you are referring to.
Senator INHOFE. Well, this is a Department of Defense publica-

tion for the Pentagon briefing of May 8, 2002.
Secretary RUMSFELD. What does it do, quote a bunch of news-

paper articles?
Senator INHOFE. Yes.
Secretary RUMSFELD. They put out newspaper articles every day.
Senator INHOFE. I am sorry, not you, but the Department of De-

fense put this out for your briefing for the May 8 briefing.
Secretary RUMSFELD. You mean for the Pentagon briefing?
Senator INHOFE. Yes.
Secretary RUMSFELD. I just have not seen it, I am sorry.
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Senator INHOFE. Okay. Senator Warner brought up something
that is a concern of mine and that is the President has developed
some pretty firm ideas, and I just wonder if the President has real-
ly had the briefings necessary. He has had his mind on a lot of dif-
ferent things.

Secretary Rumsfeld, I have taken the time to call you and to call
Secretary Wolfowitz. I have called everyone I can think of, every-
one in the military to get advice; I have called the secretaries, all
of the secretaries. I have called the Secretary of the Army to ask
him on several occasions if he has had a chance to brief the Presi-
dent about the Crusader. The last time I called, he said he had not;
he wanted to do it but had not been able to do it. Do you know
if Secretary White has had a chance to sit down with the President
of the United States and give him a briefing?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Senator Inhofe, Secretary White sees the
President on a variety of occasions. I do not believe he has briefed
him personally on it, and I know that General Shinseki has seen
the President on a variety of occasions and I do not know if he has
briefed him on it.

To put it in perspective, the Crusader program is 0.5 percent,
less than 1 percent, one half of 1 percent of the Defense Depart-
ment budget. It is a lot of money, do not get me wrong, $470 mil-
lion, but it is one half of 1 percent. It is about a percent and a half
of the Army budget, and it is about 21⁄2 percent, I think, of their
investment budget.

Senator INHOFE. Exactly. I agree. However, if we can increase,
use one half of 1 percent of that budget to give us superiority in
an artillery system I, as one member of the Armed Services Com-
mittee, think that is a very good investment.

I do not think anyone is going to argue with the cost of the
rounds. Yes, the Excalibur, if we got to the ultimate number, the
lowest it has been, and I have the evidence of this, it could get
down to $36,000 a round. But we are talking about an artillery
shell which is $200 a round. If we are concerned about the superi-
ority of our system as opposed to the existing Paladin it is
outgunned in range and in rapid fire by equipment that is manu-
factured in four other countries and readily available on the mar-
ket. This concerns me a great deal.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Senator, I do not disagree. I think that the
way to think of—you are quite right on the cost of the two rounds.
The problem is that you have to use a bucket of the dumb rounds
to achieve what a single round can do if it is a smart round. The
same thing is true for bombs. We found that. The difference is
enormous. It is not just enormous in the numbers of things that
have to be used, it is the number of things you can use them for.

Because if you are using dumb bombs, you cannot use them in
high collateral areas. You cannot use dumb artillery shells in high
collateral areas because they are going to have a spread that is
very notably different from a precision weapon. So, I think compar-
ing the two numerically is correct, but I think that we have to add
that dimension to it.

Senator INHOFE. But numerically as we start off, you can actu-
ally fire a thousand dumb rounds for the cost of one Excalibur at
the current time.
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Secretary RUMSFELD. The problem is you could not, Senator, be-
cause you could not use dumb rounds in a lot of places where we
have to fight. You need precision rounds.

Senator INHOFE. A question I had was, and it has already been
answered once by Secretary Wolfowitz in previous hearings, are
you confident enough that we would not have ground wars in
places like Iraq, China, Iran, and other places where we would
need that very precise thing according to the testimony of the uni-
formed officials? I do not think you are very comfortable with that.

In fact, Secretary Wolfowitz, I believe you said ‘‘I would not want
to bet the farm that we would not need that type of artillery capa-
bility in the future,’’ and you complimented it saying it is the best
one out there.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Senator, we very much think we need to
have that indirect fire capability. That is why whether we are look-
ing at a simple comparison of Paladin versus Crusader, we came
to the judgment in the 2003 budget that it was the right choice.
But as we did this work in looking forward to 2004 and began to
look at the other ways we could spend that money on Army indi-
rect fire systems, we concluded that precision, mobility, and
deployability were much more important characteristics——

Senator INHOFE. Let me ask you one more question. We are all
concerned with the JROC, the Joint Requirement Oversight Coun-
cil, and the role that it plays in these things. Was the JROC con-
sulted in a part of the decision to terminate the Crusader?

Secretary RUMSFELD. No. The JROC basically is functioning with
the vice chiefs as the members and the vice chairman as the chair-
man to look at requirements and look for interoperability. The
JROC looked at Crusader 8 years ago, and it looked for it with re-
spect to rate of fire and mobility, but not precision.

Senator INHOFE. Well, how about the Secretary’s Executive
Council (SEC)? I was very much impressed when you first took this
position and you talked about the role that would play. Did it have
a deliberation over the termination of the Crusader? It is made up
of the secretaries of all the—not for your benefit, but for our bene-
fit—along with Secretary Aldridge, those who are at the table here.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Pete, do you want to tell the entities that
analyzed it?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. We actually did some hearings with the
Army and the SEC. They were not involved in the final determina-
tion.

Chairman LEVIN. Senator Cleland.
Senator CLELAND. Secretary, my first instinct is that I am em-

barrassed for you and the Department for having to come here and
fight out internally over an artillery piece. I would much rather
you come here and match wits with your wonderful mind and your
great staff about the strategic future of our Army, the strategic fu-
ture of our forces, and the number of forces it will take to win what
Senator Nunn calls the war on catastrophic terrorism. I would
much rather argue that out about how much time it is going to be
before some terrorist organization lays its hands on a weapon of
mass destruction. I would rather we engage in those kinds of de-
bates.
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However, there are two disturbing things about this argument
that bother me. One is the way in which it was handled. In many
ways, Senator Roberts and I have seen this movie before. The Cru-
sader decision is similar to the B–1 decision last year. Last sum-
mer Senator Roberts and I were engaged in a fight with DOD and
the Air Force on their decision to consolidate the B–1 bomber force.
Neither DOD nor the Air Force had analysis to support the deci-
sion. It was quite the opposite.

The data that Senator Roberts and I had was contrary to the Air
Force’s decision. I also want to point out that the Crusader decision
mirrors the B–1 decision in that we, Congress, were notified by the
media reports. The process that DOD has used regarding the Cru-
sader and the B–1 bomber is disturbing.

I am troubled that we are here today discussing the fate of this
weapon system. There are many more issues that warrant atten-
tion, as I have said. However, we did not create this process and
this procedure; we are only responding to it. Rather than becoming
a partner in the decision, we, Congress, are relegated to reacting
rather than being consulted. That is the process.

The thing that really bothers me, though, is the substance of the
decision. On the one hand, we have a former Secretary of Defense,
Frank Carlucci, a former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
General John Shalikashvili, and the former Chief of Staff of the
Army, General Gordon Sullivan, as well as the Chief of Staff of the
Army now, all end up supporting this system.

Quite frankly, General Sullivan’s argument in The Washington
Post today makes some sense to me. He is an Army guy who served
on the ground. General Sullivan points out that the Crusader cov-
ers an area 77 percent greater than the current systems and has
a three-to-one advantage in rate of fire. You keep saying that that
is not precision. Well, I have been on the ground seeing a 155mm
howitzer, not the Paladin, and certainly not the Crusader, and I
have certainly seen the B–52 bomb strike. A B–52 bomb strike is
not precision either, but we need it.

I will say to you that it does bother me if you are asking us to
in effect ratify the decision you have already made that eliminates
this program of the Crusader, where we have already pumped $2
billion into it and exchange it for what? You have not even ana-
lyzed the alternative. You do not have an alternative. That chart
is not an alternative. You have not analyzed alternatives. Now,
what are potential alternatives?

As far as I can tell, there is a system called Excalibur, which,
I gather, is a round of some sort, some family of guided munitions
still in research and development, some guided multiple launch
rocket system. Development is underway. That is all I can find out
about it.

DARPA, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, has
something called NetFires in research and development stage, a
prototype has yet to be tested. In my part of the world, they call
that a pig in a poke. Quite frankly, based on what I gather are the
requirements of the war of terrorism, where we are already in
harm’s way in Afghanistan at this very moment, this weapon sys-
tem could be utilized and expand the range of the 101st Airborne
and the 10th Mountain Division and the range of our artillery sup-
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port for our Special Operations Forces. It could be used there now.
It could be put on a C–17 and flown there in 24 hours.

That is real. I understand that. I get that. I do not get that chart.
I do not get no analysis of alternatives. Where is the so-called cost
effectiveness in all of this? I mean, supposedly over $400 million
is going to be ‘‘saved for higher technology purposes?’’ Where is it
going to go? What other weapons system is this going to be part
of? That is kind of mush and iffy thinking as far as I am concerned.

So I cannot buy a pig-in-a-poke, not with the troops in the field
out there. They need increased artillery support. I am going to sup-
port Senator Inhofe’s amendment and gladly so, because, number
one, I think the Army needs more troops, which is a subject for an-
other hearing and another amendment which I will be proposing.
I think the Army also needs greater firepower and lethality and
greater range of coverage artillery support of all the troops on the
ground. You can see it in Exhibit A in Afghanistan today.

Mr. Secretary, why after pouring $2 billion down on this artillery
piece did your staff, your top people, not buy the argument of a
former Secretary of Defense, a former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, and two of the most recent Army chiefs of staff? It seems
to me that is pretty compelling testimony. Why did not you buy
that?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Senator, let me make a couple of comments
and ask Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz to make a comment. First, I
would like to clarify something that Senator Inhofe and you raised;
you said just put it in a C–17 and take it over. The answer I gave
you, to be very precise, is 60 to 64 C–17 sorties to lift 18 Crusaders,
18 supply vehicles, the battalion, what you need to function and op-
erate, is what it takes to move from the United States somewhere
in Texas to the Middle East, for example.

If you are going to Korea, it would take 50 to 64 depending on
how it was done. That includes the 18 Crusaders, the 18 supply ve-
hicles. These 18 tubes is what you are getting. The ammo, the fuel,
the water, the food, the command, the control, the crew, and what
the unit needs to go and function. In other words, how they go and
fight. I did not want to leave you with an inaccurate impression
there.

Senator, you asked how can you not take the advice of the former
Secretary of Defense and the former Chief of Staff. These are fine
people. I do not deny that. They’re friends of mine. They are the
people who make the system, a lot of them, and that is fine. They
ought to be for it. I have said it is a good system. There is nothing
wrong with it. The question is not whether the Crusader a good
system; the question is how can the taxpayers best put their money
to see that we have the fighting force we are going to need for the
future.

One other thing I would say. I do not know if you were here
when I mentioned it, but when the Army came to me 25 years ago
and said they wanted to have an M–1 tank with a diesel engine,
the Army was unanimous. We decided to go with a turbine engine,
and the Army thinks that is a good idea today. The very people
who opposed it think it is a good idea today.

The cruise missiles. The military did not want cruise missiles.
They wanted to trade them off about 25 years ago and we insisted.
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The cruise missile has been a very fine weapon. The Air Force was
not enamored of GPS. Over time, the Air Force recognizes how
critically important GPS is. The Air Force wasn’t enamored of un-
manned aerial vehicles. In fact, General Jumper was, as an indi-
vidual, as it turns out.

But JDAMS. JDAMS were not the top of the list of the military.
These situations have to be looked at that you should expect the
services to come up with what they honestly believe is best, and
there is no question that the Crusader is a better weapon than the
Paladin, and we all acknowledge that.

The Department as a whole has to look at what the joint
warfighter has to deal with. He is not interested in what the Army
thinks is the best piece of artillery, in what the Navy thinks is the
best cruise missile, or what they think is the best airplane. He is
interested in what he can bring to bear on a target in a given situ-
ation. It is that joint combined capabilities that make the dif-
ference.

So, while I have a lot of respect for those people, it does not both-
er me that a Department could come, and there was plenty of anal-
ysis. The PA&E was involved in it and others were, the Joint Staff
was in different pieces of this. Paul, you might mention some of
these are actually—there is more development in some of them
than there is in the Crusader.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Yes. If I might, Senator, just on this issue
of whether it is a pig-in-a-poke. The Guided Multiple Launch Rock-
et System is a system that is already far ahead of Crusader. The
High Mobility Artillery Rocket System is another one that is far
ahead. The Excalibur round, and we can give you detailed informa-
tion on every one of these programs, which was planned for a 2008
IOC which would be the same as Crusader, we actually believe
with this new funding we are requesting could be accelerated as
early as 2004, 2005.

You are absolutely right, I believe, about the need for indirect
fires. We already demonstrated 10 years ago that our then-existing
artillery and guided rocket systems were devastating to Iraqi
forces. The systems that we are talking about here would be even
more so, and it is the judgment, in fact, that those are more ur-
gently needed than the high rate of fire and range that could be
delivered by Crusader.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you. Senator Santorum.
Senator SANTORUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just would like

at the beginning to in part associate my remarks with Senator
Lieberman. As the Chairman of our Subcommittee on Airland, he
and I have been very concerned about this bow wave that is out
there, very concerned about the Army’s ability to make their tough
decisions to modernize and at the same time field an Interim Force
which this subcommittee has been the only subcommittee question-
ing the wisdom of doing so, and the financial strain it puts on mod-
ernization as well as maintaining a Legacy Force. I think we have
been able to see some of the fruit being borne by some of the deci-
sions on that issue. That is the cancellation of other programs and
this one. There are 18 other programs that were canceled this year
in the budget.
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I understand your analysis and why you are doing it from the
standpoint of whether this is truly a transformational system, and
whether it fits in with the transformation. My concern is one of fi-
nances principally. But I obviously have to consider your comments
about whether this is, in fact, an appropriate system for trans-
formation.

I asked Secretary Wolfowitz, when he called me last week and
we talked about this, were there any other proposals given to you,
options given as far as downsizing of the amount of Crusaders that
you are going to buy. The reason I asked that is because all the
literature suggests that Crusader has three times the firing rate of
the existing Paladins. So why are we doing a one-for-one replace-
ment of 480 Paladins for 480 Crusaders if we have three times the
fire rate?

When you are also talking about, as the Army seems to suggest
that they want to be lighter and more lethal, having the same
number of battalions of Crusaders, which is a heavier system than
Paladin, it does not sound lighter. It sounds lethal, but it does not
sound any lighter to me. So one of the things I asked Secretary
Wolfowitz was were there any options being laid on the table where
we could take a system that fires at three times the rate, and
maybe reduce our buy by two-thirds and still have the same capa-
bility as the current Paladin gun system.

If we did that, obviously the $11 billion program is not an $11
billion program anymore, number 1. Number 2, because of the in-
creased automation of Crusader, it is a highly automated system
where the Paladin is not, we would have a dramatic reduction in
force structure associated with operating those artillery units.

I asked my staff to put together a financial analysis of how this
would work out, and if we, in fact, reduced the number of active
duty howitzer battalions from 20 to 7 and reduced the number of
personnel necessary to support those battalions, we would have an
annual cost savings of $403 million. Now, there are two compo-
nents of that: one is you are buying less Crusaders; and two, we
have a lot less people involved in operating these systems.

My question to you is, first, did the Army ever approach you
when you worked at terminating this program because of your con-
cerns about cost and suggest that this might be a viable option?

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. I would say to the contrary, Senator. You
might not have been here when Secretary Rumsfeld described the
process in which we went through all of this here to produce a
briefing that would be compelling to him about the decision to put
Crusader in the budget. One of the things we went through in
some eight meetings I had with the Army and multiple meetings
that Secretary Aldridge’s staff had with Army staff was to locate
a way of showing you could actually get a significant force struc-
ture reduction out of Crusader. We never got an option out of the
Army that showed that.

But the other point is that as it became clearer and clearer to
me that the real alternative was not to compare Crusader versus
Paladin, but to look at what improved accuracy could get for you.
Improved accuracy could have enormous effects including in
lethality, including in avoiding collateral damage, but also in re-
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ducing the huge requirement, and it is huge, to deliver artillery
shells.

If you can hit a target with 30 rounds—say one round instead
of 30 or one round instead of 100 or 150—it is going to have a big
effect on that piece of your force structure. But what I found ulti-
mately compelling was this argument for precision and for
deployability.

Senator SANTORUM. I guess, Mr. Secretary, I accept that argu-
ment. I accept that we have to be higher tech and we have to be
lighter and higher tech means more lethality. I also share the con-
cerns of others which is just having the raw firepower capability
as an arrow in our quiver here is not something as you said you
can dismiss out of hand.

My concern is really not with you, but with the Army, as it has
been for quite some time as I have served as a member of this com-
mittee. We have a member here from Georgia who suggests that
he is going to offer an amendment to increase end strength. I
would just suggest the opposite. We need to be talking to the Army
in particular about not trying to hold on to people and to try to do
what business is doing, what we are trying to do here which is to
substitute technology for people and use the cost savings to in-
crease our lethality and our efficiency.

What I have seen here is a case in point of the problem with the
Army. The Army has not come forward and said, yes, we want to
give up people to have a mission that is more affordable and more
lethal and higher tech. What you are telling me is in your meetings
with the Army, they never put that on the table, is that correct?

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Essentially, yes, sir.
Secretary ALDRIDGE. Senator, could I just make a quick point?

One is we have about $2 billion left to spend just through the fiscal
year 2007 for the Crusader R&D. If we kept even whatever the size
of the number of Crusaders we bought, we would still have a $2
billion bill and the R&D could not be applied to these new capabili-
ties.

Second, in terms of firepower, if you talk about a command cen-
ter, command and control post, which is a typical Army command
post of 20 by 20 meters, it takes 147 dumb artillery rounds to kill
it. It takes three Excaliburs to do so. That is firepower when you
can kill that target with three rounds immediately.

Secretary RUMSFELD. The important part of that is that it is not
just the fact that it takes three rounds to kill something. The logis-
tics part of it is just enormous. The cost of bringing along the extra
hundreds of weapons that are not needed if you have a precision
weapon is just enormous. It is enormous in terms of dollars, and
it is enormous in terms of time that you are capable of deploying
and it is enormous in terms of maintaining it and moving it.

Senator SANTORUM. Again, I accept all those things, but I think
what you are saying is we need to go to precision weapons. I accept
that. But I think what we are saying here is that there also is a
place for this kind of firepower, a potential need for this kind of
firepower. At least it is been testified over and over again that
there is a need for this, and what you are saying is yes, we accept
that need but we have a greater need for precision weapon.
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What I am saying is that at least for the analysis that I have
looked at here, there is a potential to accomplish both. Now I un-
derstand the R&D costs and that funding gap, but it seems to me
that the gap under this analysis is a lot closer, particularly if we
can reduce personnel costs because those are not just 1, 2, and 3-
year costs. Those are long-term costs and very expensive costs over
the long-term—again, I do not fault you, I fault the Army for not
coming forward with what I think would have been, well, let us
just put it this way, would make your job a little harder to make
this decision that you just made.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Senator, could I just make two points?
Number one, we have enormous capability to deliver massive fire-
power. We demonstrated that 10 years ago even with the systems
of 10 years ago with our artillery and rocket systems. I think all
the evidence from Desert Storm, no offense to the Air Force, that
the Army artillery systems, rockets, and howitzers were much more
devastating to the Iraqi artillery than anything we could do from
the air. We have a lot of that capability already, and accelerating
HIMARS and GMLRS will give us more of that mass.

Point number two, and I think it is an important point, is this
recommendation that we are making to Congress is not just to ter-
minate Crusader, but to keep that money in Army indirect fires.
I do think that one of the reasons for the phenomenon that you
were describing and you are concerned about—that I believe the
concern on the part of the Army is that if they say here’s a savings
that we can offer in order to get something that is more efficient,
before they know it the savings will be taken and the efficiency will
not be provided.

This is a two-part recommendation. It is a recommendation to
terminate Crusader, but to keep that money in systems that we vi-
tally need. If we don’t make good on that second part of it, the kind
of resistance that you are describing will just grow.

Senator SANTORUM. Mr. Chairman, I know my time is up, but I
do want to make a point that the second part of your recommenda-
tion is vital, that we need to fund the Objective Force and we have
done so in our subcommittee, even above what you recommended,
and we do need to work to make the Army more relevant to the
fighting of today.

Senator INHOFE. Senator Akaka.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appre-

ciate your willingness to hold this hearing so quickly, and I want
to thank Secretary Rumsfeld and General Shinseki for joining us
this afternoon and I want to say thanks to Under Secretary Al-
dridge for dropping by. I want to join others in telling you that I
am disturbed and concerned about the way the Department of De-
fense has handled the Crusader program in the past few weeks.

In most situations I consider the Secretary of Defense to be the
expert, expert on the needs of men and women serving in the
Armed Forces. I rely on his advice and direction for what the De-
partment needs to execute its mission of preserving our national
security. A lot of my trust in his expertise and advice of his staff
is based on my belief that he relies on those in the Department,
both uniform and civilian, to determine what is best for the Depart-
ment of Defense.
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I am having a very difficult time with this issue because it seems
apparent to me that the Army is not being heard on this issue. I
understand and support the need to transform the Army to be a
lighter and more lethal force. I wholeheartedly support efforts to
improve the technology necessary for the United States to maintain
its superiority on the battlefield.

I also, however, value the opinion of those who utilize the weap-
on system under discussion and must rely upon it for the safety of
our men and women in the military.

I am concerned with the precedent this action sets with respect
to the Department’s budget request. We rely heavily on the Presi-
dent’s budget request to shape the authorization and appropria-
tions, legislation for the Department of Defense. The Department’s
modification regarding Crusader so late in the process causes me
to wonder whether this is going to be a continued practice by the
Department.

Normally when the budget request is received for a fiscal year,
we rely on the information provided. My question to you is: are we
now to expect that the budget request we will receive in the future
will be subject to such changes and should not be relied upon as
reflective of the Department’s priorities for the upcoming fiscal
year?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Senator, just to walk through the process,
of course, we started working in the Department of Defense on the
budget for the year 2003 in the spring of 2001. It then is worked
on and brought along with the services and then with the Office
of the Secretary of Defense and it is sent over to the Office of Man-
agement and Budget in about November 2001.

It then is decided by the President and sent to Congress Feb-
ruary 1, 2002, this year. This is for the year 2003. Congress starts
working on it in February, March, April, May, June, and July, all
the way through the year until it is finally passed the authoriza-
tion, the appropriation, the supplementals, whatever it may be,
and it starts on October 1.

This is a fast-moving world. There inevitably are going to be
amendments proposed to budgets that are fashioned a year and a
half earlier. There is not any other way to do it that I know of, and
I feel our obligation is that as we proceed with our work and as
we develop defense strategy and go through the Quadrennial De-
fense Review. As we take the proposals from the services and meld
them together into something that makes sense from a joint stand-
point, not from a service standpoint, it is interesting what the serv-
ices propose. But it is not determinative, it shouldn’t be, because
the warfighter does not go out and fight with the Army or fight
with the Navy; he fights with all of those capabilities together, as
you well know.

So I guess the answer is, Senator, yes, there will continue to be
amendments proposed. I do not know of anything that can be done
about it. I wish there were some other solution.

Senator AKAKA. As I have said, I have been bothered by what
has happened in the last few weeks, and I have wondered about
the motive. Can you tell us where the option of cancelling the Cru-
sader came from? Was this something that was first advanced by
the resource community, the acquisition experts within the Depart-
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ment, or somewhere else in DOD? I am trying to understand the
primary rationale and what it is behind your decision. Can you ex-
plain that?

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Senator, let me try to explain. Over the
course of the first months of this year as we were developing De-
fense Planning Guidance to develop the 2004 budget, we heard in-
creasingly, particularly from the staff of the Under Secretary for
Acquisition, the staff of Program Analysis and Evaluation, but also
from outside experts including some retired Army officers, includ-
ing some senior generals, from some members of the Army Science
Board, and from people in DARPA that the real alternative to Cru-
sader was not simply Paladin, that looking at it in terms of plat-
forms was the wrong way to look at it, that the right way to look
at it was in terms of technology and particularly the technology of
precision strike.

It was that analysis and that study which was quite considerable
and consumed many hours that eventually led Under Secretary Al-
dridge to come to me late in that process of developing the plan-
ning guidance with the recommendation that there was this clearly
better way to spend that money than to continue down the road
with Crusader, and that is how we got to this recommendation.

Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

Chairman LEVIN. Senator Bunning, you are recognized.
Senator BUNNING. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate that. First of

all, I would like to enter into the record a letter of July 5, 2001,
to General Henry H. Shelton from General Shinseki. For the record
I would like it to be put in.

[The information referred to follows:]
UNITED STATES ARMY,

THE CHIEF OF STAFF,
July 5, 2001.

Gen. HENRY H. SHELTON,
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
9999 Joint Chiefs of Staff Pentagon,
Washington, DC.

DEAR CHAIRMAN: At the capabilities of the SLRG tomorrow, the QDR IPT may
propose the termination of the Crusader. I know of no warfighting analysis support-
ing this recommendation and the risk such an action creates for the Joint Force
commander is unacceptable. After consulting with the other Service Chiefs, we be-
lieve a decision to terminate Crusader without warfighting analysis would be a seri-
ous mistake.

Until the Army fields its Objective Force, it will continue to have a critical short-
fall in combat capability. Identified during Desert Storm, due to the obsolescence of
its cannon artillery. Then and now, many of our potential adversaries have more
capable artillery systems and in larger numbers. Since Desert Storm, we have re-
duced our active division strength from 18 to 10 as well as reduced key combat sys-
tems—Abrams Tanks and Bradley Fighting Vehicles—in these divisions by 25 per-
cent. Also, the Army reduced the number of artillery battalions by 35 percent while
also reducing the number of howitzers within each unit from 24 to 18. These deci-
sions were based on projected delivery of key combat enablers, a critical one being
Crusader. Crusader mitigates this existing risk with its revolutionary fire support
technology—technology that ensures decisive overmatch while the Army transforms
to the Objective Force.

Crusader embodies more than two-dozen cutting-edge technologies, providing a
more efficient and effective developmental path for the Army’s Future Combat Sys-
tem. It allows the Army to validate doctrine and tactics for combat that rely on cock-
pit automation, robotics, and information exploitation in lieu of soldier-performed
tasks. Crusader also provides unmatched synergy within the Joint Force as it cap-
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italizes on advanced technologies to integrate with manned and unmanned ground
and aerial platforms that employ information-dominant, network-centric warfare.
Crusader-equipped battalions will provide the Joint Force Commander with continu-
ous, immediate, all-weather, 360-degree precision fires at an unprecedented 50-kilo-
meter range and a sustained rate of fire over 11 rounds per minute (vice 1 round
per minute for Paladin). Current and future Joint Forces require a strategically
deployable system with enhanced mobility, sustainability (through reduced bulk am-
munition demand) and higher operational ready rates. When combined with a re-
duction in system weight by one third, this weapon provides a dramatic increase in
lethality per system deployed. Crusader unequivocally meets warfighting require-
ments.

A decision to cancel Crusader would not only jeopardize an essential battlefield
capability, but also eliminate a vital technological bridge for the Army’s ongoing
transformation. The Crusader is the cannon artillery system we are counting on to
guarantee landpower dominance in this new century. I ask for your support for re-
taining this critical system.

Sincerely,
ERIC K. SHINSEKI,

General, United States Army.

Senator BUNNING. I am embarrassed. I am embarrassed for all
three of you, Under Secretary Aldridge, Deputy Secretary
Wolfowitz, and Secretary Rumsfeld who have come before this com-
mittee with a predetermined decision and no consultation with
Congress of the United States after the QDR was finished, after all
of the process that you went through to come up with the 2003
budget for the military, and then to hear the explanation you have
given not only Senator Inhofe but almost everybody who has asked
the question about how quickly you changed that decision once it
became public. It went from 60 days to 30 days, and it went to 4
days just like that.

Now, it is hard for me to trust that decision. We honor the Presi-
dent of the United States today, who always said trust but verify.
I am having a very big problem verifying the decision you have
made with all of the explanations you have given today. I question
why the same group of people who have had 15-plus years on the
V–22 to make it airworthy, and it still is not because you post-
poned the testing of it again and would not think about the $1.5
billion that is in the budget this year for that program.

Let me ask you if this is accurate, because what we read some-
times does not have a darned thing to do with accuracy. In eastern
Afghanistan at dawn March 2, U.S. troops assaulted Taliban and
al Qaeda strongholds deep in the mountains with the expectation
that 25 minutes of planned air strikes had softened or eliminated
enemy resistance as Operation Anaconda kicked off.

When the U.S. bombers and strike force had gone, the enemy
popped out and took deadly aim at the troops that had come from
my Fort Campbell, the 10th Mountain Division and the 101st Air-
borne Division springing off their helicopters.

Back at U.S. military headquarters, staff officers frantically de-
manded more air strikes as units on the ground reported being
under heavy mortar fire and requested immediate evacuation of
their wounded. One of the officers of the 10th Mountain Division
asked for helicopters. It is too risky, they were told. The artillery
that the Army would normally use in this situation had been left
at home, and instead the troops were depending on air support.
Now, is that accurate or inaccurate?
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Secretary RUMSFELD. Senator, I would have to ask General
Franks to ask the commander who was in charge of Anaconda to
track back and trace that. I do know one piece of it that you and
I have talked about, and that is the artillery issue. When you
asked me that question in a private meeting, I asked General
Franks about the question as to artillery and was advised that
someone had made a request of the land component commander as
to whether or not they were going to bring their artillery with them
when they deployed to Afghanistan. The decision was made appar-
ently below General Franks by the land component commander
that the artillery would not be appropriate in that situation, and
they instead, as I recall, brought mortars. But I do not know tech-
nically the other pieces of it.

Senator BUNNING. Could you, Mr. Secretary, have General
Franks at least give us the courtesy of verifying one way or the
other whether that was factual or whether it was not?

Secretary RUMSFELD. I will be happy to do so.
[The information referred to follows:]
The Central Command Commander provides the following information in re-

sponse to your question: [Deleted]. This situation would have existed regardless of
the use of mortars, artillery, or close air support.

Fire support during Operation Anaconda was adequate. [Deleted].

Senator BUNNING. I remember also a while back when you, Sec-
retary Wolfowitz, and Under Secretary Aldridge came before this
committee and asked for verification of your positions, and you told
us—and I asked one question of all of you. You have to tell us the
truth.

I asked the same thing of the military people who were sworn
in. I mean the Secretary of the Army, Secretary of the Navy, Sec-
retary of the Air Force. Hope and pray to God that that is what
we are getting today. I am having difficulty because of the cir-
cumstances under which this program has been canceled.

You are supposed to be the experts, but I do not think anybody
on this committee had any idea of what your intentions were when
you submitted that budget. It was not until the day that this com-
mittee went into markups at the subcommittee level for this year’s
budget that we got wind of anything about the Crusader.

Now, either that is poor timing or that is the way you wanted
it. I do not know. Maybe you can explain that to me. But we were
going in to markup on the Defense Authorization Bill in the sub-
committees the day we heard about the Crusader. Can somebody
answer that?

Secretary RUMSFELD. I would be happy to. Would you put the
other chart back up? Senator, the way this process works is that
Congress, one house or the other, is continuously meeting on either
a supplemental or——

Senator BUNNING. I was here when you had the chart up.
Secretary RUMSFELD. There are, I think, just a handful of days

where some body of Congress, committee or the whole House or
Senate is not engaged in some aspect of the budget. The budget,
as I said, is one that we prepared last year and worked over the
summer, end of the fall, submitted to OMB in November, sent up
here in February. There inevitably are going to be amendments to
it.
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I do not know any other way that we can do business. As we go
through the defense planning process, defense guidance process for
2004 to 2009, which is what we are in right now and which studies
are being done and which will end and then will build the budget
in summer or fall, we are going to have decisions come along.

Then the question is what do you do with those? If you have your
study complete, if you have done your work, if you have come to
a conclusion, or whatever changes and you see where you are and
you say, well, should we tell them now since that is where we are
or shouldn’t we? If we wait, more money is spent. It is awkward,
I agree with you. To have it in the middle of a markup is not your
first choice.

Senator BUNNING. We are having a difficulty getting a budget to
the floor for 1 year in the Senate, as you might expect. My time
is up. I understand that, Mr. Chairman. So I have some very seri-
ous reservations about your program. Thank you.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you very much.
Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. Thank you. Mr. Secretary, I come to this question

today without feeling very sure-footed about where I am going to
come down on it, as has been the case.

I think I have to give you the great credit for your courage in
cancelling a weapons system. This isn’t something that’s done
every 24 hours here. You’re entitled to a great deal of credit for
having made a tough decision. I think I might be able to imagine,
at least, the pressures that were on you. Having said that, I’m not,
in my own mind, convinced one way or the other yet.

Let me ask you a question on another issue, if I might. During
the past 24 hours, new details as to who knew what and when
about the September 11 attacks have surfaced. President Bush and
many of his top advisors were told by the CIA on August 7 that
Osama bin Laden planned to hijack commercial airliners. Mr. Sec-
retary, were you aware of this CIA report?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Let me take my time and respond very
carefully about that.

Senator BYRD. Certainly.
Secretary RUMSFELD. I get daily—well, maybe 4 days a week, on

the average, I get a briefing from the Central Intelligence Agency,
as do any number of senior people. There are interruptions from
time to time. You read through it, and you ask questions, and give
assignments of additional work you’d like done. Sometimes you
keep some of the less classified materials to read at a later time.
Anyone who gets those briefings is at a senior level and is not the
individual who is the person who would take action on an action-
able piece of intelligence. So I don’t want to leave the impression
that what I’m going to say next is necessarily correct. But to my
knowledge, there was no such warning, no alert about suicide hi-
jackers or anything.

There have been concerns about hijacking for months and years.
I mean, that’s why we have air marshals. That’s why people have
worried about hijacking for a long time. But I certainly don’t recall
having been presented or ever read anything that suggested any-
one was going to hijack an airplane and fly it into a building.
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On the other hand, one has to assume that there was not suffi-
cient granularity to issue specific warnings, or specific warnings
would have been issued, had there been anything that would have
been sufficiently actionable of the nature that you have described.
In my view, as far as I’m aware, the people responsible for taking
appropriate action took action that was appropriate, given the na-
ture of the intelligence.

I know that from time to time the Department of State issues
warnings to their various embassies in parts of the world to the ef-
fect that they ought to be on notice, high alert, or they ought to
move their people out of the embassy. We do that constantly. Our
combatant commanders have that responsibility for force protec-
tion, as you well know, and they are, every day, changing alert lev-
els, depending on their assessment of that information.

But, in my view, I have not seen anything authoritative. All I’ve
done is seen an article in the paper. I think it would be grossly in-
accurate to suggest that the President had a warning of suicide hi-
jackers about September 11. There’s no question but that there
were, and are today, daily repeated warnings about various types
of threats all across the globe which are looked at by people who
care about this country, care about U.S. interests, and take actions
that are appropriate. A very small fraction of them are the kinds
of intelligence that one would characterize as actionable. For exam-
ple, a specific threat on a specific ship in a specific port, and, there-
fore, you might build your force protection, or you might get the
ship out of port so you don’t have another situation like the U.S.S.
Cole. Those things are constantly being done. But anything that
would be characterized as what I’ve seen in the press that would
have suggested that the President had or should have had or might
have had actionable intelligence with respect to what took place on
September 11, I think, would be grossly inaccurate.

Senator BYRD. When were you aware of this intelligence report?
Secretary RUMSFELD. First of all, I’m not sure it was—when we

say ‘‘intelligence report,’’ I think we think of the Central Intel-
ligence Agency. My impression is that—what I look at tends to be
fused intelligence. It will come from all intelligence sources, includ-
ing the FBI. It’s not clear to me that I would want to differentiate
as to where this came from, because I simply don’t know. I cer-
tainly don’t recall anything about the flight schools, for example, in
Arizona until well after September 11.

Senator BYRD. I know that hindsight’s pretty good. It’s 20–20, or
better, I guess. Can it get better? I also know that the intelligence
community must receive hundreds——

Secretary RUMSFELD. Oh, thousands.
Senator BYRD.—thousands of tips on a regular basis. Sifting

through these must be not only a time-consuming job, but a very
frustrating one. But this alert, this threat, was strong enough to
present to the President of the United States, so it had to be seri-
ous.

My concern is that the threat, like the FBI memo dated July 10
that warned of bin Laden’s use of flight schools, which you just
mentioned, to train for terror attacks was virtually ignored. Were
you about to comment on that?
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Secretary RUMSFELD. I think that that would not be a—I think
that any implication that it was ignored—that the President had
it and it was ignored by the President, it seems to me, would not
be correct.

But I’m really not the right person to be asked about this. As I
say, I have so many things that I do, and one of them is not that.
I scan them.

You said something had to be sufficiently important to be pre-
sented to the President. I think that may be a misreading of the
situation. Not surprisingly, it is not—threats, you cannot validate,
generally, without a lot of work. As the threats come in, they
then—the work goes into the process of trying to validate them.

The question is what does one do if their task is to fuse intel-
ligence and present it to policymakers, ought they to present a
threat unvalidated? The answer is: sometimes yes, sometimes no.
They do sometimes. So the number of threats that we see at that
level are not a few. They’re quite a few.

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Secretary RUMSFELD. Most are not correct. Most prove not to

have been the case. Most prove not to have been actionable.
Senator BYRD. Yes. I realize my time’s up. The CIA briefing was

presented, as I understand it, to the President at his Crawford
ranch on August 7. The intelligence community certainly knew of
the potential of Osama bin Laden and his terrorist network. There
is a track record of bin Laden using aircraft as weapons. He report-
edly tried such a tactic in Paris in an effort to destroy the Eiffel
Tower. His plans were thwarted by a SWAT team when it shot the
terrorist.

In light of the alert and the Paris incident and the knowledge
that bin Laden’s terrorist network is well trained, let me ask this
question as a closing question. Why was it that AWACS radar
planes were not sent aloft to guard against this danger? It seems
to me this would be something in your bailiwick. Why was it that
AWACS radar planes were not sent aloft to guard against this dan-
ger to monitor for a rogue or a hijacked aircraft? Why were those
planes left on the ground until after the attacks occurred? Could
you answer that?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Senator, I can’t—in answering, I would not
want to validate the premises in your question, because I am not
knowledgeable enough about what you have said. I don’t know
what the President was briefed or when he was briefed or where
he was briefed about what. I just really cannot address that.

Senator BYRD. I can appreciate your answer, but it seems to me
that the AWACS radar planes—in the light of the track record of
Osama bin Laden—should have been sent aloft to guard against
this danger. So I’m concerned as to why those planes were not sent
aloft until after the attacks occurred.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Well, I guess the answer would be that the
people who deal with that very likely had no reason to believe that
the hijackers would take planes filled with Americans and, for the
first time in the history of our country, fly them into buildings. It
was an event that was unprecedented. It had not ever been done
before in our country. The minute—the hijacking problem was a
continued threat for many years beforehand, and we all knew that.
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But the way that was dealt with was entirely differently. The air-
planes were equipped with beacons and indicators and radio sig-
nals that they could send if they were in a hijacked situation. The
FAA had procedures. It is perfectly possible to put planes on alert
and track things once that hijacking alert goes out. But that is a
very different thing from what took place on September 11.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, I have exceeded my time. You
have been very liberal, thank you. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you, Senator Byrd.
Senator McCain.
Senator MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, first

of all, I want to say that I support fully your decision. I know it
was not an easy one. I know it’s always difficult and very dis-
appointing to large numbers of supporters of a very excellent weap-
ons system. I also know that other tough decisions are going to
have to be made in the future. This is only the first, since anyone
who looks at the projected number of weapons systems that are on
the drawing board or proposed or in various stages of develop-
ment—we will not have sufficient funds to fully fund all of these
systems.

I think Senator Lieberman already referred to the ‘‘Transforming
Defense: National Security of the 21st Century’’ report in December
1997. Back in 1997, they concluded, as far as land forces are con-
cerned, ‘‘become more expeditionary, fast, shock-exploiting forces
with great urban operations capability, reduce systems that are dif-
ficult to move and support, shift to lighter, more agile automated
systems.’’

As far back as 1997, we are pretty aware that there has to be
a transition and a transformation as a result of the end of the Cold
War and the new challenges that we face in Kosovo, Bosnia, and
in Afghanistan. Again, it was proved, the efficacy and, indeed, the
requirement for precision-guided weapons and, frankly, a kind of
mobility that even those of us who study these issues were prob-
ably not aware of.

I’d also add, Mr. Secretary, that during the Presidential cam-
paign, I had the privilege of campaigning with the President. He
stated unequivocally on numerous occasions all over America that
we had to transform our military establishment, that changes had
to be made, and that tough decisions had to be made; he was fully
prepared to make them. I know you didn’t make this decision with-
out full consultation and approval of the President of the United
States.

Finally, let me say, I’ve seen this debate going on about the tim-
ing. I’m a bit entertained, Mr. Secretary, because just last Decem-
ber, I happened to be combing through the Defense appropriations,
not authorization, bill and found that we were going to lease/pur-
chase a hundred 767s. I didn’t hear any complaints about the tim-
ing and we didn’t even have a hearing. We didn’t have a hearing.
The chairman of the committee was not even consulted. There was
not a phone call from your Secretary of the Air Force to the chair-
man of this committee to obligate this—the taxpayers of America
to somewhere around $26 billion.

So the argument that you didn’t adhere to some certain time
schedule, frankly, is not too persuasive. The way that we are doing
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business around here, by putting in billions and billions of dollars
into the Defense Appropriations Bill, which we always consider last
and vote on just before we go home for Christmas, is not exactly
a model, I would think, for any kind of process in making decisions
as far as our nation’s defense is concerned. Someday maybe this
committee will reassert its jurisdiction and authority, at least I will
continue to work in that direction.

So, Mr. Secretary, I know there’s no good time for a decision such
as this. There is no good time. Not Christmas Day, not when we
are going into markup, not any other day. I wish that cir-
cumstances would have been such that we could have fully briefed
every member of this committee, which the Appropriations Com-
mittee does not do when they are putting the Defense Appropria-
tions Bill together.

I guess I would just ask a couple of questions. For example, the
Paladin is supposedly 40 years old. Is that true?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Well, I’m no expert. Senator Inhofe and I
have talked about this. There’s no question but that the basic artil-
lery piece started decades ago, which, of course, is also true of most
of our weapons. The F–16s, they go——

Senator MCCAIN. Under this kind of calculation, the F–18 would
be about 40 years old?

Secretary RUMSFELD. I guess. The fact is that the Paladin that
we now have is about five and a half—5.6 or 6.6 years old, average
age, and it was entered into the force in its current configuration
in 1992 after Desert Storm, and that there are elements of it that
preceded that.

Senator MCCAIN. By the way, Mr. Secretary, you know that the
engines for the Crusader are made in Arizona, and a lot of the test-
ing of the Crusader would take place at the Yuma Proving Ground
in Arizona. So I take that into consideration, as you do as to where
these weapons systems are manufactured and where they will be
employed and tested.

But I am of some confidence that the artillery systems that you
are putting in place earmarked for the United States Army will re-
quire expenditure of funds, testing and development, et cetera.
Isn’t that an accurate statement here?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Would you respond to that, please?
Secretary WOLFOWITZ. There’s no question that, in fact, we’re not

talking about reducing the Army budget, reducing the budget for
Army artillery. In fact, I believe that actually by investing more in
systems that have, I think, a longer future to them and accelerat-
ing those systems and keeping Army artillery relevant for future
battlefields, if one’s talking about sort of business or commercial in-
terests, then we’re actually enhancing the future of artillery.

Senator MCCAIN. Mr. Secretary, what role would the Crusader
have played in Afghanistan?

Secretary RUMSFELD. That’s a question, I think, that probably
would be better asked of General Franks, but the period of system-
atic organized ground action was relatively brief. The deployment
of Crusader is not a simple matter. Is it a complex matter. You
have to either have a port, or you have to have airfields that can
take those aircraft and that are sufficiently secure from attack that
you can get them off the aircraft and get them reassembled, put
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back together, and then find ways to get them from where that air-
field is to where the battle is; that is not an easy thing, given the
weight. It’s a heavy piece of equipment.

Senator MCCAIN. In Kosovo, the entire operation was carried out
from the air. As I recollect it, the war in Afghanistan was primarily
from the air until we reached, sort of, mopping-up operation. But
the initial battles such as outside of Kandahar and other places,
using Northern Alliance troops, but with the major weapons being
precision-guided missiles from the air. Is that an accurate——

Secretary RUMSFELD. That’s true, but that didn’t work until we
had forces on the ground imbedded with those militias in a way
that they could provide the targeting and provide the coordination
that began to make just an enormous difference.

Senator MCCAIN. My time is expired. Mr. Secretary, I hope that
you succeed here. I think that all of us should be aware that if you
fail here, it will be very difficult to make any other of the much-
needed changes and transformations that you committed to at your
confirmation hearings in response to questions from the members
of this committee. I thank you.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEVIN. Thank you, Senator McCain.
Senator Collins.
Senator WARNER. Mr. Chairman, could I address the chair before

my colleague starts?
We have a second panelist, General Shinseki, who is waiting. I

would strongly recommend that we not go to another round of
questions, following the exercise of a question period by those who
haven’t had an opportunity to do so. In fairness to him, he’s been
waiting for some period of time. Frankly, I think reporters and oth-
ers following this hearing would want to hear his views firsthand,
before the newspapers have to go to bed, as the old saying goes or
the news cycle is gone. The Secretary has fully replied with good
statements.

Chairman LEVIN. Even though I thought the media was 24/7
these days, never goes to bed, never rests, I think it’s a good sug-
gestion. Is there any opposition to that idea that we go directly
from this round to General Shinseki?

By the way, Senator Dayton had to leave to preside over the Sen-
ate. He will be back after his hour of presiding is over at 7 o’clock.
I’m sure we’re still going to be here, and he’s very vitally interested
in this subject.

So if there’s no objection, we will just have one round of question-
ing, and then we’ll go to General Shinseki. Okay? Is that all right
with everybody?

Senator Collins.
Thank you for the suggestion.
Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator COLLINS. Mr. Secretary, senior Army leadership from the

Secretary to the Vice Chief of Staff have testified repeatedly before
this committee about the transformational capabilities of the Cru-
sader. Strong testimony from the Army was given before this com-
mittee as recently as March 14. Did you consult with senior Army
officials and the Secretary before making your decision, or did you
essentially inform them of your decision?
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Secretary RUMSFELD. Senator, I guess the answer is that we
went through a process over a year and a half where we had meet-
ing after meeting after meeting. The Crusader was discussed in
any number of meetings with the civilian and the military leader-
ship of the Department. The technical question of ‘‘did someone
consult before the final decision was made,’’ it seems to me, is an
awkward one, because what took place was that I was out of town,
and the Deputy was chairing a series of meetings during the week.
I was in Afghanistan and the neighboring countries. I came back,
and it ended up, before he made a final recommendation to me, be-
fore I ever spoke to the President, it was in the press. It had leaked
to the contractors. The contractors had called Congress. The whole
iron triangle worked in real time, just magic. As Senator Bunning
said there’s no question but that it ends up being untidy.

I don’t know quite what one does about it in Washington, DC,
when you have the intimate relationships between the contractors,
Congress and the Department of Defense, and everyone has an in-
terest, and everyone’s interested, and the minute someone hears
something, before someone even finished a meeting, they were re-
ceiving phone calls about the issue.

Now, I think the answer is that the senior Army officials had,
over a period of a year and a half, a great deal of involvement in
this. They briefed me. They briefed the Deputy Secretary. On the
other hand, it is perfectly possible for someone to say at the last
moment that they did not know the last decision. But that’s true
with everything, with me, with the President. The President—we
have interagency things, just as we do in the Pentagon where we
have inter-service things. When the services make their rec-
ommendations, it comes up, and they have to be melded together
at some point, because the combatant commanders don’t fight
Army or Navy or Air Force. They fight joint, and they have to. So
someone has to pull that together.

Senator COLLINS. That’s certainly true. What I’m trying to deter-
mine was the extensiveness of consultations and whether or not
you would disagree with press reports that said that Army officials
were surprised by your decision.

Secretary RUMSFELD. There’s no question but that a single per-
son in the Army could say they were surprised. There’s also no
question but that I could say I’m surprised. When we have a big
interagency discussion and the President goes off and makes his
decision, I’m not in the room when he makes his final decision and
he announces it. That’s the way it is in big, complicated organiza-
tions.

Senator COLLINS. Right. I’m not talking about a single member
of the Army. I’m talking about the senior leadership of the Army.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Well, the Deputy Secretary was dealing
with them every day.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. We had months of intensive discussions
with the Army at all levels, including staff levels, including my
level with the Secretary of the Army, and a great deal of exchange
of views. As the Secretary said, when it came to the final moments
of the decision, who was in the room was a different issue, but we
had extensive discussions with the Army about Crusader and also
as these alternatives developed.
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Senator COLLINS. Under Secretary Aldridge, defense programs
that have been cancelled in recent years, for the most part, because
they were in violation of the Nunn-McCurdy law. What is the cost
status of the Crusader program? Were there any significant cost
overruns or any breaches of the Nunn-McCurdy law?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. There’s only been one program that I’m
aware of that’s been terminated based on Nunn-McCurdy. That
was the Navy Area System that I did not certify. There is no prob-
lem with the Crusader program. It’s in system development and
demonstration phase, which is essentially the engineering develop-
ment phase. The decision was going to be made to enter into that
phase in April 2003, so it has not entered into engineering develop-
ment as of this date. The program was on schedule—it was within
the cost estimates. There was some uncertainty with regard to per-
formance, with regard to its weight, because they still had prob-
lems in getting its weight down. But it was not an issue of cancel-
ling a sick program. The program was proceeding. It was a ques-
tion of what is the right alternative to the program, not because
it was in trouble.

Senator COLLINS. Mr. Secretary, Senator Santorum mentioned
the issue of the manning—the personnel costs of DOD. People are
expensive. There are lifetime costs associated with it. It’s my un-
derstanding that the total crew for the Crusader for both the how-
itzer and the resupply vehicle is only 6 people, where you would
have to have, for the Paladin, a total of 27 members of the crew
to have the equivalent fire power. What was your assessment, as
far as the life cycle costs and the manning costs, for the two sys-
tems?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. Let me address that. As we have said on
numerous occasions, it was not a question of Crusader versus Pal-
adin. I mean, we understand. The Paladin is an older system, al-
though it’s still only 61⁄2 years average age. But the Crusader was
going to be a better system with a better gun, with a better cockpit,
with more data and so forth.

But, as we look into the future, if you go to the Future Combat
Systems, which—there is no disagreement between the Office of
Secretary of Defense and the Army as to the ultimate objective.
The Future Combat Systems is the right direction with all of its
lethality, mobility, and survivability, et cetera. So the question
was—we were heading in that direction and Crusader got in the
way, because it was a $9 billion bill that prohibited us from moving
in that direction as fast as we would like to have gone.

When we get to the Future Combat Systems, we’re going to be
looking at a lot fewer manning per unit. For example, the NetFires
concept, which is, essentially, a 15-tube missile in a box that is
highly mobile, taking only two people to run the whole thing, so it
doesn’t require all the firepower and manning, and it could be oper-
ated much less expensively than any of them even Crusader or Pal-
adin.

So we need to move in that direction, and we need to get there
faster. That’s what the reallocation of these resources will allow us
to do. While we’re getting there, we can make the old artillery
much more effective. Excalibur gets into the field 2 years earlier.
It’s much more accurate than it would be with Crusader, because
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Crusader was going to deliver Excalibur in the year 2008—associ-
ated with Crusader. We can actually now make it available for Pal-
adin, for the lightweight 155 and for any other artillery gun that
will carry that 155, including our allies.

Senator COLLINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEVIN. Thank you very much, Senator Collins.
Senator Hutchinson?
Senator HUTCHINSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I understand

and know General Shinseki has been waiting patiently, and I’ll try
to be brief. Much of this has been hashed and rehashed. I was gone
during part of it, so forgive me. I know there’s been some acknowl-
edgment—we’ve all got parochial interest. I think everybody on this
committee, and hopefully everybody in the Senate and Congress,
cares most of all about our country and the defense of our country,
but we also care about jobs in our states and our communities, and
these programs all involve that.

The Department has indicated that the Crusader funds might be
used for transformational weapons systems like the MLRS system
and the HIMARS, both of which are produced in Camden, Arkan-
sas, so I have an interest in this, as well.

If I could just ask Secretary Wolfowitz to help me in walking
through the time line on the decision-making process in rec-
ommending termination of the Crusader. I know that the chairman
went through this, and I was scribbling down dates and making
notes, and I’m sure I didn’t get it all right.

April 29, there was, I understand, a Secretary Aldridge rec-
ommendation for termination. At some point, there was a discus-
sion with Secretary White. Secretary White, who had reservations
about that recommendation asked for a 60-day review. That there
was a decision then to give a 30-day review of that recommenda-
tion or a further analysis. Am I on track on those dates at all, or—
help me out, Paul.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Let me back up, because there was—it
was a long process that began long before April 29. Forgive me if
I’m repeating things that you heard already, but I think you may
have been out of the room.

Starting early this year, we began both looking at how to present
the issue, the argument for Crusader in the context of the 2003
budget. We also began to work on the defense planning guidance
that would guide the 2004 budget. Over the course of those brief-
ings, discussions, and extensive analyses by civilian staffs of the
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, the office of PA&E.
Along with a number of outside people we consulted with, including
retired generals, we increasingly, frankly, had some doubts about
the strength of the case for Crusader. But, more importantly, we
developed a much stronger appreciation of what the real alter-
natives were and that the real alternatives were precision systems
and lighter systems like the HIMARS or the NetFires or the Fu-
ture Combat System.

So all of that started to come together in April. I’m sorry Senator
Bunning isn’t here, but I think it is important to emphasize that
in every step in this process we have tried to be as clear and direct
with Congress as we can. We don’t turn off our brains on the 2004
budget when we’re up here talking about the 2003 budget. I was
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asked by the Chairman on April 9 about Crusader. As I said ear-
lier, what I said then is that Crusader is a system that brings us
some dramatic new capabilities, but if we can bring forward some
of the transformational capabilities more rapidly, we might see
ways to put that Crusader technology into a different system. That
was on April 9.

By April 29, Secretary Aldridge had come to me with a very spe-
cific proposal for how to do exactly that. We met with Secretary
White on the evening of April 29, discussed that alternative, and
my decision—I believed we should proceed in that direction. He
said he wanted to think about it overnight. He left my office. It
turned out, even as we were meeting, we were starting to get
phone calls because of that iron triangle communication that the
Secretary referred to.

He came back the next morning, May 1, and said he would like
60 days to study the alternative. We said we’d consider that, told
him in the afternoon that that was too long, given where this body
was in its deliberations about the budget. We thought we could do
it in 30 days. But, frankly, the enormous amount of debate and dis-
cussion that had been generated by those leaks and, I think, to
some extent, by the unfortunate talking points, made it clear that
if we’re going to have information here in a timely way for this
committee to make its decisions, we had to do our analysis faster.
That’s how we got to where we are. We have, in fact, completed
that analysis. Secretary Aldridge’s office and the Army had come
to an agreement about the right way to design that alternative,
and we will be presenting that here shortly in detail.

Senator HUTCHINSON. It just seems to be—I think——
Chairman LEVIN. I didn’t quite hear. What will be here shortly?

Excuse me.
Secretary WOLFOWITZ. The specific allocation of money in the

budget amendment will be here shortly.
Senator HUTCHINSON. Ideas as to where you would recommend

the Crusader funds—how that would be used for other——
Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Right.
Senator HUTCHINSON.—transformational programs.
Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Right.
Senator HUTCHINSON. The question that the chairman asked at

one point was what happened between May 2 and May 8, because
there was an agreement, or there was a decision to give 30 days
of further analysis and review, and we ended up with a decision
that happened much, much quicker. Though we can talk about ex-
pedited analysis, it seems to me what really happened was that
there were talking points, and there were leaks. By the way, my
office didn’t get those talking points. I don’t know how we got left
out of the loop on that. But that’s really what happened. That
seems to me that as far as further analysis, further review, or fur-
ther evidentiary, gaining greater knowledge on it, that really
wasn’t what happened. That really wasn’t the issue.

The issue was that we had leaks, we had talking points, and,
therefore, without regard to 30 days of additional analysis and re-
view, here was the final decision. I understand that decision-mak-
ing process had been long and there was a complete analysis and
that you’re satisfied with the decision. But the fact in my mind is
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there was an agreement, we’re going to look at this 30 days more,
and that ended up being truncated for a May 8, announcement or
recommendation.

So do you, Secretary Rumsfeld, just for my comfort level, do you
anticipate making other cancellation recommendations on pro-
grams in the coming weeks?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Senator, if I knew of any, I would do them
today, because time is money. I don’t know if you were here when
I mentioned about our Defense Planning Guidance process, but we
really had four baskets. We said, in the first instance, do this, and
we don’t want to discuss it anymore. Second is, come back with
several options, but make sure one of the options is this, because
we think that’s the best option. The third is, come back with op-
tions of any type. We don’t have an opinion. The fourth was, come
back with a plan as to how we can improve some capability that
this country needs.

A whole series of programs were put in those various baskets,
and those studies will be coming along in the next 30, 60, 90, and
100 days, some places 6 months. We would like to see that we
could get them done as we build the 2004 to 2009 budget. I mean,
that’s our job.

Senator HUTCHINSON. Mr. Secretary, you know where those bas-
kets are a lot better than I do, and you know, where all of those
are in the process. My question was, do you anticipate any of those
coming to the point that you’re going to be making those decisions
and recommendations in the coming weeks?

Secretary RUMSFELD. My answer was my—to the best of my abil-
ity, if I knew one, I would tell you right now. I do not know how
those studies are going to come out. I just can’t know.

Senator HUTCHINSON. Mr. Chairman, as Senator McCain said,
there’s never a good time to make a tough decision. I agree with
that. There’s not a good time. There may not be a good way. But
there’s certainly a bad time, and there’s certainly a bad way. From
my perspective, there was some mishandling of this decision-mak-
ing process.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEVIN. Thank you, Senator Hutchinson.
Senator Reed.
Senator REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I recognize that it’s

been a long afternoon. I have one general question. But I also rec-
ognize that this is a tough decision that you’ve made, Mr. Sec-
retary. Regardless of the conclusion, I think we recognize the fact
that you’re not shy about making tough decisions, and that’s a
quality that I think should be recognized in a Secretary of Defense.

A lot of what we’re all speculating about is what the battlefield
of the future looks like. I just want to get your response to the no-
tion that somehow related to eliminating Crusader is perhaps the
perception that we won’t be fighting in the future with heavy
forces—with tanks, with self-propelled artillery, with mechanized
infantry—that the battlefield will look a lot more like Afghanistan
and other places than it does the central plains of Europe or pre-
vious scenarios.

That is an important question, because the United States Army
is not the sole force for that type of warfare, but that’s its marquee
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mission. There’s concern that this decision goes beyond simply one
system, but embraces a view of what the battlefield of the future
will look like. I would just like to have your comment about that.

Frankly, I guess one could argue that if we do feel the future
we’re fighting with heavy forces, particularly if we feel that our op-
ponents might be capable one day of denying us space assets, like
GPS, of operating in a toxic environment, that this Crusader looks
a lot better than it does today when we’re making the match-up
based on recent experience in Afghanistan.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Senator, that’s an important question, and
there is no question in my mind but that the Army—that this deci-
sion ought not to be interpreted in any way as suggesting that the
United States is not going to need an Army or that we’re not going
to need artillery. We are. If for no other reason, the deterrent effect
of having that capability is what keeps other countries from devel-
oping those capabilities and believing then that they can use them
against us. So the fact that every aspect of the United States Army
did not end up being used in Afghanistan, which was distinctly dif-
ferent and, I would submit, unique. It’s land locked. It’s a long way
from here. It’s got difficult situations on its borders. It’s mountain-
ous, porous borders. So I think we ought not to think that Afghani-
stan’s the model for the future.

I do think that our forces are going to have to be—we’re going
to have to have capabilities that we will characterize with respect
to some of our forces, a good portion of our forces, that are light,
that are rapidly deployable, that are lethal and precise. That
doesn’t mean that the other capabilities aren’t going to be needed.
So it’s not an accident that we’re suggesting that the funds from
this particular weapons system stay with the Army and provide the
kinds of things that were on that earlier chart.

Senator REED. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Again, this has been a
long hearing. We still have not heard from General Shinseki, and
I think the difficulty of your choice has now been visited upon us.
Thank you very much.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Thank you.
Chairman LEVIN. I believe Senator Sessions has not had a round.
Senator Sessions.
Senator SESSIONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I can see relief

fade on the panel. [Laughter.]
Mr. Secretary, I just want to tell you, you’ve done a tremendous

job as the Secretary of Defense of this country, even better the sec-
ond time. You have really served us well. You understand the com-
plexities of modern warfare, and you know the history of the Amer-
ican military. I know this has not been an easy decision.

I have people I respect on both sides of the issue. My respect for
Jim Inhofe is just unbounded. There’s nobody on this committee
that’s spent more time seeing the troops and talking about these
issues than he. But I’m inclined to believe that we’ve just got to
make this move. I intend to support you in it. It’s quite possible,
I believe, that we could leap ahead.

Tell us about this money. We’ve got $8-or-so billion, $9 billion
left to spend. If we stop this program, can you accelerate some of
these other programs that are out there in our plans? Can they ac-
tually be speeded up if you make this decision?
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Secretary RUMSFELD. I think two things happen. The first thing
is something bad doesn’t happen. That is that as we go forward to
the bow wave, the Crusader will not shove out Future Combat Sys-
tems farther than it already is, and I think that’s a good thing.
Second, we do——

Senator SESSIONS. When you say ‘‘shove out’’ our goal to reach
the Future Combat System, it’s being shoved out because the
money isn’t there to bring the Future Combat System up sooner,
because it——

Secretary RUMSFELD. The bow wave that we would face if we had
all of these programs and platforms in the budget, the bow waves,
as they go up and become at the stage of deployment, starts going
up like this. That means everything gets squeezed. What gets
squeezed is what does not exist. What does not yet exist is the Fu-
ture Combat System.

So there’s no doubt in my mind but that the funds can, in fact,
strengthen the Paladin, accelerate the Future Combat Systems, mi-
grate the technologies from Crusader, which, in a number of in-
stances, are impressive, into other systems, and advance Excalibur
and bring forward some precision munitions, which we believe will
have a significant effect on the battlefield.

Senator SESSIONS. Well, I think it’s important for the American
people to realize that you have—you’re not cutting the defense
budget.

Secretary RUMSFELD. That’s true.
Senator SESSIONS. You came to this office, and you’ve rec-

ommended and presided over tremendous increases. As a matter of
fact, we were under $300 billion, I believe, when you took office.
Then it was up $40 billion, now up to $379 billion in 2 years, plus
the supplemental that I’m not counting in there. So that’s a tre-
mendous advancement in our commitment to our national defense,
but even with that, as you noted, we’ve got to pay for salaries and
health care and overhead and all of those things. Even with that,
we don’t have a dime to waste, not one dime to waste.

Secretary RUMSFELD. Exactly right.
Senator SESSIONS. I don’t know the perfect answer, but I know

that this isn’t a decision you made just in the last few days. You’ve
been wrestling with this decision since the day you took office.
There’s been hearings and meetings and committees and Congress
has known this program has been under review, as have been sev-
eral others. So, Mr. Chairman, I’m glad we don’t have to have Con-
gress meet down here and sit on that table to answer how we do
our decision making process. [Laughter.]

It’s pretty good all in all, all things considered, I think, the proce-
dures that you have utilized. So, I will yield my time. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Secretary RUMSFELD. May I make a couple of comments, Mr.
Chairman? One, I do want to thank Senator Inhofe. He has in-
vested an enormous amount of time in the Army, in artillery, and
his comments and suggestions in my view have contributed to a
constructive development of a record.

Second, I want to clarify one thing I said to him. I said to him
that the data had come from the Army with respect to the airlift
of 60 to 64 in one case, and 50 to 64 in another. I double checked
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it, and it turns out that the battalion information on operation and
organization came from Fort Sill’s draft plan for the Crusader bat-
talion. It was meshed then with TRANSCOM’s airlift loading model
to produce the data that I presented. That’s where that came from.

Next, we’ve talked a lot about what military people recommend,
generals and admirals, and it’s important what they recommend,
and we care about what they recommend. I think the reality is that
if any general or admiral is asked whether they would trade the
capabilities this country has for the capabilities of some other coun-
try that may have a weapon that shoots farther or shoots more rap-
idly and has to go up against the joint strike capability that our
country has, I think there isn’t a general with his head screwed on
that would not, in a second, say he wouldn’t trade ours for any-
body’s.

Next, I think it’s important that we’ve spent this time on this
subject, not because Crusader is the only thing that’s important,
but transformation is important. It seems to me that if—you have
to ask the question: If not now, when? Is there nothing—is there
nothing—that we’re doing that we can ever stop? We have to be
able to address important issues, get them up on the table, talk
about them, and, in an orderly constructive way, come to some con-
clusions with respect to them. The choices are not easy.

President Bush is determined during his term to contribute to
transformation of the Armed Services. I am determined to do so.
When I was confirmed, I said I was not accepting his request that
I serve as Secretary of Defense to sit on top of the pile and tweak
and calibrate what’s going on, but I did believe things needed to
be done, and I intended to make recommendations to Congress and
to work with Congress to try to see that that’s done.

I would say, last—several Senators have mentioned it—we sim-
ply have to care about the taxpayers’ dollars. We have an obliga-
tion, because, as Senator Sessions says, the dollars, as many as
there are, and it’s many, many billions of dollars, hundreds of bil-
lion dollars, we still are not doing things we could be doing, we
should be doing. We need more ships. We need a more modern air-
craft fleet. To think that we should be reluctant to make changes
in programs and to not transform and to not modernize and take
those steps, and, instead, to continue doing things that we might
better not do or is attractive as they might be or might not be the
very best way to do something, I think, would be unfortunate.

So I appreciate your taking the time to do this. I look forward
to working with you to see if we can’t leave a better military for
our successors.

Chairman LEVIN. Just a couple of comments. First of all, for the
record, we will expect, Secretary Aldridge, your recommendation of
April 29, I believe.

Second, I would make part of the record a portion of the Army
Inspector General’s report, a redacted portion, but it addresses an
issue which has been very troubling to many of us, and that is sub-
paragraph B on page 45, which says the following—this is the
Army’s own Inspector General—‘‘The evidence established that the
Vice Chief of Staff of the Army, the VCSA, received a document
from a defense contractor source on April 30, 2002 which addressed
the termination of the Crusader program. Prior to receiving this
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document, the Army was unaware of any proposed change to the
Crusader program.’’ That’s the Army’s Inspector General who says
prior to receiving a document from a contractor on April 30, the
Army was unaware of any proposed change to the Crusader pro-
gram. That is a highly disturbing finding of the Inspector General.

[The information referred to follows:]

SECRETARY ALDRIDGE’S RECOMMENDATION

On April 29, I recommended that the $475.6 million of fiscal year 2003 funds be
redirected into five programs. These were: Excalibur, Guided Multiple Launch Rock-
et System, NetFires, High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, and Crusader Tech-
nology.

ARMY INSPECTOR GENERAL’S RECOMMENDATION

The evidence established that the VCSA received a document from a defense con-
tractor source on April 30, 2002, at 0901, which addressed the termination of the
Crusader program. Prior to receiving this document, the Army was unaware of any
proposed change to the Crusader program.

Finally, Mr. Secretary and your colleagues, let me just say this.
Secretary RUMSFELD. If I’m not mistaken, if I may, on that sub-

ject, so it’s part of the record right there—my recollection is that
that occurred also before the Deputy Secretary advised me of his
recommendation, or I advised the President of my recommendation.

Chairman LEVIN. Okay.
Secretary RUMSFELD. So the contractors were Johnny-on-the-

spot.
Chairman LEVIN. Yes. There’s one thing that we shouldn’t let the

contractors do, or anyone else do, with leaks, and that’s drive pub-
lic policy.

Secretary RUMSFELD. That’s right.
Chairman LEVIN. I think what troubles me process-wise here the

most is that after there is a process put in place that says we’re
going to look at the pros and cons and the alternatives for 30 days,
that because something is leaked to the press, then suddenly there
is a change of course, and a policy decision is made that had not
previously been made.

We cannot allow leaks to drive policy in this town, or else we’re
all going to be driven crazy. Leaks occur every single day, and we
will make some bad policy decisions, because leaks are a way of life
around this place. So I think that when you acknowledged that it
was leaks to the press that suddenly truncated that 30-day process,
and now we’re not going to let that 30-day process finish, where
the pros and cons are completed, where the alternatives are looked
at, tough decisions are made tougher. There’s no doubt these are
tough decisions, but they’re made a lot tougher when there’s a
process put in place, the alternative are supposed to be looked at,
and a decision is supposed to be made, then there’s a leak, and
boom! That’s it. We’re now making a decision, and that’s the end
of that.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Mr. Chairman, if I might just say——
Chairman LEVIN. I’m going to have to bring this to an end. I

think you’ve had plenty of time to comment. I mean, someone’s
going to have to have a last word here, and it’s going to——

Senator WARNER. I’d like to have a word.
Chairman LEVIN. You can have a word. [Laughter.]
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In that case, since I’m the chairman, I’m going to have the last
word, so I’ll finish after Senator Warner.

Senator WARNER. Mr. Chairman, I think we’ve had a very good
hearing. I approached you on the seriousness of this matter. Our
colleague over here, we met as late as yesterday afternoon on how
we would put this hearing together. So in every way, I think you’ve
been eminently fair, which is your style, to your members and fair
in getting the facts out. We’ve built a good record and we’ll have
to assess that record.

Mr. Secretary, I was impressed with your concluding remarks.
We always have to be conscious of the taxpayer. But to you, my
good friend, contractors have freedom of speech, but they don’t
drive policy. However, they’re the ones who are building the equip-
ment enabling the Armed Forces of America today. I value some of
their views and some of their expertise and frequently call upon it.
They will not have the final say with me, but I wish to go on record
that they are a valuable part of our defense structure. The indus-
trial base is something we’re constantly concerned about.

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman LEVIN. I reserved the last word, but Secretary

Wolfowitz, why don’t you get the second-to-the-last word?
Secretary WOLFOWITZ. I just wanted to say, what drove our deci-

sion on timing was the need to get information to this committee
in a timely way for your deliberations and a decision that we could
do so, and we have been able to do so.

Chairman LEVIN. That runs exactly counter to the chart you put
which says there’s always deliberations going on.

Let me now have the final, final word. One other thing for the
record, and that has to do with the cancellation costs. We’re going
to need more information on that. Would you give us, to the best
of your ability and for the record, the comparison of cancellation
costs if cancelled now compared to if terminated at or after Mile-
stone B. I know there’s negotiations that have to take place that
affect that, but I think you can give us the range of the likelihood
of those costs.

[The information referred to follows:]

TERMINATION COSTS

Negotiations between the prime contractor, United Defense Limited Partnership,
and the Department of the Army have been initiated. The prime contractor has been
asked to prepare an initial rough order of magnitude as to the termination costs.
The data have not been provided to the Army as of September 11, 2002.

We’ve been informed, and I don’t know that it’s accurate, that
termination costs would be significantly higher than they would be
if we went to a Milestone B. It may or may not be true, but we
need some information on that point, because the taxpayer dollars
are critically important, and we want to make sure that every dol-
lar that is spent for defense will make us stronger.

Mr. Secretary, you and your colleagues have been here a long
time today. We appreciated your being here. We appreciate you,
Secretary Wolfowitz, Secretary Aldridge, for all the work you do.
We will now move to our second panel.

We’re going to take a 10-minute stretch. [Recess.]
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We’ll come back to order, and we welcome you, General Shinseki,
to the committee this evening. We very much look forward to your
testimony. I’m going to ask Senator Warner, who’s going to have
to leave us in a few minutes, if he would make a welcoming state-
ment.

Senator WARNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. General Shinseki,
I will stay for part of your statement. I’ve read your submitted
statement. Unfortunately, I must leave shortly to go to the Senate
floor for a debate on a pending bill about the enlargement of
NATO. I have some views that are at variance with other col-
leagues. The Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee is
awaiting my presence on the floor so that we can engage in a col-
loquy on that subject, which is very important to our overall future
security.

So I thank you for this opportunity. As I look back on my years
here, I’ll never forget the day that you came before this committee
for confirmation, with a magnificent introduction by our valued col-
league, Senator Inouye, and your strong testimony. You’re a sol-
dier’s soldier. This has not been an easy chapter, but you’re up to
it, and you will so express your views today as a professional, the
professional that you are, sir.

General SHINSEKI. Thank you, sir.
Chairman LEVIN. General Shinseki, I’m not going to repeat what

I said in my opening statement. Did you by any chance hear it?
General SHINSEKI. I did, sir.
Senator LEVIN. Okay, so that you are aware of the fact that we

said some things that relate very much to what the difference is
here, that’s an honorable difference, that we expect you to give us
your best professional view and your personal view, as you’ve com-
mitted to do, and that we think this strengthens our country when
we have this kind of exchange. Then after it is all over, we know
that, as a good soldier and you believing in the civilian control of
the military, you will do your duty to carry out any legal order
that’s given to you, and it’s an honorable tradition. You’re an hon-
orable person. We all admire you, and it’s now your turn to give
us your testimony.

STATEMENT OF GEN. ERIC K. SHINSEKI, USA, CHIEF OF STAFF,
UNITED STATES ARMY

General SHINSEKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Warner,
and other members of the committee. I have a longer written state-
ment, Mr. Chairman, that I’d like to have entered for the record.

Chairman LEVIN. It will be made part of the record.
General SHINSEKI. I’d like to make a very short opening state-

ment here.
Mr. Chairman, Senator Warner, distinguished members of the

committee, it’s again my great privilege and thanks for the oppor-
tunity to appear before you.

Over the past several weeks, lots of exchanges have occurred on
the subject of today’s testimony. Some of it has been captured pub-
licly in print. I, for one, regret the degree to which some of those
utterances have gone beyond what is normally what we’re accus-
tomed to in the normal course of our business.
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For example, some have characterized this acquisition process as
a disciplinary action between the Office of the Secretary of Defense
and the Army. However, the SECDEF has a mandate to set prior-
ities within limited resources, and he has done that. So descrip-
tions by those characterizing this as a pitched battle are not help-
ful.

Some describe Members of Congress as being driven primarily by
special interests. I’ve had occasion to work with many Members
over the past 3 years, and with all of you from this committee, and
in some cases because the Army was having to make its own tough
decisions to terminate or restructure some 29 programs. These
were difficult discussions. Without fail, Members supported the
Army and sided with what was best for the national security. So
allusions to Members’ self interests are not helpful in understand-
ing this issue.

Some have described the leadership of the Army as slow to
change, lethargic, trapped in a Cold War mentality, lacking in tal-
ent and toughness. Well, that’s not accurate either. So those discus-
sions are equally not helpful.

What is helpful to this discussion is to try to understand why
this service chief, who has been devoted to fundamental and com-
prehensive change in the Army, would have supported a weapons
system that does not match the characteristics we laid out 3 years
ago for our own future Objective Force. Crusader is heavier than
we want for the Future Combat Systems that we have character-
ized as being more deployable, more agile, more lethal, and more
survivable than today’s systems.

Three years ago, we directed corrective action to move Crusader
in the direction of a lighter and more deployable configuration.
Frankly, it didn’t go as far as we wanted. 60 to 40 tons is about
as much shedding as could be accomplished in this amount of time.
Nevertheless, this 30 percent reduction provided a C–17 deployable
indirect fire system.

Why would we have continued to support a need for Crusader?
Because there is a requirement for organic indirect fire in the close
fight to support and protect soldiers who are carrying the toughest
part of battle, the last several hundred meters of the fight. We
didn’t have any other solutions for this requirement in the mid-
term. We need to have a solution for this requirement, and we will
find one.

We wanted to provide soldiers the best available warfighting ca-
pabilities to fight, win, and survive the rigors of combat. We owed
them that effort, and we still do. Every decision we make rests
upon that principle—as best we can, to provide soldiers what they
need to execute successfully the missions that we send them on.
That is and has been the basis for the Army’s position on issues
of this sort: the accomplishment of the mission and the welfare of
our soldiers.

We have a valid requirement for organic indirect fire, and we
will move aggressively to solve that requirement. We will work
closely with the Office of the Secretary of Defense following deci-
sions, appropriate decisions, that are rendered to find solutions. We
appreciate their commitment to support an accelerated time line in
reaching those solutions on behalf of soldiers.
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity once again to rep-
resent the Army. I look forward to your questions.

[The prepared statement of General Shinseki follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY GEN. ERIC K. SHINSEKI, USA

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the committee. Just over 2 months ago,
Secretary White and I reported to you on the posture of our Army. Then, as now,
the Army embraces an ethos of service to the Nation. Its primary mission is to con-
duct prompt and sustained ground combat to fight and win the wars of the Nation—
decisively. Because of that ethos and that mission, the Army decided 3 years ago
to undertake fundamental and comprehensive change to prepare for the require-
ments of the dynamic strategic environment we envisioned for the early 21st cen-
tury. That commitment was to undertake change so dramatic and fundamental that
we felt we could not simply call it ‘‘modernization,’’ but labeled it ‘‘Transformation.’’
We felt it had to be far- and wide-reaching enough to touch the culture of the Army,
a proud and battle-tested culture. So on October 12, 1999, the Army articulated its
vision for its future that defined how we would meet the Nation’s requirements now
and into the foreseeable portion of the 21st century. With the help of this Congress,
we have been steadily generating momentum and building support for that vision—
a vision that addresses our people, readiness, and transformation. Army Trans-
formation is first and foremost about dealing with the volatility and uncertainty of
the 21st century strategic environment. It leverages the potential of emerging tech-
nologies, new concepts for warfighting, greater organizational versatility, and the in-
spired leadership that would generate a force that is more strategically responsive,
more deployable, more agile, more versatile, more lethal, more survivable, and more
sustainable than the forces we have fighting the global war on terrorism today. It
would also provide stability in those regions where American presence contributes
to keeping the peace, deterring potential adversaries, and reassuring our Allies
about our willingness to take on the tough missions asked only of a global leader.
These are the capabilities we must have. The events of September 11 and our oper-
ations since that day have validated the need for Army Transformation and the ur-
gency to move even faster. In crafting our vision, we believed that Army Trans-
formation was essential if we were going to keep this great Army the best, most
dominant ground force for good in the world.

Transforming the Army involves the management of risk—balancing between to-
day’s readiness to fight and win wars decisively and tomorrow’s need to have the
right capabilities in order to be equally ready every day hereafter for the foreseeable
future. It requires having a consistent overmatch in capabilities while simulta-
neously reducing our vulnerabilities to those who would threaten our interests—and
then dominating them should they miscalculate.

Army Transformation encompasses synchronous change in the Army’s cultural
imperatives: doctrine, organization, materiel, training, and soldier and leader devel-
opment. Going beyond the mere modernization of materiel, Transformation is a fun-
damental review of how the Army addresses its cultural imperatives in order to exe-
cute a doctrine for full spectrum dominance in the 21st century. Thus, Trans-
formation will result in a different Army, not just a modernized version of the cur-
rent Army.

As we transform, we must have a reliable and continuous process for assessing
the emerging threats and assuring that we have required capabilities to defeat them
decisively. To pursue this kind of capability, the Army described a transformation
process requiring synchronous change along and among three primary vectors: an
Objective Force vector, a Legacy Force vector, and an Interim Force vector—one
Army, not three, managing acceptable levels of risk while maintaining warfighting
readiness for the Nation.

The Objective Force is our main Transformational effort; it is the force of the fu-
ture and the focus of the Army’s long-term development efforts. It seeks to leverage
advances in technology and in organizational innovation to transform land-power ca-
pabilities. Better than 90 percent of our science and technology investments are fo-
cused on this future Objective Force.

By comparison, the Legacy Force of today’s Army—which serves in Afghanistan,
Kosovo, Bosnia, the Sinai, Korea, the Philippines, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia among
other locations—enables us to meet our near-term military commitments. Until the
future Objective Force is fielded, the Legacy Force will provide the formations with-
in which soldiers will fight our Nation’s wars, engage and respond to crises, deter
aggression, bring peace and stability to troubled regions, and enhance security by
developing bonds of mutual respect and understanding with allies, partners, and
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even potential adversaries. The Legacy Force is a product of Cold War designs that
include operational shortfalls that we cannot wait for the Objective Force to correct.

Most evident among these operational shortfalls is the gap between early arriving
light forces, which deploy quickly but lack staying power for protracted, high inten-
sity conflict, and later arriving heavy forces, which provide decisive combat capabili-
ties but are slower to deploy and difficult to sustain once deployed.

This gap in capabilities, revealed during the Gulf War over 10 years ago, requires
an Interim Force to bridge the shortfall in capabilities between today’s light and
heavy forces. With your support and OSD approval, the current budget funds an In-
terim Force consisting of six Stryker Brigade Combat Teams, which we will begin
fielding early next year.

Another operational shortfall of even longer standing has been in organic indirect
fires. There are three roles for the employment of indirect fires: the suppression of
enemy forces, destruction of enemy capabilities, and protection of friendly forces. In-
direct fires suppress enemy forces, keeping them in their ‘‘holes’’ and unable to en-
gage our formations as we maneuver to destroy them. Suppressive fires enable
ground forces to create synergy between their ability to maneuver and their ability
to distribute and focus direct and indirect fires in the execution of combat maneuver
doctrine—fires enable maneuver, and maneuver facilitates the execution of fires. Ef-
fective synchronization of fires and maneuver leads to decisive outcomes over our
adversaries.

If a target can be identified and accurately located, that target can be destroyed.
Those targets may include enemy forces, equipment, or infrastructure. Precision mu-
nitions play an enhanced role here. Accurate, organic, timely indirect fires at the
immediate disposal of ground commanders have been the critical means by which
to destroy enemy indirect fire assets that threaten our soldiers—the counterfire mis-
sion of artillery.

Finally, there is uncertainty and risk in every operation; commanders need the
responsive capability to rapidly and effectively generate ‘‘walls of steel’’ to deny the
enemy any opportunities by protecting the exposed flanks of our forces, a mission
which will become even more important on a future, non-linear battlefield where
enemy formations will be more widely dispersed. Indirect fires used in this protec-
tive role isolate portions of the battlefield and prevent enemy forces from maneuver-
ing, reinforcing, or attacking our formations.

Successful ground combat against determined enemies requires responsive and
timely indirect fires. Organic and inorganic indirect fire support are important to
ground combat operations, but organic fires have been indispensable to success.

A variety of platforms—cannons, mortars, missile and rocket launchers, attack
helicopters, unmanned combat aerial vehicles, joint air assets—and enablers such
as target designation and network capabilities, better sensors, more responsive fire
control, more accurate fires, and more lethal munitions contribute to the com-
plementary delivery of those fires.

The Army’s need for organic fires requires responsive, immediate, 24-hour-a-day,
7-day-a-week, accurate support in all weather and terrain, capable of re-engaging
fleeting targets, and sustainable for as long as they are required. These indirect fire
capabilities are what we must provide to our soldiers as they fight to win the close
battle.

Secretary White and I have testified consistently about the need to fill these re-
quirements. That requirement remains valid today, and we intend to fill it. My tes-
timony on that requirement has in the past, and is today, based solely on my best,
professional military judgment. We have also testified in the past that the rede-
signed Crusader artillery system best satisfied that requirement in the mid-term.
For fiscal year 2003, the President’s budget submission funded that weapon system,
and we supported that budget. Now, as part of a process that demands making
hard, critical choices among a wide variety of priorities—all of which are domi-
nant—the President and the Secretary of Defense have decided to recommend termi-
nating that system. They have done so in reinforcing their commitment to Army
Transformation and the need to accelerate it. They have also validated the continu-
ing requirement for responsive, organic indirect fires for ground forces.

The Army has its order, and we are executing it; we are moving aggressively to
try to find alternate solutions to satisfy this requirement in light of this decision.
The Army will manage risk and remain ready even as it transforms.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committee, nearly 3 years ago,
the Army committed itself to transforming the way it will fight to win the wars of
this new century. This committee elected to underwrite Army Transformation at a
time when little help was available anywhere, and Transformation was a new and
unknown term. Today, when one considers the magnitude of what we have accom-
plished with your support, it is staggering.
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In closing, let me express my continuing gratitude to members of this committee,
to our soldiers and civilians and their families for what they do for the Nation, and
for how very well they do it, and to all of our men and women in uniform. They
are doing the heavy lifting in this global war on terrorism; they are fulfilling our
ongoing commitments to peace and stability around the world; they are training
hard to fulfill today’s missions and preparing for those that will arise in the future;
and they remain the centerpiece of our formations. We can never do enough for
them. It is with their welfare, their requirements, and the accomplishment of their
missions in mind that our decisions have been and will continue to be made.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you very much, General. We’ll have 8-
minute rounds for questions. Let me call on Senator Warner first.

Senator WARNER. Thank you.
General, I think the fundamental question before us is, do you,

in your own personal and professional opinion, believe that this
system is essential for the future transformation of the United
States Army?

General SHINSEKI. Senator, my best military judgment is con-
tained in the President’s budget in which Crusader is a part. It’s
there because it meets both mid-term need, in terms of risks that
we understand and we’ve been carrying for some time, and it also
has technologies that we believe will be transferable to any future
weapons capabilities that would go into that future Objective Force.
In fact, we see that the Crusader capabilities would have been
around for a significant period because of the units in which this
weapons system was intended to be introduced.

Senator WARNER. So I judge that your answer is yes, that it is
still needed, in your professional judgement.

General SHINSEKI. The requirement is still there, yes, sir.
Senator WARNER. Then that’s an answer that requires a follow-

up. The requirement, if it continues, can that requirement be ful-
filled by the alternatives that have been addressed today in earlier
testimony, alternatives, we are advised, which can be moved up
such that they become available operationally to the Army earlier
than previously stated?

General SHINSEKI. Senator, we have not completed an assess-
ment at this point. I think if we go back to what was intended as
an assessment timeline, an analysis of alternatives was scheduled
for spring of next year. That analysis over a period of time has
been moved to a much shorter timeline, September, and then about
30 days. Frankly, we have not done the analysis.

What is described as opportunities for earlier fielding all have ca-
pabilities that are useful, but we would have to look at what Cru-
sader would have provided and then compare that to what is the
likely contributions of all of these systems.

Senator WARNER. You state forthrightly you have not had the op-
portunity to do the analysis.

General SHINSEKI. Have not.
Senator WARNER. But I judge that the previous panel feels that

they’ve had the opportunity to do that analysis and have so stated
today that in their judgment the alternative options provide the
Army with artillery capability which will be stronger than could be
offered by Crusader. So have you studied their analysis which gives
rise to the opinions they shared today?

General SHINSEKI. I have not had that opportunity, Senator.
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Senator WARNER. All right. My questions are completed. I thank
you, General.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you, General.
Senator WARNER. I find those answers very forthright and some-

what astonishing.
Chairman LEVIN. In your judgment is Crusader the best ap-

proach to meeting the requirement, based on what you know?
General SHINSEKI. It is in my best judgment. It’s the reason why

we had it in the President’s budget—in the mid-term it addressed
the risk that we have been dealing with for some time, since the
experiences of the Cold War—or the Gulf War, our inability to keep
our artillery systems with our tanks and our Bradleys. In fact, we
had to slow our pace of attack down in order to keep artillery with
us, the range issue that we had, by being outranged by enemy sys-
tems. For these reasons, Crusader fixes what we’ve known has
been a shortfall in our fire for 10 years now.

Chairman LEVIN. Could you be a little more explicit on what that
shortfall was that was ascertained during the Gulf War that——

General SHINSEKI. Well, it was the lack of the ability of our artil-
lery to keep up with our tanks, for one thing. So you would make
a movement with a maneuver force, and then you’d have to slow
the attack down for the artillery to catch up. When they got into
position, the potential for being outranged by our adversaries also
put our maneuver at a disadvantage, and so you had to get far
closer in under the potential fire of our enemy artillery in order for
us to be effective. It’s that——

Chairman LEVIN. So range and speed?
General SHINSEKI.—breakdown in the calculus of how we would

like to fight.
Chairman LEVIN. So in terms of both range and speed?
General SHINSEKI. Range, speed, the volume of fire that we’re

able to put out. Paladin, on a sustained rate of fire, is somewhere
between 1 and 3 rounds per minute. The Crusader will fire a sus-
tained rate of fire of 10 rounds per minute.

Chairman LEVIN. So 3 to 10 times greater.
General SHINSEKI. That’s correct. Three to four times greater.
Chairman LEVIN. Three to four times greater. In your best judg-

ment—well, let me ask what your reaction was to any cancellation
of Crusader. If so, when?

General SHINSEKI. I don’t know that I was asked directly any
question like that. In the period of time that discussions have been
underway for the Defense Planning Guidance, there have been
studies that were designed to try to answer the question of trade
space and options. One study dealt with a Crusader in a variety
of options, one of which was cancellation. This is the study that we
were in the process of putting together. That study was never ac-
complished.

Chairman LEVIN. Why?
General SHINSEKI. Just time.
Chairman LEVIN. Were you in the middle of a 30-day study when

this was cancelled?
General SHINSEKI. Well, we were putting together a study that

was designed to answer the question by September.
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Senator LEVIN. Then at the end of April, was there not a decision
made that within 30 days the Army would be putting together an
option paper looking at various alternatives?

General SHINSEKI. That’s correct. There was at one point a dis-
cussion of termination with other alternatives, and that study is
what we were in the process of putting together, the 30-day study.

Chairman LEVIN. So termination was one of a number of alter-
natives which was being looked at?

General SHINSEKI. One of the options, that’s correct.
Chairman LEVIN. That was the study that was, in effect, going

on when the termination decision was made. Is that correct?
General SHINSEKI. That’s correct. We were really pulling together

the study, in fact, and putting the study group together.
Chairman LEVIN. Did somebody call you into the office and say,

‘‘Hey, we know that you’re in the middle of a 30-day study, but the
decision has now been made to terminate. What do you think of
it?’’

General SHINSEKI. I was informed of that 7 or 8 May by the Sec-
retary of the Army.

Chairman LEVIN. Were you surprised?
General SHINSEKI. I was surprised that it was terminated.
Senator LEVIN. You weren’t consulted prior to that decision, rel-

ative to termination?
General SHINSEKI. Not to terminate.
Chairman LEVIN. Do you know of anybody, any uniformed mem-

ber of the Army, that was consulted prior to that decision to termi-
nate Crusader?

General SHINSEKI. I am not personally aware of anyone.
Chairman LEVIN. We had some testimony relative to the statis-

tics that it would take 60 to 64 C–17s to move 18 Crusaders and
resupply vehicles with their basic ammunition loads and ancillary
vehicles and equipment. The GAO said it would take four C–17s
to move two Crusaders and resupply vehicles with their basic am-
munition loads. Now, do these figures sound accurate? Would you
explain when you would fly two Crusaders and when you would fly
a battalion of 18 Crusaders or when you would deploy by ship? I
mean, how does that issue get into your thinking?

General SHINSEKI. Well, I think it’s important on how the ques-
tion is asked. I think if you ask someone what it takes to fly an
entire Crusader battalion, you’re going to get a computation that
has trucks and bullets and water associated with that.

But I think it’s important to remember that the Crusader pro-
gram today is not the Crusader program that was in place 3 years
ago. Three years ago, we decided to take the Crusader program and
restructure it and focus those assets into a single offensive/counter-
offensive corps that we intended to be the punch, so to speak, if we
had to go to a large war scenario. That corps deploys by sea, not
by air.

At the same time, we directed that, because of the planned
weight of the Crusader at that time and roughly about 60 tons, as
I recall. The Army directed that that was going in the wrong direc-
tion, and we wanted immediate movement to take the size of the
Crusader down. Today, I believe the transportable weight of the
Crusader is about 40 tons.
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We would still send Crusaders by ship. That is the intent, for
them to go with the heavy corps. If we had a contingency in which
you needed massive fire power on a short-notice basis, you could
take a gun platoon of Crusaders, three-gun platoon, with its associ-
ated resupply vehicles, and you could probably get them out the
door on about six aircraft. They would be three times the fire
power, but they would also be transportable. The contingency for
which you would do that is to either have them in a contingency
where perhaps just that gun platoon was required to augment
other light forces that are on the ground, or it is the lead contin-
gent to provide fire and security as the heavier force comes in by
sea.

The intent of flying an entire battalion of Crusaders, I don’t
think, was ever in anyone’s computation. But if asked, I’m sure
that there is a number there that would be significant.

Chairman LEVIN. In other words, that was never the plan.
General SHINSEKI. It’s never been the intent to ship a battalion

of Crusaders by air.
Chairman LEVIN. By air. I think Senator Akaka is next. Then

we’ll also go back to the transporting of the Crusader.
Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank

you, Senator Inhofe. I have to preside at 7:00, so I’ll ask just one
question. I have others, but I’ll ask one question.

General Shinseki, you know that we’re very, very proud of you
and your work, your position and what you’ve stood for as an Army
man. We certainly prize your opinion. So my one question to you
at this time—and this would be asking your opinion—what is the
impact of the decision to terminate the Crusader program? What
impact would that have on the United States Army and its trans-
formation plans?

General SHINSEKI. Well, there are several. But the two I would
point out is, one, dealing with the risk that we know that we’ve
been carrying in terms of a shortfall in artillery capability that the
Crusader was intended to fill. That window of risk is extended now
until we find a replacement system for it. We are going to work ag-
gressively to do that. It is a shortfall in fire. We don’t want to be
extended any longer than we have to.

The second impact would be to the kinds of technologies that are
resident in the Crusader: the command and control, the lightweight
materials that are tied to the tungsten gun mounts and other as-
pects of lightening components of weapons systems, the pre-robot-
ics investments that go into the cockpit of the Crusader, the liquid-
cooled cannon that puts out 10 times the amount of sustained artil-
lery fire than a comparable system, and the range of the weapon.
Given the high rate of fire and just what that does to a gun tube,
and yet to be able to get the range that this was intended to get
are all technologies that we think are important and we would find
ways to keep for transformation purposes. We’ll find a solution
here.

Senator AKAKA. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you very much.
Senator Inhofe.
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Senator INHOFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Before asking a
question, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be important to clarify
something that has nothing to do with the testimony of General
Shinseki as to the cost of termination.

I outlined four areas of cost of termination. One was the contrac-
tual cost of termination. I think it’s very important that we get the
direct answer that you have asked for, Mr. Chairman, as to what
that cost is going to be, because the range that I have heard I used
in my opening statement. I believe that to be true. In the event we
would have a free ride to the AOA, which would answer all these
questions that haven’t been answered today—in other words, if
that $475 million is going to be met or exceeded in termination
costs, either direct or indirect, then I think we need to know that.
I believe that it would come close to that amount. If we wait until
the end of the contract period, which would reach the AOA some-
time in March, the cost of termination would be zero. It’s very im-
portant that we all understand this if what I’m thinking is true
and, so, we need to find this out. I think it’s very important, Mr.
Chairman.

The question comes up: Can the requirement be satisfied by al-
ternatives? I think, General Shinseki, that we don’t really know
that until we see the analysis of those alternatives. One of the
things that came up was a question as to whether or not it could
be used in Afghanistan. On March 14, General Keane gave us an
answer to that, and he went into more detail in his answer than
I’ll go in. He talked about how specifically two of those would have
to come in. It might take two C–17s to bring them in on short no-
tice. Then he talks about the road to Kandahar and how to get
them down to Gardez and all of that.

But then he said we could have used the Crusader in support of
our troops, who were attacking in the mountains and get respon-
sive artillery fire with that degree of precision at considerable
range and distance that we can’t do with any of our other systems.
We’d have to get considerably closer to the mountains than what
we could today with this system—and we would have had to have
more forces to protect them. Do you agree with that statement that
General Keane made?

General SHINSEKI. I do, Senator.
Senator INHOFE. Another question has come up as to whether or

not this would be in lieu of moving to the Objective Force or as
support for the Objective Force. I remember testimony that you
had that I used in my opening statement when you said that tech-
nology is what we need to continue to develop so that in years
ahead, as we go to the Objective Force capability, which is what
we all want to get to, is to transition this into robotics systems that
we’re looking at. Does that statement still stand today?

General SHINSEKI. It is. It does.
Senator INHOFE. Thank you, sir. General Shinseki, I also think

it’s important to kind of pursue this a little bit, because there is
a lot of talk about precision. Of course, if we’re talking about the
Excalibur, that’s something that would have, if anything, more pre-
cision, because you have a longer range in the projectile that could
be used with the Crusader, as opposed to the Paladin. But I believe
there are times in combat, and I’m going back long ways to my
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Army days, but when the sheer number of artillery rounds are
more important than precision, such as suppressive fire and final
protective fire. Would you agree with that, and would you elaborate
a little bit on the necessity to have the sheer volume of rounds
used in combat?

General SHINSEKI. May I take a little bit of time to answer that
question?

Senator INHOFE. Yes.
General SHINSEKI. I would suggest to you that there is a doctrine

we follow in warfighting, and that doctrine emphasizes several
things. One is that we went on the offense—you must be able to
defend well, but you have to be able to have offensive capability,
because that’s what breaks down the other side.

When we talk about winning on the offense, it is also about seiz-
ing the initiative, making the first move and being bold about it,
and then denying that initiative to your adversary, who wants it
as well, and then building momentum and putting so much pres-
sure on him that he either collapses or leaves. If you’re going to
do that, the elements of synchronizing that kind of warfighting doc-
trine, which is ours, talks about four or five things as being ele-
ments of how you synchronize that power. One is fire. One is ma-
neuver. Protection is a third. The fourth is leadership. The fifth is
information, because it empowers all of that. But the two primary
pieces of this is fire and maneuver. Generally we talk about that
being both a direct and an indirect fire capability.

Indirect fires are a key part of the synchronization between a
maneuver and direct fire, because it does several things. One, if
you have accurate locations on enemy capabilities, you can apply
destructive fire on them, indirect destructive fire. Precision works
there. If you have imprecise locations, or if you just know that
there’s enemy force out there, but you don’t have them accurately
located, precision doesn’t help you very much. The ability to sup-
press a large area by a volume of fire, dumb rounds, cheaper dumb
rounds, if necessary, is effective, because it will keep him in his
hole. That allows you to make the maneuver to such a point that
you can then do the close fight.

The array of fire available—indirect fire—available to a com-
mander run the spectrum of mortars, cannons, of which Crusader
would be a piece, missiles, rockets, attack helicopters, and then
high-performance air platforms that deliver munitions from the air.
All of them have utility in this discussion of fire.

A precision 2,000-pound bomb has great utility when you have
an uncomplicated, accurately-located target. There is no better
weapon. But if that target is complicated, either by concerns about
collateral damage or the close proximity of friendly troops or inno-
cents to such point that the size of the warhead is not useful, preci-
sion all by itself doesn’t matter.

At some point in this close battle of fire and maneuver, we get
to engaging the enemy in such distances where you come down to
a select number of weapons systems that are useful. Rockets are
not useful because of the large footprint over which they throw
their bomblets. High dud rate of those bomblets is not something
we like marching through. So you come down to the cannon capa-
bilities—mortars, short ranges with mortars, and then your cannon
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artillery—which means that if you have cannons that can mass fire
and keep your enemy in his holes until you achieve that close bat-
tle where you can take down his objectives, they are very useful.

Precision warheads for those cannons are also of importance. For
example, Excalibur, which was part of our program, which was
something that was intended to be developed and fielded some time
around 2012, I believe. With the decisions to accelerate, we’ll pull
that forward and see what’s possible.

Senator INHOFE. That’s an excellent answer. I appreciate that.
Mr. Chairman, there are two other things I’d like to add and I

know my time has expired.
Chairman LEVIN. We’re going to have a number of rounds, so you

can proceed.
Senator INHOFE. The question was asked by the chairman about

the 3-to-1 ratio, and you started off saying 10-to-1. In a sustained
rate of fire, isn’t it true that if the ratio is 10-to-1, that it would
be 10 per minute, as opposed to 1 per minute on the Paladin.

General SHINSEKI. The Paladin, at a sustained rate of fire, would
be a 1 round per minute, and the Crusader, a 10-round sustained
rate of fire.

Senator INHOFE. That’s good. I appreciate that.
All right, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEVIN. General Shinseki, if the Crusader funding was

used instead for precision munitions and for accelerating the indi-
rect fire capability of the Future Combat Systems, do you believe
that those technologies could be available in time to fulfill the re-
quirement the Crusader was intended to meet?

General SHINSEKI. I don’t have a good answer for you, Mr. Chair-
man. Frankly, when we laid out our timelines for the Future Com-
bat Systems, a non-line-of-sight weapons system as part of that
transformation effort was not intended to be addressed until about
block III, which would have been 2014 timeframe. Part of that was
driven by the belief that, in the interim, the Crusader’s capabilities
would give us significant fire along with the residual Paladins in
the force.

I do appreciate the apparent commitment here that says that we
are being asked to accelerate a variety of weapons’ warheads and
also Future Combat Systems non-line-of-sight cannon, which is the
artillery variant of that, to try to get that into the fiscal year 2008
timeframe when Crusader would have been fielded. I’ll have to go
and take a look.

Chairman LEVIN. How long would it——
General SHINSEKI. If it’s possible, we’d like to do that, but I’m

not——
Chairman LEVIN. How long would it take you to give us your

opinion on that option? Is that a matter of days? Weeks?
General SHINSEKI. Not in weeks. I mean, I’d have to go and look.

This was not something we had even addressed as part the initial
block I package for future a combat system. It was way out there,
and I’ll have to go and try to find out what it would take to get
a good answer for you. At this point, I’m more interested in a good
answer than a fast one.

Chairman LEVIN. Yes. Could you let us know as quickly as pos-
sible when we could get your answer to that question?
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General SHINSEKI. Yes, sir, I’ll do that.
[The information referred to follows:]

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

In the memorandum from the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Tech-
nology, and Logistics) to the Secretary of the Army, subject ‘‘Crusader Artillery Pro-
gram Termination,’’ dated May 13, 2002, the Under Secretary of Defense directed
the Army to review the Crusader program, identify desired technologies, and report
the results before June 30, 2002. I believe that it would be premature, at this time,
to speculate on our ability to transfer, accelerate, or develop these technologies by
a specific timeframe prior to completing the review directed by the Under Secretary
of Defense. The results of our review should be available after the end of June 2002.

Chairman LEVIN. Is it your opinion that Crusader represents the
surest way to address the shortfall of fire support in the mid-term?

General SHINSEKI. That was my best military judgment, that
that was the solution to the problems we had discovered and have
been carrying now for about 10 years.

Chairman LEVIN. One of the questions which was raised relates
to the question of precision and accuracy. We heard from the first
panel that when the JROC reviewed Crusader 8 years ago, in
terms of the requirement for rate of fire and maneuverability, they
did not review Crusader for a set of requirements relative to preci-
sion and accuracy. Is that correct?

General SHINSEKI. That may be correct. I just don’t have that in-
formation off the top of my head. But I will tell you that someplace
here in the development of Crusader, the probable error at about
30 kilometers, because your dispersion will vary with greater
range. But at 30 kilometers, a Paladin will be several hundred me-
ters in dispersion, more than 200, something less than 300. At the
same range, Crusader’s design was to get inside a hundred meters,
95 meters in circular error probable. So whether it was intended
as a key performance parameter or not in the design, that kind of
accuracy has resulted.

Chairman LEVIN. Is there any reason why there could not be a
JROC to re-validate the requirement to include accuracy as one of
the criteria?

General SHINSEKI. I’m sure that could be done. In fact, the con-
cerns about the accuracy of the weapons system resulted in Excal-
ibur being put into study and development so that after the Cru-
sader arrived, that we would have greater precision with a good
bullet and Excalibur. It was our understanding that it was not
going to be available much before 2012. We in the Army decided,
through our systems review process, to move that up to 2008. That
decision has yet to take effect. I mean, it was our intent to do that
so that it would arrive at about the same time that Crusader did
so that range and precision capabilities would arrive at about the
same time. That was our intent.

Chairman LEVIN. The Inspector General of the Army concluded,
after doing his interviews, that the evidence established that the
Vice Chief of Staff of the Army received a document from a defense
contractor source on April 30, which addressed the termination of
the Crusader program. Prior to receiving this document, the Army
was unaware of any proposed change to the Crusader program. As
far as you know, was that accurate?
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General SHINSEKI. That’s correct. In fact, I think perhaps the
only person that knew at that point was the Vice Chief whenever
this information came in and—at least some indication that consid-
eration was underway, not that the termination decision had been
made.

Chairman LEVIN. One of the fundamental questions that we face
is the relationship of the cancellation of Crusader to the trans-
formation of the Army. Now, you’ve been the godfather of trans-
formation. I think if anybody is connected to the transformation, at
least in the Army, it is General Shinseki. Yet the argument has
been made against the Crusader that it is not transformational. So
General, Transformation, what is your comment about that issue?

General SHINSEKI. Well, sir, I wish 3 years of trying, my tenure
in office, to drive this weapons system in the right direction would
have given us a lighter gun. But in 3 years, taking it from 60 to
about 40 tons is what was achievable. We would have continued to
demand better sizing for the system. But there is an understand-
ing, when you’re dealing with recoil engineering, that there is a
certain point at which a base foundation for a recoil system—frank-
ly, you just can’t make the rules, the scientific rules, go beyond
what is in the realm of the possible.

We were looking at new rules for the Future Combat Systems,
but in the mid-term we still had a problem with dealing with this
10-year shortfall in fire that we’ve tried to fix. So where weight is
concerned, we didn’t go far. It just didn’t go fast enough and far
enough. But where all the other technologies with Crusader is as-
sociated more than convinced us that we needed this to fill the re-
quirement that we understood since the Gulf War that we have
had as an issue of risk.

Translate that a few years forward now in post-Anaconda and
post-Afghanistan. In the first 2 days of Operation Anaconda, 28 of
our 36 casualties were due to indirect fire from mortars. It would
have been in our interest to put together the capabilities to have
turned those guns off, turned those mortars off, found them and be
able to lift the burden of fire falling on our troops.

At that close range, my sense is there were all kinds of aircraft
available overhead with available munitions. But at the range of
engagement, 50 to 100 meters, just the size of the warheads of
those air munitions would have precluded us from using them. So
there is a point here in which cannon artillery with long reach that
has the ability to mass fire, even though the specific locations of
enemy forces is imprecise, we could have used and we would have
used.

Another aspect of this——
Chairman LEVIN. Is that what Crusader is intended to be able

to do?
General SHINSEKI. That’s correct, to support with suppressive

fire in the close fight.
We use artillery in the close fight in three ways: to destroy

enemy capabilities, and that’s a little more precise. If we know
where they are, then it’s to put as much pressure as possible—as
many rounds on that single location. If we don’t know exactly
where they are, they’re in an area, then a volume of fire, suppres-
sive fire, is what we would use. Then in the protection of our
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forces, cannon artillery would be the kinds of things that we would
fire concentrations on the flanks of our units as they’re moving to
protect them from being penetrated. We’d also use cannon artillery
to smoke. There is a protection element if you’re able to mask your
own locations in that kind of close fight to get the heat off of you.
Crusader would have been capable of doing all of these.

It is the responsiveness and the accuracy and the timeliness of
cannon artillery that right now is one of the issues we are trying
to solve. That’s not to say that we don’t have a large choice of
weaponry that are available for indirect fire. But, as I indicated,
some point in close proximity, some of those fires become less use-
ful. Rocket fire, for example, the very large footprint, the imprecise
footprint that goes with rocket fire keeps you from using them
within a thousand meters of friendly forces, sometimes 2,000 me-
ters.

The minimum range on multiple rockets is 10 kilometers. So if
you’re in contact inside that 10-kilometer range, that pattern of fire
that’s so powerful that we would like to accelerate is less useful in
that circumstance, and you have to go with cannon artillery and
mortars to be able to cover your indirect fire requirements.

I would say in the first couple of days of Operation Anaconda,
we probably had the best indirect support plan that was intended
for that operation with available aircraft hovering overhead in
order to provide support and tremendous capability from those
platforms and the pilots that flew those missions. As I recall, the
average time between a call for immediate close-air support from
the arrival of munitions was something like 25 minutes. Twenty-
five minutes gets measured a lot of ways, but if you’re sitting there
taking incoming mortar fire, 25 minutes is a long time; cannon and
mortars are intended to return fire in 2 to 3 minutes.

So this is also part of the equation, and that is having a selection
of capabilities is always in the best interests of the ground com-
mander and the soldiers fighting these formations. Being able to
deal with these problems as was played out here in Anaconda, can-
non artillery would have been entirely useful.

Chairman LEVIN. Thank you very much.
Senator Dayton.
Senator DAYTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. General, I apologize

for missing your testimony. I was presiding over the Senate for the
last hour. I’m sure I had to inform my mother, who sees me on tel-
evision more presiding, that it’s like the rookies carrying the water
pail for the veterans; there’s a lot that falls on you when you’re
hundredth in seniority in a troop of 100. So I apologize having
missed you. I don’t know what questions have been asked. I’ll re-
view the record when I have a chance. If there are any gaps, I’ll
submit the questions in writing.

General, you say that your testimony has in the past and is
today based solely on your best professional military judgment. I
respect that enormously.

I’m new to this committee. When I joined it, I was advised by the
distinguished chairman and by our distinguished Senator Warner
to put the interests of the country ahead of any of my state’s con-
cerns. I acknowledge certainly that Minnesota has an important
part of this project, important to the people who have been working
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very hard on it. I’ve toured that operation, and when something is
cancelled because it isn’t performing properly or because it’s de-
layed or because it’s over budget, then I think that people can un-
derstand when they believe that they’re carrying a mission to fulfill
the service of their country just as important to them, in which
they deserve pride, just as men and women in uniform do. It’s obvi-
ously very difficult.

But I’m in the position of being new to the committee. I recognize
that it’s men and women like yourself, the ones who are on the
line, who have the experience in these areas, but also whose lives
will be at risk, depending on whether we fulfill our obligation to
provide you with all that you need, the best possible equipment,
munitions, technology, and everything else that we possibly can.

So, I have taken every possible opportunity to ask the generals,
the battalion commanders, and the regular soldiers in what they
think of the Crusader. I was out at the National Training Center
in California a little over a year ago. I witnessed the tank exercise
there, and asked half a dozen or so battalion commanders and oth-
ers what did they think of the Crusader. I got uniform, strong, high
marks, and genuine enthusiasm for it and a desire for it to come
online as soon as possible.

I had the opportunity in the last couple of months, to ask the
outgoing and the incoming commanders in chief in the areas like
Korea and all of Europe what their views are on Crusader. Again,
uniformly, very positive, very supportive, very definitive that the
Crusader would have a important role to play, especially in terrain
in areas such as Korea or in Easter Europe, or, God forbid, any-
where else in the world.

Then I take the testimony that has been presented just within
weeks by others and by you, who again, are putting forward in a
different context your own sincere views on this and the impor-
tance of it and the need for it. It’s difficult to then pirouette, be-
cause of a decision that’s been made, which I certainly respect
those who did so, and I agree with those who have observed that
these are difficult decisions.

Inevitably, if anything is going to be eliminated, it’s going to in-
volve people—Americans who are working and states and districts
of those of us who would be, therefore, affected. But are we doing
the right thing by America? Are we going to leave your men and
women with what they’ll need now and in the interim and then the
long run—perhaps long run is more conclusive. But can we walk
out of this room and look the men and women of the Army in the
eye and say that what we’re doing is right for them?

General SHINSEKI. Well, Senator, the requirement for Crusader,
if not Crusader, we will find a system that will solve the problems
that the Crusader was intended to solve. We have to do that.

Senator DAYTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEVIN. Thank you very much, Senator Dayton.
Senator Inhofe.
Senator INHOFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General, I checked with industry since we heard about accelerat-

ing the Excalibur up to 2008. I asked the same question about the
Crusader, and found that, yes, it could actually be accelerated up
to 2006.
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I would like to ask you what kind of upgrade would be necessary
in order to have the Paladin fire the Excalibur? Would it have the
same capabilities as if fired from the Crusader? I understand that
there’s no question as to the propellent-charge capacity of a Pal-
adin, in terms of being able to project the same range. Do you have
any thoughts about the upgrades that would be necessary to bring
the Paladin up to that capability?

General SHINSEKI. Well, Senator, they both fire 155 munition.
The Excalibur munition that was being designed with the Crusader
in mind is not able to be fired out of the Paladin, so we’ll have to
redesign it as a .39-caliber warhead.

There are some challenges with firing out of the Paladin because
of trying to get through the amount of force that is imposed on the
warhead. To my understanding, we have not solved that problem
yet. So there’s a good bit of work to be done.

Senator INHOFE. General, there’s a lot of questions and conflict-
ing testimony about the descriptions and the capability of the Cru-
sader. In your manual, the United States Army Weapons System
2002, I’m sure you’ve read the section in there about the Crusader.
To your knowledge, is this accurate?

General SHINSEKI. As I recall, to the best of my knowledge, it is.
Senator INHOFE. Okay. What’s the Department’s record for devel-

oping new systems? How long does it normally take? Is there some
risk involved here when we’re talking about maybe moving faster
than we originally thought we could do? There’s even been some
slippage in the Crusader, although, by and large, it’s on schedule.

General SHINSEKI. Slippage on the Crusader was driven by our
decision to——

Senator INHOFE. Make it light?
General SHINSEKI.—to take it from 60 down to a much lighter

weight. In doing that, that’s delayed it a couple of years.
Senator INHOFE. Did you hear the testimony of Senator

Santorum?
General SHINSEKI. I may not have caught all of it, Senator.
Senator INHOFE. All right. I’m sorry he isn’t here. He kind of

came up with an argument that the Crusader would replace Pal-
adin at the one-to-three ratio. When you’re looking at AOA,
wouldn’t it be wise to look at one of the alternatives as being
maybe cutting the numbers of the Crusader down, as opposed to
altogether eliminating it, on the same ratio that it is fire power to
overcome the Paladin?

General SHINSEKI. Certainly.
Senator INHOFE. That could be one alternative, couldn’t it, if you

look at it?
General SHINSEKI. I think we may have already taken that alter-

native, Senator. When a decision was made to find a better artil-
lery system than the 109 that went to the desert, tank battalions
were downsized by 25 percent. Mechanized infantry battalions
were downsized by 25 percent. Artillery formations were downsized
eight to six guns, by about 25 percent. All of that betting on a cou-
ple of things. One, that we were going to find a solution, in terms
of artillery cannon fire that was going to fix the problem. Two, that
we were going to field an armed reconnaissance capability that was
going to be able to tie to that better gun that was going to provide
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the weight of fire. Three, that we were going to have a digitized
link between all of this that would give us the kinds of capabilities
that would allow us to take these downsizing decisions, that the
risk associated with making our tank and infantry battalions and
our artillery battalions smaller in order to husband those resources
and get a new capability. At that point, we didn’t know what it was
going to be called. It ended up being Crusader as the fire piece of
that.

Three years ago, the Crusader program involved over 1,100 sys-
tems. The Army decided that we were going to focus our trans-
formation on a different set of requirements that went to faster,
more deployable, and more lethal. But it did not want to take unac-
ceptable risk in not having at least one of our formations—one of
our four corps, the counterattack corps—having the best of all ca-
pabilities in the event that the worst of situations happened, and
that was to have a large war. So that’s where Crusader was fo-
cused. The buy was downsized to something like 480 systems.

Senator INHOFE. From around——
General SHINSEKI. Eleven hundred—almost 1,200—down to 480

systems and focused on this one corps. The rest of the Army came
down in tanks and mechanized systems. So, in some way, the
downsizing that would have come out of that analysis of alter-
natives was taken up front. That’s why when we ascribed the risk
that we incurred, we imposed, we accepted here in the 1990s and
we’ve been carrying ever since, what Crusader was intended to fix
was, again, to accommodate the risk that was accepted in the
1990s. We’ll have to figure out how to solve that problem.

Senator INHOFE. You saw the chart that I had up here earlier.
I think I showed that to you at one time. I don’t know whether it’s
over there now or not, but it shows the Paladin and then the Cru-
sader, and then it’s a chart showing rate of fire and range and the
fact that there are four countries that are manufacturing an artil-
lery piece that is better in range and rapid fire than our Paladin,
although all would be inferior to what we would come up with a
Crusader.

General SHINSEKI. Right.
Senator INHOFE. My concern is this. We talked about the expense

out there. I mean, you go out there, you might have an MLRS, a
guided MLRS, as an alternative when you’re in the field. Each
round would be in the neighborhood of, I think, $36,000. A round
for an Excalibur would start off around $200,000. It’s my under-
standing that if we got in a real accelerated program in buying
these that you wouldn’t be able to get below around $36,000 a
round, while your regular artillery shells would be around $200 to
$300. But you’ve got to make decisions in the field.

My concern has always been, sure, we want to have the Excal-
ibur, and we want to have that capability and the guided capabili-
ties, and we want to have the rockets and the missiles, but we still
have to keep that rapid fire capability of artillery shells. We’re
going to have to have that for combat.

I took the time, General, to go over to Germany and see these
alternative systems, the next best one being the PzH 2000 in Ger-
many. Still we have the need for that, and if we decide that we’re
not going to use the Crusader in the future, what we’re saying is,
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in my opinion, is that we’re willing to send young troops out with
less equipment and less capability than a prospective enemy might
have. I would contend when you have four countries making sys-
tems, and they’re on the open market today, that they could get
into almost anyplace that has the money to buy it. That’s my con-
cern. Is that a concern to you?

General SHINSEKI. It is. That’s what was intended to be ad-
dressed here with the Crusader’s capabilities.

I guess, Senator, I would tell you I agree with the requirement
for suppressive fire, as I described why and how that role would
fit. That’s not to suggest we’re not interested in precision at some
point. Bullet warhead is entirely useful under a select set of cir-
cumstances. Where you have imprecise targets, that precision war-
head is an expensive investment and is being used in the same way
you’d end up using a cheaper warhead that didn’t have all that
technology tied to it. But having that warhead for the right target
is entirely useful. But there are a set of targets just in the business
of——

Senator INHOFE. But that doesn’t replace the need for the——
General SHINSEKI. No.
Senator INHOFE.—artillery, the dumb bombs.
General SHINSEKI. A suppression mission associated with ground

combat is still one of the major requirements.
Senator INHOFE. Mr. Chairman, I’m very proud of the General.

He’s answered every question I had, and he’s been very forthright
and honest, and a lot of pressure is on him, and I appreciate it very
much and am glad to be a member of the Army caucus with you.

General SHINSEKI. Thank you, Senator.
Senator INHOFE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEVIN. I just have a few more questions. About 2 years

ago, the Army began referring to the Crusader as a Legacy to Ob-
jective Force System. I think that means or meant that the Cru-
sader would have a role in the Legacy Force, the Interim Force, in
the Objective Force, and the transformed force. So do you consider,
then, the Crusader a transformational system, or aspects of it a
transformational system?

General SHINSEKI. In terms of a technology that it provides to us,
those technologies are transformational. About the only thing that
doesn’t fit our definition of our future transformation is the weight
of the Crusader. As I indicated, we started after that 3 years ago.
We got it to where it could physically go. There may be more oppor-
tunities here, but it just didn’t go fast enough. But all of the other
technologies associated with Crusader are transformational.

I think, when we talk about weight, we ought to ensure that at
least we put it in the right perspective. Certainly, weight is trans-
portable weight—what fits and how much tonnage. But if you gen-
erate a system that has three times the capability and, therefore,
for the same amount of fire power can ship only a third of what
you have now deployed, and it takes you, say, 50 percent of the lift
that you would have to use today to send your current systems,
then there is a difference—a measurable difference in lift. So the
weight of the individual system is less of a factor to be considered.

As we look for whatever is going to meet the requirement that
the Crusader was intended to meet, weight will continue to, I think
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just engineering-wise, be an issue here, and what we need to en-
sure this metric is the fire power that is comparable and how we
get that in the theater and make sure we’ve got a good comparison
between those factors.

Chairman LEVIN. But if it’s the technologies that are useful in
that Objective Force, why not just buy the technology? Why buy
the whole system?

General SHINSEKI. I’m sure that there’s probably a better answer
for that, just buying the technologies, but I don’t know that they
exist out there on the marketplace. I mean, they are tied to a de-
velopment program that tried to make this weapons system fix all
of the problems that we understood, our shortfall on fire. So it’s
very definitely tied to Crusader.

Can it be transferred to some other system? Maybe so. But no
analysis has been done, and I would think that an analysis would
give a better answer than I’ve just given.

I don’t know that the technologies exist out there. Liquid-cooled
cannon—I mean, it’s only tied to the Crusader. So we’d have to go
and try to understand what that means if we were to transfer that
to something else. A smaller logistics footprint—because inside the
Crusader, we were using spray cooling of electronics and then,
imbedded electronic manuals and diagnostics—I think that’s trans-
ferable. I mean, it’s particular to the Crusader for us, but that’s
transferable.

Titanium gun mounts, I think the first time for us on an artillery
piece, and we’d have to understand how to take that and move that
forward. Cockpit design and the layers of fire-control procedures
that we were able to eliminate with a system like Crusader be-
cause of its independent operation with the accuracy of its sub-loca-
tion and then the range, I don’t know that it exists anyplace else.
We’d have to go and understand how we could transfer that.

But I think those would be the examples I would give you of the
technologies that we would like to see carried forward.

Chairman LEVIN. I want to go back to the transformation in gen-
eral again. If we decide to proceed with Crusader, to fund it, does
that slow down transformation?

General SHINSEKI. I don’t——
Chairman LEVIN. Does it accelerate—pardon?
General SHINSEKI. I don’t believe so. I’m trying to interpret what

‘‘slows down’’ means for someone who’s been pushing this trans-
formation as hard as I think I’ve been pushing it for 3 years.

Chairman LEVIN. Well, the opposite is that if we cancel this sys-
tem that allegedly was designed for a different strategic context,
that this will accelerate the transformation to the future Army.

General SHINSEKI. I’d have to go and make that assessment. I
don’t have a good answer today for how cancelling Crusader would
accelerate some of those initiatives that we have been asked to go
and consider, the HIMARS, the guided MLRS, Excalibur. There’ll
be some improvement to the fire process. Not all of it addresses
what Crusader was intended to address in terms of a platform that
would keep up with our formations, our offensive formations, the
reach and the mass of volume of fire delivered. I’d have to give you
a better answer.
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Chairman LEVIN. If you could, give us a timetable for that as-
sessment in the next couple of days. I’m not saying give us the as-
sessment. If you could just give us an idea as to how long that as-
sessment would take.

General SHINSEKI. I will.
[The information referred to follows:]

ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

A formal Analysis of Alternatives (AOA) is a comprehensive, complex undertak-
ing. An AOA is a specific type of analysis mandated by Department of Defense pol-
icy to evaluate the operational effectiveness and costs of alternative materiel sys-
tems to meet a mission need required for milestone decision reviews of acquisition
programs. This analysis typically includes special consideration of system perform-
ance, training and logistics, as well as costs and force effectiveness. The AOA exam-
ines the weapon system capabilities in both present and future operational environ-
ments and organizational concepts by running several joint context scenarios includ-
ing the alternatives developed in the study plan.

Prior to the Crusader termination recommendation, the Army had initiated an
overarching AOA in preparation for the Milestone B decision in April 2003. The
AOA was to have been completed prior to the April 2003 Milestone decision. The
Crusader AOA Senior Advisory Group, comprised of Army and Office of the Sec-
retary of Defense representatives, approved a study plan to look at the system in
comparison to four other alternatives. These alternatives included the present sys-
tem, the M109A6 Paladin as a base case, as well as an improved Paladin, investing
in precision munitions in lieu of Crusader, and finally, accelerating the proposed Fu-
ture Combat Systems (FCS) indirect fire variant.

The Army’s recommended course of action is to continue with the AOA along the
timeline described above. An appropriate decision of this magnitude requires a com-
prehensive analysis. This analysis requires time, resources, and coordination among
multiple agencies. Additionally, the Crusader AOA should logically be synchronized
with the FCS AOA, which cannot be further accelerated prior to the April 2003
timeframe. Anything short of this course of action would result in an effort lacking
the necessary analytical underpinnings required.

The Army is, however, prepared to develop a white paper that will examine the
impact of fielding alternatives to Crusader to provide fires in close support of ma-
neuver. This conceptual paper could be delivered within 75 days, assuming 15 days
to develop and coordinate the terms of reference. The paper will be based in large
part upon military judgment and not analytical data as there will not have been
enough time. Then, proceeding with the AOA as originally planned, we are prepared
to provide emerging results, to include initial cost, training, and logistical impacts
in December 2002.

Chairman LEVIN. Finally, you’re facing this huge modernization
bow wave between 2008 and 2010 with the Crusader, Comanche,
and FCS all being fielded at the same time. How much of that is
unfunded in the Program Objective Memorandum (POM) and in
the extended planning period, number one? Related to that, if you
were required to pay a $9 billion bill, would you chose to do it by
terminating Crusader? If not, how would you pay that bill? There’s
really three questions there. Maybe I should split them up for you,
but they’re all related.

General SHINSEKI. I don’t have a good idea of what the unfunded
bow wave is at this moment. It would have been something we
would have calculated in the 2004–2009 POM bill process. There
would be an Unfunded Requirement (UFR), and it’s probably a sig-
nificant one.

As I’ve testified previously, about $10 billion a year of unfinanced
requirements is what has been carried. Some would ask, ‘‘Well,
how did the $10 billion increase in this past year get applied?’’ As
I’ve testified before, about $3.3 billion went to defense health.
About $1.9 billion went to compensation, in terms of pay raise.
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These are all good moves, but they were off the top; about $1 bil-
lion in pricing, just pricing adjustments; and then about $3 billion
that went into programmatics; about $900 million into the readi-
ness recapitalization of selected current systems; about $700 mil-
lion into FMTV, the family of medium tactical vehicles, require-
ments that we’ve been long in need of addressing; about $500 mil-
lion in chemical demilitarization; and then the remaining $900 mil-
lion into a variety of programs. I would say about $200 million of
that into FCS and Objective Force programs. That’s what happens
to this plus-up when it gets divided.

Chairman LEVIN. Senator Dayton, Senator Inhofe, any other
questions?

Senator DAYTON. I’d just say that on Monday, I sat through
about a 2 hour hearing in the Governmental Affairs Committee on
the transformation of the postal service. Now after, what, a 5 hour
hearing on the transformation of the Army, I guess—I hope you’re
using the words—you and the postal service are using the word dif-
ferently, because I would hate to see the post office end up looking
like the Army, or vice versa.

But with all due respect to the postal service, I want to give this
group credit—you, General, and the Secretary and others. As I
think others have said, too, if there’s not agreement, that’s a
healthy tension to have. But I think that the meat on the word
‘‘transformation’’ that you have placed on it, the amount of fore-
thought, not that all the questions are answered, and, as I say,
there may not even be the right kind of transformation. But, that
aside, I think that the seriousness of purpose with which you and
the Secretary and all have undertaken this and have been able to
articulate what it is that you’re leading the Army toward is really
commendable. The citizens’ freedoms depend on your leadership. I
think all of America is well served. So I thank you.

General SHINSEKI. Thank you, Senator.
Senator INHOFE. Mr. Chairman, let me make one comment, for

the record. In the previous panel, I talked about the JROC and
whether or not it should have been appropriate for them to be ad-
vised and be a participant in this decision. I’d like to say that,
under the functions of JROC, what I’ll now read into the record,
it says, ‘‘Conduct program reviews between formal acquisition mile-
stone-phased decisions as required to assure system performance
meets original missions needs and to address synchronization of
evolving requirements with and among current acquisition pro-
grams.’’ I think that pretty much describes what we are doing here,
and I think it would have been very appropriate to have their in-
volvement in it.

Whenever we talk about how we would spend this money and re-
program it, Mr. Chairman, we’ve just got to find out if there’s going
to be any money should this be terminated, because I have seen a
lot of estimates that it could actually cost more to terminate, and
then we would not have the benefit of the analysis. So I just would
hope we’d keep in mind that there may not be any money to repro-
gram anyway.

Chairman LEVIN. We would ask you the same question about ter-
mination costs. Could you ask your deputy for acquisition to take
a look at that issue and give us, for the record, an assessment as
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to what the termination costs will be, the range if it’s terminated
now compared to if it were to be terminated at Milestone B, for in-
stance.

General SHINSEKI. I will do that.
[The information referred to follows:]

CRUSADER TERMINATION COSTS

We are currently working to refine our initial estimates of the costs associated
with terminating the Crusader program for fiscal years 2002 and 2003. In determin-
ing the total cost impact to terminate Crusader, we have to include not only the
costs associated with termination of the contracts, but also the in-house costs at
Picatinny Arsenal and the Tank and Automotive Command, where the program is
managed, the impact to other government activities where work supporting the Cru-
sader program was being performed, and the impact to other programs that shared
development work, facilities, or industry overhead with Crusader. To better define
our current estimate of the costs associated with terminating Crusader, we have for-
mally requested the prime development contractor to provide us with is not to ex-
ceed price for the termination by May 23, 2002.

Our current estimate of the costs associated with terminating Crusader now is ap-
proximately $290 million. Of the $290 million, about $16.5 million is in-house cost,
$4.3 million for other government agencies, $42 million for other programs im-
pacted, and the remainder is our current best estimate of the costs associated with
the termination of Crusader’s development contracts.

Our estimate of the costs associated with allowing the program to continue to the
planned Milestone B decision in April 2003 is approximately $385 million.

Chairman LEVIN. Also, if you would, for the record, add anything
further, particularly with that last question in mind as to how
we’re going to pay that $9 billion bow wave bill. Add any thoughts
about what your priorities are. We have a real problem, and I know
we’ve got to face it. The Army’s got to face it. We have $9 billion,
I believe, unfunded in the Program Objective Memorandum, ac-
cording to my figures, and we’ve got to pay for it somehow.

If you have any further thoughts for the record as to whether ter-
minating Crusader is something you’d be willing to do if—before
you’d be willing to do other things that might be on someone’s list
for the chopping block, it is a factor. The department points to that
as being one of the reasons for their decision to recommend termi-
nation of the Crusader. So we’ll leave the record open for that pur-
pose, as well.

General SHINSEKI. I would just say, Senator, over the last 3
years, the Army has cancelled something like 29 programs, restruc-
tured 16, and taken the results of that, nearly $13 billion, and fo-
cused it into the things that we’ve said were important. The results
of that analysis were contained in the budget we submitted based
on our assessment and best military advice that I could provide.

I will go and take a look and try to answer your question. We
are prepared to make other tough decisions. The fact that Crusader
was retained for the budget was not a decision taken lightly, and
I’ll go back and take a look.

[The information referred to follows:]

THE PROCUREMENT ‘‘BOW WAVE’’

The Army ‘‘bow wave’’ pertains to the Army’s research, development, and acquisi-
tion (RDA) program in the extended planning period (EPP). The EPP extends be-
yond the current Future Years Defense Program (FYDP), in this case, fiscal year
2008–fiscal year 2019. The bow wave is the difference between the requirements
during that period, and the anticipated funding level. In fiscal year 2003 constant
dollars, the requirement is approximately $32 billion per year while the funding
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during that time period is about $25 billion per year. This difference creates a $7
billion RDA bow wave.

The Army has a plan to reduce the effects of this bow wave in the EPP. First,
the Army plans to continue to take risk by not funding certain Legacy Force mod-
ernization programs. In the past 3 years, the Army terminated 29 different pro-
grams and restructured another 16 generating more than $24 billion for higher pri-
ority Transformation programs. In the current FYDP, the Army only funds about
60 percent of its requirements for modernization of the Legacy Force. By continuing
to accept risk in the Legacy Force, the Army will be able to reduce the bow wave
by $3–$4 billion per year. Next, the Army plans to continually reevaluate its RDA
portfolio for programs that can be reduced as the technologies associated with the
FCS mature. The Army expects to generate several billion dollars per year of sav-
ings in the future by doing this.

The Crusader and Comanche requirements are fully funded in the Program Objec-
tive Memorandum (fiscal year 2003–fiscal year 2007). Since the costs to develop and
acquire the FCS are still emerging, we are not in a position to say the program is
fully funded at this time. We will be in better position to articulate the resource
requirements and any unfunded requirements for FCS when the fiscal year 2004
budget is submitted.

Lastly, the Army’s strategy to reduce the bow wave in the EPP is consistent with
its priorities to field six Interim Brigades by fiscal year 2007, field the first Objec-
tive Force unit of action by fiscal year 2008, and have initial Objective Force oper-
ational capability by fiscal year 2010. Although the analysis remains to be done, it
is our belief that terminating Crusader will not significantly reduce the bow wave
since Crusader funding is not a large component of the Army’s program. Crusader
procurement was to be completed by fiscal year 2015, and the Army’s requirement
for indirect fire support still exists, and those requirements will need to be deter-
mined. Because of these reasons, the Army would not have chosen to terminate Cru-
sader to pay down the bow wave.

CRUSADER PRECISION

Precision is and has been a requirement within Crusader’s Operational Require-
ments Document (ORD) since its inception. However, it is not a key performance
parameter (KPP). Improved accuracy will provide this howitzer with an overmatch-
ing lethality to achieve greater damage against the anticipated suite of threat tar-
gets. The howitzer will be firing at longer ranges and a much more rapid rate-of-
fire than predecessor systems. To maintain effectiveness, greater emphasis on accu-
racy at greater ranges and rates of fire will be required.

The updated ORD, currently being staffed within the building, has the following
requirements for precision circular error probable (CEP).

Range (kilometers) Precision (meters)

15 ......................................................................................................................................................... 55
25 ......................................................................................................................................................... 95
35 ......................................................................................................................................................... 155
40 ......................................................................................................................................................... 210

CEP is defined as the radius of a circle within which 50 percent of the projectiles
fired will impact. Precision measures the tightness of sequentially fired, identically
aimed projectiles. Contributors to precision error are random variations in muzzle
velocity, projectile drag effects and gun pointing. One of the technological advance-
ments onboard Crusader which addresses these variations is the integrated Projec-
tile Tracking System (PTS). The PTS tracks each round fired along its flight path
and computes its ‘‘did hit’’ data, which is then quickly compared to ‘‘should hit’’
data. These computations are then quickly applied to each subsequent round, mak-
ing each of them more accurate than the previous shot. In fact, Crusader has al-
ready demonstrated a CEP of 96 meters at 30 kilometers, surpassing the estab-
lished requirement.

Target location accuracy must also be considered. Forward observers, unmanned
aerial vehicles, and other target acquisition sources provide locations of targets for
indirect fires. This determines the aim point at which howitzers will shoot, but there
may be inaccuracies in the location.

The best solution set comes from combining weapons precision with precision mu-
nitions and minimum target location error. When there is an exact target location
or a very small target location error, precision munitions can maneuver directly to
the target and are effective. For example, Excalibur’s ORD requirement for accuracy
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for detonating projectiles is 30 meters or less with respect to the aim point, ensuring
maximum effectiveness and to minimize collateral damage.

Precision, while not a KPP of the Crusader system, is nevertheless, extremely im-
portant, and every effort is made to be as accurate as possible. For close support
of maneuver, the paramount requirement is volume, or rate of fire, and range. We
can overcome inherent inaccuracies as observers can adjust fires onto the target. As
a result, weapon precision, though an important requirement, was not stated as a
KPP. Visibility on this requirement, as well as all others, is ensured as the system
goes through the Army Requirements Oversight Council/Joint Requirements Over-
sight Council (AROC/JROC) process. Crusader went through a system review in
1997 where the Office of the Secretary of Defense made precision a ‘‘special interest’’
topic to be briefed at the next Milestone review. The Army has maintained continu-
ous oversight of this significant requirement throughout its development. Further,
this area, among others, will be reviewed again as Crusader is scheduled to go
through an AROC/JROC later this year in preparation for Milestone B, scheduled
for April 2003.

Senator INHOFE. Yes, and isn’t it true, General, that these
downsizing—these cuts, these cancellations—were done by the
Army, not by DOD. You were working on this. Were some of these
decisions to downsize-predicated on the assumption that we would
have a Crusader?

General SHINSEKI. That is correct.
Senator INHOFE. Thank you very much.
Chairman LEVIN. General, you have served our Nation with

great honor and distinction, and you have maintained that tradi-
tion today. I know it was a very uneasy place for you to be, but
you have carried it out, I think, with great honor and with great
dignity. It has been of great assistance to this committee. It will,
I hope, benefit the decision that we’re going to have to make, along
with the House on this matter.

So, with that, we will stand adjourned, and again, please accept
our thanks.

General SHINSEKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Questions for the record with answers supplied follow:]

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR CARL LEVIN

SCHEDULE FOR FIELDING NON LINE OF SIGHT FUTURE COMBAT SYSTEMS

1. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, the plan to cancel the Crusader program
is partially based on the development of indirect fire systems as part of the FCS
program. However, the FCS indirect fire systems are still high risk science and
technology programs and are not expected to develop operational prototypes and
enter system development and demonstration (SDD) until fiscal year 2007, accord-
ing to the Army. For example, DARPA is expecting that NetFires will have a SDD
phase that lasts 2 to 4 years. This will mean that NetFires will probably not be
ready for deployment at least until fiscal year 2011. The Army has indicated that
the deployment date may be even later, in fiscal year 2014. Your testimony indi-
cated that FCS indirect fire systems would play an important role in providing indi-
rect fire capabilities after 2010. It is important to note that most programs run into
technical difficulties, which often delay their development schedules. Given the
above considerations and assuming the absence of Crusader, what will happen to
our indirect fire capabilities in the fiscal year 2010–2014 timeframe if the produc-
tion date of the non line of sight portion of FCS slips?

Secretary RUMSFELD. In the event that non line of sight portion of the Future
Combat System does not materialize in the fiscal year 2010–2014 timeframe, the
Department would have to place a higher reliance on other alternatives to accom-
plish the indirect fire mission. The defense program provides a rich mix of indirect
fire systems. These systems include other towed and self-propelled artillery systems,
mortars, rocket and missile systems, attack helicopters, bombers, AC–130 gunships,
naval surface fire support, and joint assets such as tactical aircraft (and their preci-
sion munitions), and cruise missiles. While Crusader would be better than any field-
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ed howitzer, it represents only a single element of a broad array of U.S. indirect
fire systems.

MULTI-ROLE ARMAMENT AND AMMUNITION SYSTEM

2. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, the Army is developing a new 105mm how-
itzer system as part of its Multi-Role Armament and Ammunition System (MRAAS).
This is being highlighted as an alternative to Crusader. However, the system is not
planned to enter SDD until 2007. How long will it take for the system to get
through SDD and into production and deployment?

Secretary RUMSFELD. The MRAAS is currently a Science and Technology program
that will be evaluated and is a potential candidate for FCS Block II fielding. It pro-
vides direct and indirect fire capabilities from a common armament system design
to support the lethality needs of the Army’s Future Combat System. Included in the
development of three munitions, all based on common cartridge configurations, are:
an advanced kinetic energy munition for 0–41 kilometers Line of Sight; a 2–15 kilo-
meter Beyond Line of Sight; and an 4–50 kilometer Smart Cargo Round for Non
Line of Sight engagements. The benefit to the Army of the MRAAS System is the
reduced logistics footprint associated with a common armament and ammunition
configuration. MRAAS was not specifically designed to replace the Crusader. Under
its current funding profile, MRAAS could enter SDD in fiscal year 2007. If the Army
decides to go forward with MRAAS as an Acquisition Program, then MRAAS could
enter Production in fiscal year 2011 and be deployed to the field in fiscal year 2012.

3. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, how does this date change with any tech-
nical problems that may occur?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Unforeseen technical problems would add time to field the
system.

4. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, how does the fielding date of this system
factor into the Crusader cancellation decision?

Secretary RUMSFELD. There is no relationship between the fielding date of the
MRAAS and the decision to terminate Crusader.

ACCELERATING TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION AND DEPLOYMENT

5. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, the GAO has noted repeatedly that cost,
schedule, and performance problems are more likely to occur when programs start
with technologies at lower technology readiness levels. Is there a concern that artifi-
cially setting an FCS demonstration and deployment date, in the absence of the an-
swers to many technical and doctrinal questions, will drive this program into the
same problems?

Secretary RUMSFELD. The Department of Defense will review the Future Combat
System in May 2003 prior to its entry into System Demonstration and Development.
At that time, the Department will assess the technology readiness levels (TRL) of
the critical components of the Future Combat System. The formal assessment of the
TRLs is required to establish confidence in the demonstration and deployment
dates.

6. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, how will that affect our indirect fire capa-
bilities in the timeframe fiscal year 2010–2014?

Secretary RUMSFELD. If the Non Line of Sight variant of the Future Combat Sys-
tem is not fielded in the fiscal year 2010–2014 timeframe, the defense program pro-
vides a rich mix of indirect fire systems. These systems include other towed and
self-propelled artillery systems, mortars, rocket and missile systems, attack heli-
copters, bombers, AC–130 gunships, naval surface fire support, and joint assets such
as tactical aircraft (and their precision munitions), and cruise missiles. While Cru-
sader would be better than any fielded howitzer, it represents only a single element
of a broad array of U.S. indirect fire systems.

7. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, accelerating FCS to operational status will
require an efficient transition of technologies between the Army and DARPA. This
connection has traditionally been very difficult to make. How will you ensure that
these technologies will be accelerated through a notoriously slow acquisition system?

Secretary RUMSFELD. The Director of the Objective Force Task Force, LTG John
M. Riggs, is responsible for ensuring an expeditious and efficient transition of
DARPA technologies into the Future Combat System. The Under Secretary of De-
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fense (Acquisition, Technology and Logistics) will review the progress of the tech-
nology transition against the program’s milestones. Additionally, we have estab-
lished acquisition initiatives to improve the acquisition process. These initiatives in-
clude the use of spiral development, interoperablility mandates, realistic costing,
competitive sourcing, and the publication of new regulations to shorten the acquisi-
tion cycle.

8. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, how will you ensure that there is adequate
time for doctrine development and testing and evaluation?

Secretary RUMSFELD. The Future Combat System will undergo a major program
review in October 2002. The Milestone B decision will be in May 2003. This will
be the initial opportunity to examine the complete program as all of the vehicle con-
figurations will be established and decisions will have been reached as to which
technologies will be in Block I. If there is inadequate time for test and evaluation,
schedule adjustments will be made as a result of the programmatic review.

UTILIZING CRUSADER TECHNOLOGIES

9. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, one of the plans that OSD has for a can-
celed Crusader system is to use any technologies that are appropriate as part of an
accelerated FCS program. How will this be possible given the fact that many of the
subsystems, technologies, and expertise reside with contractors who are not nec-
essarily part of the FCS team?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Once the appropriate technologies are identified, the Direc-
tor of the Objective Force Task Force, LTG John M. Riggs, will be responsible for
integrating the technologies into the variants of the Future Combat System. All
technologies that were developed under the Crusader program can be applied to the
Future Combat System. The Department of Defense funded these technology devel-
opments and is entitled to apply them to any new initiative irrespective of whether
or not the originating contractor is a member of the Future Combat System team.

JOINT REQUIREMENTS OVERSIGHT COUNCIL

10. Senator LEVIN. Secretary Rumsfeld, in your testimony, you indicated that the
Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) is limited to looking at requirements
and interoperability issues. This is in conflict to the understanding that Congress
has had as to the role of the JROC, which was to include program reviews between
formal acquisition milestone phase decisions, validation of mission needs statements
and capstone requirements documents, operational requirements documents and key
performance parameters, and overseeing the Joint Warfighting Capability Assess-
ment Process. Has the role of the JROC changed and if so, what organization will
provide the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs with advice to support his Title 10 respon-
sibilities?

Secretary RUMSFELD. Your understanding as to the role of the JROC is correct
and that role has not changed. The major responsibilities of the JROC are to oversee
the requirements generation system, validate systems acquisition milestones before
they are sent to the Defense Acquisition Board, oversee the Joint Warfighting Capa-
bilities Assessment process, and advise the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff regard-
ing warfighting capabilities, requirements, and priorities. Crusader is an Army—
only program and the Operational Requirements Document approval was delegated
to the Chief of Staff of the Army on November 10, 1994; but Key Performance Pa-
rameters approval/validation was retained by the JROC.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR STROM THURMOND

IMPACT ON ARMY’S TACTICS

11. Senator THURMOND. Secretary Rumsfeld, although resources and capability
are key in determining whether or not to proceed with any weapon system, the need
for the system to support the warfighter in a tactical environment must be included
in the decision making process. In reaching your decision to terminate the Crusader,
I understand you received input from both the budget and testing and evaluation
communities. What input and from whom did you receive an evaluation of the tac-
tical implications of terminating Crusader?

Secretary RUMSFELD. The input that led to my recommending to Congress that
Crusader funds be redirected is documented in two reports prepared by the Office
of the Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation. These reports are:
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• ‘‘Crusader: Overview of PA&E Analysis’’, April 23, 2002.
• ‘‘Achieving A Transformation in Fire Support’’, June 2002.

12. Senator THURMOND. General Shinseki, what are the implications of Crusader’s
termination on the Army’s capability to fight a conventional conflict?

General SHINSEKI. The Army will be forced to accept risk in the short term. Cru-
sader was a critical component of the total combined arms capabilities of our ar-
mored and mechanized forces of the Counterattack Corps—the Army’s premier
digitized, combined arms force and the Nation’s strategic hedge as the Army trans-
formed to the Objective Force. The reason we had Crusader was to increase the con-
tribution of indirect fire support. We had to have extended range lethality to impose
far greater killing power before forces were in contact, not over-rely on tactical as-
sault for decisive results, account for enemy long-range precision lethality, and pro-
vide fires in close support of maneuver from dispersed locations. Superior lethality
was possible from much smaller firing units to get the job done. Crusader provided
very responsive and reliable fires on demand to forces in contact with comprehen-
sive coverage over expanded operating areas.

While Crusader was to go initially to the Counterattack Corps, it was always in-
tended to be available to support the Interim and Objective Forces, as required.
Crusader would have remained in the force through 2032, well beyond retirement
of the Counterattack Corps. Crusader was intended to help provide the operational
hedge that allowed the time for the development of Future Combat Systems non-
line of sight cannon in approximately the 2014 timeframe.

Without Crusader, the Army must now accept extended risk in this force as it
transforms. Crusader brought about a transformation in dominant maneuver. It’s
unique characteristics were accurate, lethal fires at extended ranges out to 50 kilo-
meters; high trajectory discrete or volume cannon fires against all threats in all ter-
rain and weather conditions; high rate of fire of 10 rounds per minute to get the
job done with smaller teams and less exposure; family of munitions effects scalable
to mission, on-board C4, and sensor-to-shooter links for unprecedented agility of
fires in response to forces in contact; and survivability and mobility.

The loss of Crusader leaves us with a shortfall in terms of range, rate of fire and
capability to conduct mutually supporting operations. This shortfall will not be fully
mitigated until we have fielded the Future Combat Systems non-line of sight cannon
combined with the networking of other Army indirect fires and systems and the
ability to routinely employ Joint capabilities.

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

13. Senator THURMOND. Secretary Aldridge, the decision to terminate the Cru-
sader is based in part on the understanding that systems more capable and trans-
formational are in the development process. In fact, your briefing indicates that the
Excalibur precision artillery shell which is scheduled for delivery in 2013 could be
moved up to 2006. Considering that it currently takes decades to develop new tech-
nology, what assurance can you provide that Excalibur will be ready in 2006 and
how do you plan to change the acquisition process to achieve this goal?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. In order to maintain the Excalibur program on course for an
Initial Operational Capability by 2006, I have elevated the status of Excalibur to
Acquisition Category ID. I am the Milestone Decision Authority. Additionally, we
have established acquisition initiatives to improve the acquisition process. These ini-
tiatives include the use of spiral development, interoperability mandates, realistic
costing, competitive sourcing, and publication of new regulations to shorten the ac-
quisition cycle.

TERMINATION PROCESS

14. Senator THURMOND. Secretary Aldridge, although I am not totally familiar
with the process the Department uses to evaluate a weapons system, I understand
it is very detailed and thorough. Can you assure us that you followed the estab-
lished process and that this process will stand the scrutiny of a formal investiga-
tion?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. The Department uses a very structured process for program
initiation and for program restructure which involves the Defense Acquisition Board
(DAB). DOD 5000 defines these rules. However, DOD 5000 does not specifically ad-
dress program termination and a DAB is not required. The Department of Defense
had developed a study plan and started work on a rigorous AOA for Crusader. How-
ever, now that the President has submitted a budget amendment that proposes to
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redirect Crusader funds, the Department will not pursue that work. We will now
refocus all analysis efforts on the Future Combat System. The study plan envisioned
reporting initial results on the base case in October 2002, interim results in Feb-
ruary 2003, and final study results in April 2003. The schedule for the study was
already very accelerated, and it would not be possible to complete the full study in
a shorter period time.

The AOA was to look at the planned Crusader system as the base case and exam-
ine as alternatives: (1) a ‘‘feasible upgrade’’ to the Army’s existing system, the
M109A6 Paladin and its Future Artillery Ammunition Supply Vehicle; (2) alter-
native munitions, both guided and unguided; and (3) accelerating the fire support
technology programs linked to the Future Combat System. The Department has
done thorough analyses of indirect fire approaches that support the decision to ter-
minate Crusader. These analyses of indirect fire approaches that support the deci-
sion to terminate Crusader are documented in:

• ‘‘Crusader: Over of PA&E Analysis,’’ April 23, 2002
• ‘‘Achieving A Transformation in Fire Support,’’ June 2002.

WHY TERMINATE CRUSADER NOW

15. Senator THURMOND. Secretary Wolfowitz, last year the Department conducted
a series of strategic reviews including one of the conventional forces. In a press con-
ference, Mr. David C. Gompert, who headed the group on conventional forces, an-
swered when asked about the need for Crusader that: ‘‘The answer I concluded was
no, it doesn’t really make that much of a contribution.’’ Based on that assessment
and similar findings by other groups, why did the Department continue funding the
program in this year’s budget request?

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. Mr. Gompert’s study group provided valuable input. How-
ever, it was not the only input which was used in deciding to terminate Crusader.
Subsequent to the strategic reviews, the Department conducted a Quadrennial De-
fense Review and other assessments leading to the Defense Planning Guidance. The
termination process intensified after the publication of the Office of the Director,
Program Analysis and Evaluation report ‘‘Crusader: Overview of PA&E Analysis,’’
April 23, 2002.

COST COMPARISON

16. Senator THURMOND. Secretary Wolfowitz, I personally believe that Crusader
is a quantum leap technology and that it is long overdue. At the same time, I be-
lieve we must transform our forces to not only prepare them to fight the next war,
but also to take advantage of the technology that is on the horizon. We must also
be mindful that our Legacy Forces will be with us for the next 20 years and that
they must be capable and modernized. Can we afford to both transform our forces
and modernize our Legacy Forces?

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. In order to afford the transformation of our forces and at
the same time modernize our Legacy Forces, the Department will be making de-
manding decisions. The decision to terminate Crusader and use other DOD assets
for the indirect fire mission is an example of the difficult decisions which must be
made as we balance transformation and modernization.

17. Senator THURMOND. Secretary Wolfowitz, what analysis has been done to de-
termine the various costs of modernizing the Paladin artillery system, producing the
Crusader, and developing and fielding both the Excalibur and NetFires Systems?

Secretary WOLFOWITZ. In determining these costs, the Department has drawn on
a variety of analyses. Key among them are:

• Formal analyses of alternatives for Crusader’s Milestone I and scheduled
Milestone II acquisition reviews.
• Analyses conducted in 1999, when the Army changed its orientation to
a lighter, more deployable force and Crusader was restructured to reduce
its weight.
• Analyses supporting the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review.
• Analyses conducted for the fall 2001 program review and the fiscal year
2003 budget development process.
• Analyses undertaken during the spring of 2002 examining the status of
the Crusader program and exploring transformation alternatives.

These analyses are summarized in the Department’s June 2002 report to Con-
gress, ‘‘Achieving a Transformation in Fire Support.’’
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DELAY IN TERMINATION

18. Senator THURMOND. Secretary Aldridge, what would be the impact, in terms
of cost and new system development, of the decision to delay the Crusader termi-
nation until next April when a formal milestone review is to be completed?

Secretary ALDRIDGE. The termination costs are subject to negotiation with the
prime contractor and will include government costs such as salaries and test range
support. The Army estimates that approximately $58.5 million of Fiscal Year 2003
Crusader funding may be required for termination in addition to residual fiscal year
2002 funds. The cost to continue Crusader until its scheduled Milestone B decision
would have been approximately $277 million. The cost of a new system is unknown
at this point and will be defined once the variants of the Future Combat System
are formally costed.

TECHNICAL ISSUES WITH CRUSADER

19. Senator THURMOND. General Shinseki, what are the current technical issues
in the Crusader development and what steps is the Army taking to correct the prob-
lems?

General SHINSEKI. Currently, there is no high technical risk in the Crusader de-
velopment. The moderate technical risks in the Crusader development are cannon
reliability and hardware/software integration. Each area is being addressed by a ro-
bust risk mitigation plan. Cannon reliability growth is a risk area because dem-
onstrated reliability of prototype hardware is not currently meeting the planned
growth projection to the objective requirement. Crusader is mitigating this risk by
aggressive reliability growth testing on self-propelled howitzer prototype hardware
at Yuma Proving Ground. This testing is identifying cannon failure modes, enabling
implementation of design solutions before completion of the cannon design at the
September 2002 cannon critical design review. Also, an intensive reliability analysis
effort is identifying additional potential cannon failure modes not seen in prototype
testing. These failure modes are also being addressed during the ongoing design ac-
tivity. Finally, an intensive system reliability analysis to improve reliability across
all Crusader subsystems is being conducted to ensure that Crusader meets the sys-
tem level reliability requirement. These mitigation actions continue to reduce risk
and are expected to continue to close the gap between prototype hardware reliability
performance and the objective requirement.

Hardware/software integration is a moderate risk area because of the sheer vol-
ume of code, the number of functions within the system, and the degree of difficulty
in real-time control of ammunition handling hardware. The initial software develop-
ment focus was on system-wide architecture implementation and basic functions
and is currently transitioning to optimizing performance. At this stage of the pro-
gram, fixing software defects is challenging because of the number of interfaces that
must be dealt with and the complexity of the functionality that resides in the code.
Also, fault and tolerance performance allocations remain to be verified to mitigate
safety and collision avoidance issues.

Crusader is mitigating hardware/software integration risk with several ap-
proaches. The Integrated Crusader Environment and Crusader Integration Test
Stand assets, along with a self-propelled howitzer prototype are successfully mitigat-
ing the risk associated with the firing functions of the hardware. Modeling and sim-
ulation has mitigated the collision avoidance and safety aspects of the software di-
recting the hardware. Half of the objective software is developed and tested, thus
mitigating the risk to the software development cycle in system development and
demonstration. The software is broken out as separate threads to optimize
functionality to program event needs and used in the approach of incremental devel-
opment. Incremental development has allowed for checkout of the hardware/soft-
ware interface by first exercising the single-step motion, and then transitioning to
the functional operations of the hardware. The completed software also incorporates
a ‘‘halt on fault’’ capability to mitigate any risk of personal injury or hardware dam-
age.

FUTURE CAPABILITIES

20. Senator THURMOND. General Shinseki, what are your assessments, both in
terms of capability and development, of the Excalibur artillery round, the NetFires
system, and the Precision Guided Multiple Launch Rocket System?

General SHINSEKI. Excalibur provides global positioning system (GPS) based pre-
cision capability for delivery of 155mm cannon munitions where precision is critical
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to the engagement of the target. Today, we do not have the ability to engage high-
payoff, discrete targets or targets in urban environments with great precision while
minimizing collateral damage. While Excalibur was being developed for use with
Crusader, its technologies for GPS-based precision must be incorporated into muni-
tions for the Future Combat Systems cannon. Not only is greater precision afforded
by the employment of Excalibur, but also the range of the weapon platform is in-
creased, so that less frequent repositioning is required. As a result, enhanced flexi-
bility is generated. Excalibur, however, should not be viewed as a general-purpose
munition suitable for all target types. Judicious target planning must be stressed
in order to maximize the capabilities of this valuable combat multiplier. Excalibur
is in development and we expect to field the Block I (unitary) in fiscal year 2008.

The Army is pursuing NetFires as part of the Objective Force for a nonline of
sight missile capability for the Future Combat System equipped unit of action. This
system will operate within a networked system of systems that is enabled by a revo-
lutionary command, control, and communications architecture that dynamically
links all relevant sensors, fires capabilities (Army and Joint), and other assets.
NetFires is made up of the munitions to include the precision attack missile and
the loitering attack missile, the container/launch unit, and the command and control
interface. The extended range and precision of these missiles provide an enhanced
capability to destroy enemy forces and systems at extended ranges.

The GMLRS family of munitions provides increased accuracy at extended ranges
enhancing the ability to destroy enemy forces at depth. It is composed of both a
dual-purpose improved conventional munition (DPICM) and a unitary variant.
GMLRS unitary allows destruction of targets while minimizing collateral damage
and unexploded ordnance hazards. GMLRS DPICM is in development with a sched-
uled fielding date of fiscal year 2006 and GMLRS unitary would be a new start pro-
gram.

[Whereupon, at 7:48 p.m., the committee adjourned.]
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